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~. INTRODUCTION 

A. General methods of age determination 

Many ~stimates on the age of the earth haw.e been made. 

These .have been deriv~d from a variety of hypothese~,from 

divine r~velation\ to thermodynamical considerations re

garding the cooling of the earth. However, the systematic 

study of the earth's rocks and minerals did not become a 

basis for age determinations until the early 20th century • 

As with most scientific discoveries, the methods of 

geochronology were built upon a burgeoning foundation of 

new ideas and theories • In the first part of the 19th 

century, William Smith in England and George Cuvier in 

France provided a cornerstone by working with successions 

of strata identified by the distinctive fossils they con-

tained. Thus it became possible to correlate formations 

of strata in widely separated regions of the world. Here 
' 

then was a means of determining the relative age~of rocks • 

Different successions of strata were classified according 
1 

to a relative time scale (see Appendix). Attempts to 

assign an absolute age to this time scale were derived by 

several methods. The most common involved the estimation 
. ~.~~P~; 

of the thickness of strata and rate of deposition.A ln 
I 

1905, Sollas obtained a figure of 18J,OOO feet of strata . 
deposited since the beginning of the Cambria~Period . 

[w . .0.sollas, The Age of the Earth and Other Geological 

Studies, Dutton, New York, 1905]. He took an average ra t e 
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counting techniques has brought about greater accuracy in 

radiometric dating by defining the basic constants used in 

age c~lculations. 

The general methods of absolute geochronometry in use 
I 

5'" 
at th~resent time have been recently reviewed by Hamilton 

~ 
[E.S. amilton, M.H.Dodson, N.J.Snelling, "The <Application 

of r hysical and Chemical Methods to teochronology", Int. Jfl. 

Appl. Rad. Isot. l'.3, 587-610x(l962)J, Aldrich and WetheriU 

[L. T .CJ?.drich, G. W. Wetherill, "Geochronology by ~dioacti ve 

/)ecay", Ann. Rev. Nu cl. Sci. 8, 257-298.x- (i9 58~, and Knopf 
7 

[A. ~pf, "Measuring Geologic Time", in Study of the Earth, 

ed. J.F.White, Prentice-Hall, New Jersey, 1962. pp 41-62]~ 

and will be dealt with only briefly here. Table 1 sum-

marizes the basis of each of these methods • 

'· Uranium and thorium methods 
if>_,._, 
Uranium-238, urani~m-235, thorium-232 decay to lead-206, 

lead-207, lead-208 respectively, and helium. The amount 

of parent and daughter isotope is related to the age of 

the system by the general equation 

where A.. ;:::. decay constant for 
the specific isotope. It is 
related to half-life by 

A ::. • "9 ~ 
4:; 'f;a. 

where t ::. time in years. 
'l ~ 

Boltwood ~] was the first to utilize the 

uranium-lead ratio of rocks to determine geologic age. 

However, not until about 1940
1
with the mass spectrometric 

?, 'l 
analysis of lead by Nier;EA~OT~~ePy-ll~ae-~se~e~~e-6e"~~~-

~~~~eft-ef was the uranium-thorium-lead method put on a 
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. @ 
sound quantitative basis . [A.O.Nier, "The Isotopic Oohsti-

v 
tution of Radiogenic aeads and the Measurement of 3 eolo-

g 1c·a 1 ·fime, II", Phys. Rev • .2..2.• 15'.3-16'.3,x-(_19'.3 ~] ~ ~[A.@ 
c 

Nier, iR.W.Thompson, B.F.Murphy, "The Isotopic Constitution 

of ~ead and the Measurement of r eological . fime' III"' Phys • . 

Rev. 69, 112-116~ ~94~]. 

Since uranium and thorium generally occur in the 

same mineral, three independent estimates of the mineral's 

age may be made. In addition, the ratio of lead-207 to 

lead-206 can be related to the age of the mineral • 

Lead-210 is a short-lived intermediate member of the 

uranium-238 decay scheme and can be .used in an equili-

brium ratio with lead-206 to determine age. Another 

variation based on uranium and thor~um decay is related 
'\ 
\ VI 

to variations ~ the isotopic composition of common lead 

~ varying ratios of lead-208,207,206 and non-radiogenic 

lead-201° ) and hence its appellation, "the common lead 

method" • . 

Uranium and thorium methods of dating can be applied 

to a number of minerals. The most ubiquitous is zircon 

which must be coneentrated from rocks such as granites 

and pegmatites. Uraninite and thorianite, pitchblende, 

monazite, sphene and other mineral concentrates have also 

been used for dating purposes. Isotopic dilution methods 

utilizing mass spectrometry are extensively empLoyed in 

the quantitative determination of the uranium, thorium, 

and lead isotopes needed for age work. 

Rubidium-strontium method 

Rubidium-87 decays by beta emission to strontium-87. 
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71t; -'6'2- ( I q3~)] 

ID 
In 1938, Hahn and Walling suggested the possibility of' 

using rubidium-87 decay to measure geologic age, and, ifu 
II 

1946, Ahrens first applied this method extensively . [L.H. 
ill'i r 

Ah-i'eni5, "Determination 6f' the <Age of' ~1i. nerals by t4t-eans 

of' the)Iiadioactivity of'_)Bubidium", Nature 157. 269~(1946)1 • 

Since the half-li~e of rubidium-87 is long compared 

to geologic time, the following equation may be used to 

calculate age: 

10) 87 °t;.y _ ( 6 • 8x1 0 Sr 
- Rb8( 

minerals are found in nature; however, it i~ 

with potassium so that considerable enrichment zy 

can occur 

" 
ci ' 

Lepidolite is the favored ~ 
, i ff 

mineral for i · in-strontium age work, but it is re- "J'j.,..--1;) 

stricted to Useful ages have been determined ~ 

from some biotihs. muscovites. amphiboles. certain f'eld- : r~ 
.~r suars. 

f' • 

. . . . [' 

. ' 

" 

• ~ r J I •, 
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Pot a ssium-Argon Method 

Pota ssium-40 deca xs both ~ calcium-1.J.O a nd arg on -40. 

Aldrich and Nie.j.'f..[L.T.@drich and A.O. Nier,"Arg on 40 in 

r ot~ ssium~inerals", Phys. Rev. 74, 876-877)( Q.. 9 4~] . in 1948, 

wer e the firat to uti l ize potassium-argon de~y to measure 

the age of rocks. Today, this method is the most extensively 
(') LC \..!l'f )'-'ell\ e.1~ 

used in geochronology due to the ubiquitous .ooc ura n e-e of 

potassium in the earth's rocks and minerals. Evaporites 

with as much as 50% potassium and pyroxenes with as little 

as o.02% potassium have yielded significant potassium-

argon ages. 

Almost all argon determ~nations are done by isotopic 

dilution using mass spectrometry. Potassium, on the other 

hand, is determined by a number of methods, two of the 

e most common being flame photometry and isotopic dilution. 

~E. Other Methods 

.1 Many other methods, both physical and chemical have 

• been developed to date terresttial rocks and minerals, but 

none have the general applicability or age range that the 

uranium-thorium, rubidium-strontium, carbon-14, or potas-

• sium-argon geochronometees possess. Some of th~ more com-

monly used methods are listed below with a brief descrip-

tion and several pertinent, but by no meansx inclusive 

• references. / (!;{ 
/':> /::> a..) Thermoluminescence [E. J. ler, X'XbO(~N:X«iXXKJl!OCKIOCKXX "New 

Developments in the ;biermoluminescence;*~t{,-od of ~eologic 

• 
. . I . ' ; ' j I · \ I .~ :'.)' 

• • r ~ ,1 • • ·• r : • ~ : • ! • ; r. I • ~ •. t i ' ·; .i. 1 ..... 

.. , '··. ~ · ~·; I. i -·!· . • . \ ·1 ; • • • t .' c; 't.j 

6 
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absorbing energy from random radiation, primarily alpha 

particles emitted by th~decay of uranium and thorium • 

The amount of energy released as light at a particular 

tem~erature is dependant upon the age of the mineral, 

7. 

past thermal history, radioactivity, chemical impurities, 

sample preparation, and pressure to which the rock has 

been subjeeted. 

The thermoluminescenee method has the potential of 

dating rocks less than 100,000 years old; fo<Sexample, 

several ages have been determined on late Pleistocene 
tb @ 

limestone [N.M.Johnson,"Thermoluminescence in Contact Meta-

morphosed Lim~tone", J, Geol, 71, 596-616,. ~963) while 
0 ,..., 

Sabels [B.E.S els,"Age §tudies ~n fuasaltic /2ava j1ows 

using ;N_atural Qllpha <Activity and fhermoluminescence", 
, 

Radioactive Dating, International Atomic Enerh y Agency, 

Vienna, 1963. pp87-104] has reported ages of 900-35000 
studies 

years for basaltic lavas. In both ~~sex, however, the un-

certainties involved in sampling and analysis preclude the 

use of this method af age dating except in extremely 

limited cases. 

a) Paleomagnetism 

When a lava flow cools, it ac~uires a weak but stable 

remanent magnetization parallel to the direction of the 

earth's geomagnetic field. The study of such rocks has 

indicated that the earth's magnetic field has periodically 

changed polarity;ie, the North Polei has rotated 180° • 

Potassium-argon geochronology has served to delineate 

the recent periods of reversal such that, in many cases, 

paleomagnetism and radiometric geochronology complement 
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each other. Paleomagnetic reversals, per se, cannot be 

used to date lava flows, but onl~to categorize them 

into~certain age bracaets. Two normal and two reversed 

epo~hs ~9ve been defined from recent data and these 
1~ (ff\ 

span but the last 4 my [A. c-t(x, R.R. Doell, G.B. Dalr-

ymple,"Reversals of the earth's magnetic field", Scievic;z...., 

144, 15J7-154J (1964>J. thus any age correlation must 

be restric~d to very young basalts. 

c} Radiatmon Damage 

The physical effects associated with atomic dis-

plauements of the crystal lattice resulting from rad-

iation damage have been investigated as a geochronometer 

in several minerals. The density of zircons has been 

found to be a function of radiation damaee. itself a · 
/Cf f/<i'i 

function of time and uranium-thorium content [H.D~lland, 

"Radiation damage and its use in age determination", in 

Nuclear Geology ed H. Faul, J. Wiley and sons, New 

York,il954J. p~ 175-180]. Interplanar spacing~ of the 

crystal lattice, determined by x-ray diffrac£ion, have 
'2D 

also be,2~related to radiation damage in zircons. 

[H.W.Fa~airn, P.M.Hurley,"Radiation Jamage in zircon 

and its realation to ages of ~aleozoic igneous rocks 

in northern New England and adjacent Canada", 
.., 

Am,GeOj 

phys.Un,Trans,J8, 99-107 (1957)] • 

The color of pleochroic halos in biotites has 
'Z. \ 

been ~loyed to estimate the age of this mineral 
~ ' . 

[s.Deutsch, P.Kieffer. E.Picciotto,"Pleochroic halos 

and the artifica~l coloration of biotites by« part-

icles: .ll:I". Nuov~Cim.~, 797-810 (1957)]. The absorb-

8 
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ance is apparently quite sensitive to temperature and 
' 

thus it "?t.Jlly be possible to use this method to date 

metamorphic events; however, little conclusive work 

has been reported~in this respect. 

color centers in fluorite, absorbing at J05n1Jil. have 

be e n establishd as particularly stable. The ratio of 

color ce~ter density to~ activity has been~~related 
-z.. 'V C!:3:::J 

wi t h the age of a number of specimens [s.R.Titley, P.E. 

Da mon, "1nvetLsiga t ·<Yg.n of color c e\l'\ters in fluorite with 

a pplication to geologic time", J. Gepphys Res 67. 4491-

9 

4495 ( 1962) ]. 
1.-> r-i:-;> . ~ 

d) Fission 'track Method [P.B.Prg, R.M. Walker,"Fossil -~ 
fracks of charged particles in micas and the age of minerals~ 

A more sophist~icated means of age determination 

utilizing radiation damage has very recently been dev-

eloped by workers at General Electric Research Labora-

tories. 1his method is btased on the amount of crystal 

damage caused by the sponyaneous fission of uranium-

2J8 impurity atoms an a mineral. By suitable chemical 

etching, radiation damage i.s··· 1~~f~~~~J1 by tracks that 
/"> 

can be observed with an ordinary microscope. The age 

of the rni%ral is indirectly related tox-the number of 

observed fission tracks per un'Uj. area and the t~t~al 

uranium-238 composition in that area. 

A wide variety of minerals have been dated by this 

ne w technique; eg, micas, hornblende, beryl, apatite, 

zircon, glass, uraninite, c~~ite. Age Limitations are 

imposed bJ the uranium content ofi the mineral. Generally, 

the minimum age that can be &etermined in mica s is about 

10 my; hornblendes, O.J my; na tural glasses, J0,000 yr; 
. 211 t7L0 

and zircons, 100 yr [R.L.Fl~her, P.B.Price,"Techniq-

' . 
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ees for geological dating of minerals by chemical etch-

ing of fission :fragment tracks", Geochim.Cosmochim.Acta 
-

28 , 1705-1714 (t964)® 
- ,_( 1,') 

e~ Helium ~Iethod [P _.M. · rley, "The helium aee method and 

the distribution and migration of helium in rocks", in 

Nucl ear Geology , ed H. ~aul, J Wiley and sons, New York, 

il954}. pp 301-329] 

Helium is the product of the radioactive dea\yy of 
o."'& } as. s.vc:.Q.. )tk ONA..&<A,.d ·~ 

the uranium and thormum seriesxCM">J;=-it3::;:::t:ttt:1N-,.1' can be 

quantitatively related to the amount of uranium and 

thorium in a rock by its half-life. strutt, as early as 

1908, first employed this relationship to determine the 

age of<S!Jveral minerals, bones and phosphate nodules 

[R.J.Strytt,"IIelium and radioactivity in rare and com? 

mon minerals ", Proc Roy soc (London) A80, 572-594 (1908)] • 

The ~jor problem with this met~od of age dating 

is loss of the,relat~ively small and mobile helium atom 

. ~ 

from the cryatal lattice of the host m•tneral. Magnet~ 

ite, zircon and sphene have been found to be the most 

retentive minerals and consequently are commonly used 

for dating purposes. Ages as low as 13 ~have been 
?,,) '1.. 7 

determined from magnetite samples [P.E. mon, W.D.Green, 

"Inve'il;igations of the helium age dating method by stable 

isotopic-dilution technique", Radioactive Dating, Inter-

national Atomic Energy .Agency, ViennaJ~l96Jj.pp55-71]. 

Recently this method has been applied even to the dat-
'lY /i?i 

ing of Pleistocene fossil shells and corals [F.~Fanale, 

O.A.Schaeffer."Helium-uranium ratios for 1?1eistocene 

and <fertiary fossil aragon~tes"., Sci 149, 312-316 ( 1965) j 

10 
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f) potassium-Calcium Method 

g Utilixation of the branched dea._£y of potas$ium-40 

to calcium-40 in age determinations is seve~y limit,ied 

to minerals with exceptionally low common calcium content 

since the most abundant isotope of natural calcium is 

calciu~-~o. A few geologically significant dates have 

been obtained on sylvite samples and some work has been 

performed wlbth lepidolite and pegmatitic muscd?vite; how-

ever, the problems involved have precl~ded extensive 

study especially x±N~R when such samples are more con-

ducive to~alternate ;hods of geochromometry. 
1- '\ '7 .. fl 

g) Ionium Method [H.L. chok, J.L.Kulp,"The ionium method 

of age determination", Geochim,Cosmochim,Acta 11, 219-

246 (1957)] 

The dscay of thorium-230 Oionium), itself a deaay 

product of uranium-238, has been used with a moderate « 

degree of suscess to date marine sediments. The thorium-230 
w~% ~-e.&,l~\:.s 

is precipitated ~ the ocean ~while uranium remamns 

in solution. The amount of thorium-2JO present uan be 

() 

re~~ed to the age of the sample. Generally, in order to 

correct for certain variables, a ratiOMY of thorium-2JO 

w~th thorium-2J2, ferric oxide, or .proactinium-2J1 is 

measured. such modifications of the ionium method are 

useful up to J00,000 yr • 

An ionium disequilibrium technique utilizing the 

decay of uranium-234 to thorium-2JO has recently been 

ap;,lied t~ertain corals and ool~ites as young as 1000 

yr [J.K.i6'51?ond, J.R.Carpenter, H.L.Windom,"Th2JOju2J4 

~e of the Pleistocene corals and oolites of Florida", 

J. Geophys, Res,. 70, 1843-1847 (~965) J 
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h) Rhenium-Osmium Method [B.ni\:?', W.Herr, W.Hoffmeister, 

"Age determinations by the rhenium-osmium method", Radio -

active Dating, I AEA , Vienna)ll96J}. ppJ5-4J] 

Rhenium is a rare element occurring only in moly-

benite in sufficient uoncentrati~n for age dating. The 

basis of the method is the dee~ of rhenium-187 to osmium 

-187 with a half-life of approximately 4.J x 1olO yr. _,v A~ 
i) Lutetium-Hafnium Met~od [W.He~.Merz,"The natural 

radioactivity of lutetium-176 and its possible applic-

ation to geological age det'i(/mination", Radioisotopes in 

Scientific Research , Vol II. ed R.C.Extermann, Pergamon 

Press, London)_tl958}. p¢ 571] 

Lutetium-conyaining minerals are quite rare. One 

mineral, gadolinite, has been dated using the de'a(_cy of 

lutetium-176 to hafnium-176 (tl/2 = 2.1 x 1010 yr); 

however, like the rhenium-osmium method, this means of 

age determination is too limit~ed to be of geological 

importance • 

j) Mkscellaneous Methods 

A number of ~M other method~ have been suggested 

as possible means of dating specific geologic systems, 

but such techniques are, at the present time, more in ){ 

the analytical development stage than in the applied 

utilization pha~ ~ ~ _ 

The use offradioactive chlorine-J6 has been con
·33 

S~haeffer in dating Pleistocene sidered by Da~·s and 
')-;. 

rocks [n..Davi ,Jr, O<l.A.Schaeffer.~Chlorine-J6 . in ;Mature", 

Ann,N . Y. Acad, Sci, 62, 105-122 (1955)]. Attempts to 

e'iE!1loy radioactive beryllium-10 to date marine aedim~nts 
Jl/ 4 

have experienced considerable difficulty [G.O~Arrhenius, 

12 
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"Sedimentation on the ocean floDr", Researches in Geo-

c hmmis t ry , ed P.H. Abelson, J \Viley ancl. sonsar:, NewYork> 

Snc:{19 59}. p, 14 J. The disequilibrium ra tioj of uranium-

2J4 . to uranium-aJB in marine calcium carbonate deposits 
~( 

has be~n pro~osed ~Thurber as a potentail Pleistocene 

dating method [D.~urber,Jr,"Anomalous u2J4ju238 in 

nature", J. Geophys . Res. 67, 4518-4520 ( 1962) ~. An inter-

estiflg application to archeological dating has involved 

thd relationship between the thickness of the hydration 

layer of obsid~n to time alapsed since t~artifact 
')b ~ 

was first quarried by primitive man~ I.Fr an, R.L.Smith 

"A new dating method using obsidaan", Amer., Antiquity 25 

4 7 6- s-·n.. ( 19 6 o ) ] • 

In all methods of geochronometry, certain criteria 

must be met in order to achieve meaningful results. For 

example, the utility of the pe@}t'ssium-argon method as 

a geochronmmeter is contingent upon the following cond-

it ions: 

1. No A.rgon-401 was present initially. 

2. There has been no loss or gain of parent or 

daughter. 

3. ~e duration of formation of the geologic sys-

tern was short compared to tts age • 

4. The isotopic composition of potassium has re-

mained constant throughout geologic time • 

B. Problem 

The object of this research was to assemble the 

apparatus nec~ssary for the determination og potassium-

13 



• 
argon ages on young, low-potasiium rocks, and then apply 

specialized analytical techniques in order to system-

• atically date the Waianae Range of Oahu, Hawaii. In 

so doing, it was hoped tnat apparent discorda nt agos 

previoµsf y reported by other investigators could be 

• resolved. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

c. Background of the problem 

1. Age of the Hwwaiian Islands 

The Hawaiian Islands lie at the southeast extremity 

of a chain of volcano~ extending over 1500 miles across 
f 

the Pacific Ocean. Geologic evidence supports mythological 

lore that Pele, tht Hawaiian goddess of fire, has moved 

progressively southeast and now resides on the is'ii\!,nd ., _ 

of Hawaii. There id little doubt that the relative age 

of the Hawaiian Islands decreases from morthwest to 

southeast. Semi-quantitative estimates of absolu~ age 

of the varmous island's ~d been made as early as 1927 
'"!> 1 

by Wentworth who ~sed his work Dl1N upon fluvial eros-

ion rates [c.K.\V~w_orth,"Estimates of marina and fluvial 

erosion in Hawaii" . J. Geol 35. 117-133 (1927)]. Only 
,_ 

very recently, however, has the age of the is3(}.nds 

been determined ·by radiometric methods. The results 

of these investigatti.ons are summarized in Table 2 • 

Much of the ta~ulated data has been used to sup-

port the concept of definite epocijs of reversed and 

noramal paleomagnetism . In addition to radiogenic dating) 

two other ages could be added to Table 2: (1) recent 
Volcano 

denudation studies indicate the KoolauARange on Oahu 

14 
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41 £0 
is 1.J-5 my old [R.M~erly, Jr,"Rate of denudation in 

Hawaii", J Geol ll_, '.371-375 (196'.3)], (2) 
lo 

paleontogical 
). 
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examination of A samp le of coral dred,t~d. from a drowned 

terrace southwest of Honolulu suggests submergence oc-
. 4-V '4~ 

curred during the Miocene epoch [ I-I.w.Wnard, E .C. Allison, 
I 

J.W.Durham,"A drowned Miocene terrace in tkla. Hawaiian X 

Island'1s", Sci~8, 896-997 ( 1962) J. 
2. Description of the Waianae Range 

~\.Ji ~A 
Oahu is predominantly composed of the remnants of 
I 

two ma jor volcanos; the Koolau Range in the eastern port-

ion of the island, and the older Waianae Range in the 
43 

western part of the is~nd. Stearns and Vaksvik have 

divided the Waianae flows into,lower, middle, and upper 
~ 

[H.T.S~rns, K.N.Vaksvik,"Geology and ground- . me.mdoers 

water res~ourGes of Oahu, Hawaii'', Hawaii Div Hydro-

graphy Bull l• p 67 (1935)]. The ancient volcanic center 
& 

is -b~L~~ tO:d:ie. in the vicinity of Kolekole Pass 

and the old caldera at one time p~')ae:l.y c obered much 

of what is now Lualual ei Valley. Tki.ev lower melllber of the 

Waianae .Series comprises the pre-caldera sta~ of vol-

canic activ't)j..y. It is separated from the calder~-filling 

middle member in many p~ces by talus breccia that had 

accumulated at the base of the cliffs bounding the cald_ 
11..t ~ ~v. ~ V::U,e.u..cf.L,, ~ L~ ~ °"' 1/-W- ~, r:r41" .. <>-( ~ 11Jr:fl~ 
era, and in other .r;il:luunnc places, by ashy soil.AAftter ~'1 ... f&<_ 

~-P1-4 
the calderg_had been filled, lavas .overflowed to cvver ~· 

the outer slopes of the volcano once aft\an. These post-

caldera flows are grouped into the upper member of the 

Waianae Volcanic series. The lower \vaianae lavasac are 

thin fluid flows of tholeiitic basalt while the middle 

member comprises massive, horizontal flows petrografJh-
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• 

• 

ical ly s im ila ~t o t .hos e of the 1 ow er memb e r. The u pper 

Waiana e flows re s t conforma bly u p on the midd~ e memb er 
'l k.t. .e.4t-e..~:( cf. eti/<~ c- c ('~. v/J. 6'1 L!'we ..... (14.M.e:,i :11·\1Clt2Li. • ur-r-t. w.t.wl...UVJ q ~~ 
but g rade into al kali basalt and hawa iite.AFor a more 

detailed d e scription of the geology anfi ~«±r ~l ~g~x pe tro

g r a ph y og the Wa ianae Range, see reference "/1. [G. A ~don-
ald' "P1etrography of the Waianae nange' Oahu II in H. T • 

If 

St earns, ~~Pp~e~ent to the ge~lo~y 1 a~~ ground-water 
I< 

r es ou rces of the ialand of Oahu, Hawaii, Hawaii Di~ Hydro-

graphy Bull 2• 6J-91 (1940)] • 

Mauna Kuwale lies jus~west of Kolekole Pass and 

forms a port~on of the northern wall of Lualualei 

Va lley. The thic~. almost h~rizontal flows that comprise 

most of Kuwale Ridge have long been defined as a trachyte. 

They are som ewhat unus«ual for an oceanic basalt environ

men ~in that hornb~~~e and biotite are quite prevalent • 

Petrographically, these flows belong with the upper 

member of the Waianae Series, yet topographically, they 

lie below the middle ~aianae. 
4~ / 

Stearns and Vaksvik [op~±-t. p 18rj have suggest-

ed that Mauna Kuwale might represent the summit of an 

older volcano buried by Waianae« flows. They basdd their 

belief on the stratigraphical situation, the dome-like 

character of the massive, horizontal beds, and on the 

fact that other Hawaiian trachytes were reg arded as 

end members of the alkaiic suite which signifies the 

declining stages of v~l~nic activity. This hypothesis 
10' 

is supported by an age of 8.4 my obtained by McDougall 
~cl • 

[~tt.O or/a biotite fraction separated from the 

trach yte J whereas ages of 2.7~J.5 my were found for the 

:S-
ether members of the Waianae ~eries. 
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~ [16, A. f'/', o-t.&U'f'..o(, . 
1 

H t'U.IJ OJJ..cw. ~~ .:Q ._,...u l\~~v~ 1 Mt11.v u / 6-c~C . 
( '1'1 ,i,, Soc.. Avwr C:.u..tt 6() > ! 5«11 - I S'Cl5 (lC\4 'f)J, 

Macdonald [o or cit .] , on the other hand, found lit-
' ' _J 

tle erosmoJ between the trachyte and overl¥ing flows 
I . 

which strongly resemblea lavas elsewhere in the upper , 
I 

I 
member. He / believed the Mauna Kuwale flows to have 
erv f'4<" ,.f. i'...... -.y, t cl\cl.l' H l.- of " C....· WCL lO.ue...t Vt>t~WA<) 1 1.0GV.ct. '0..u ~~ '"'( +c ..... t'n0,(c .. 
~d-e<l-:.w-i-"b·h-:i:-1'1-a-El-e-p-:r-e-s-s-i-0n-a-nd-s ugg-e-s t ·e d- tha-t--t-h P"'V-·were 
~ ' d~!61 ... <t ~.; 
f>C/\;c-f- • - ,JI 
e.rl1pt A. . ...atfthe-sjf!ame-t-ime- -as- ..o.the;r--upper- Wa-i-a-na·e--f'-l-ows--; 

% 
Ma cdonald has recently defined the biotite-hornblende 

assemblage a rhyodacite and has shown that it is act-

ually the end member of the k~i tholeiitic suite of 

basalts, thus providing a basis 
- M;&d~ 

origin with the upper,..Waianae mem~r. 

fo~ a contemporaneous 

® 
[G.A.Macdonald, 

T.Katsura,"Chemical Composit 'ion of Hawaiian j_avas", J . 

Petrol,i, 82-133 (1964)]. 

D. Backgoound of the potassium-argon method of geochronometry 

1. Principle of the method 

The utiliyy of the potassium-argon method of geo-

chronometry is derived from the radioactive decay of 

potasswum-40, an isotope of natural potassium. The 

decay scheme for potassium-40 is shown in Figure 1¥ 

with the appropraate constants that are uaed in this 

work. 

The equation used to determine the age of a sample 

{ 

and argon-40 from the measued potassium-40 content is 
~ 

given below. It can be easily derived from the basic 

first ordElr decay expression. 

I 
_J_ \,.__ L I+ fl,.•' ( ~~~ 

"l"'.:. 
>-. ~ + >--r 

\{'!<> R 

where t - age of mineral, - 1\.., and\; are the de~cy cons-

tabts for electron capture and f -decay respectively, 

and R = ~d t\~ ' the branching ratio. Substituting the 

17 
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numerical constants given in Figure 1, the following 

equation is realized: 

1~1 \,...._ [ \ + q , 1?,o 

2. Historical Survey 

aQ Physical constants 

The radioactivity of p~t ssium was noted by CampJ 
it) '<) 

bell and Wood in 1906 [N.R. pbell, A.Wood,"The radio-

activity og the alkali matals", Pro~~Cambridge Philos, 

soc,14, 15-21 (1906)]. Thityy-seven years elapsed, 
I 

"~ however, before Thompson and Rowlands proved that the 

decay of potassium involved the formation of argon-40, 
4~ 

although Von Weizsacker _had predicted a dual,decay iN to 
calcium-40 and argon-401~ ~ 
1937 [F.C.Thompson, S.Row~ds,"Dual ~ecay of potassium," 

/\ {4<ti 
Nature 1952, 103-104 (19~3)]0 C.F.VonYeizsacker, "Uber 

I• 

die Moglichkeit eines dualenf -zerfalls von Kali11m", 

Z Physik 38, 623-635 (1937)]. Also in 1937, Smythe and 
50 

Hemmendinger found potassium-40 to be the radioactive 

isotope o~potassium; its abundance in natura~l potassium 
s• ~-v 

having been determined in 1935 by Nier [W.R. ythe, 

A.Hemmendinger,"The radioactive iw· ope of Potassium", 
. .:>• 

Phys, Re~ .2.l• 178-182 (1937)][A.O.Nier,"Evidence for the 

existance f~xxtke of an isopope of potassium of mass 

40 11
, Phys,Rev.48, 28J-284 (1935)]. The first success

ful attempt to utilize Ar4°/K40 as a geochronometer was 

accomplished by Aldrich and Nie/1who, in 1948, dated 

two feldspars and two evaporites mineral~/ ~~ ci~]I 

The determination of the deaay constants and thus 

18 
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the branching ratioN for potassium decay has been a 

long and complex affair. The decay of potassium-40 to 
VJQS . 

calcium-40.-h~5 be-en relatively easy to follow because 

of the facility in detecting the emitted electron; how-

ever, it had been difficult to quantitatively assess the 
I 

ejection of Aueer electrons from the metastable argon-40 • 

An easier approach was to count the 0 -rays emiteed dur

ing the return of argon-40 to ground state eneggy. Early 

comparisons ofgeolically-derived branching ratios with 

those derived by counting techniques were pDor since the 

samples involved were rocks and minerals of great age 

and hic-h-potassium content which had lost part of 

their radiogenic argon by diffusion. There still exists 

some degree of uncertainty in the basic constants; how-

ever, most investigators now use the values given in 

Figure 1) which are averages derived from the best 

c. 
counting measuremant s, Et. 'f . Ald x icrr.--G-;w-;-w-e-theri-11, 

"G-G-Ocl-i-.P-Onol-og-y-bJ>"- ra d i -oa c-t-i ve-d ec a y-'Lr-A-nn--R ev-Nu-c-1- s c i 

-8-, -2-:5+-2~8-(..J.._9-58~-}, The isotopic abundance of potas-

sium-40 is taken as 0.0119 atom percent or 0.0122 
51-- r~ 

weight percent [A.~ier,"A redeteemination of the rel-

ative abundances o'r carbon, nitr:llgen, oxygen, argon and 

potassium", Phys' Bev 77, 789-793 ( 1950)]. 

b) Procedures 

· The general method of analysis for argon-40 has 

been the same since 1959, but cdlntinuine improvements 

in instrdmentation and experimental techniques have 

increased analytical sensitivity and thus have broad-

ened the scope or application or the potassium-argon 

method og geochronology. The ba$ic procedure is to mely 
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·r·---.. ··-
the sample in a vacuum system ?Vclean up the ex~r:~3. 
eases by chemical and/ or . physical methods .JGqt~Uib-;_-a te 

with a known volume of spike, usually argon-3~ and 

' 

Aldrich and 

i~atiob wl,lth a mass spectrometer. 
I lf ~'"-

Nier [ Q~ t] used samples of approx-

mea~ure isotopic 

i mately 400 c. heated these to 1000°c, and analyzed 

the gas with little or no purification . In 1950, Smits 
57 

and Gentner first applied ~potassium-argon method 

to an undated mineral [F.~. W. Gentner,"Argonbes-

timmuneen an Kalium Mineralen I. Bestimmungen an tert-

i~ren Kalisalzen", Geochim Cosmibchim Acta l• 22-27 (1950)] • 

They purified the a.i.::e;on by freezing and gettering with 
e:\--0.\) !>'t 

calcium. Inghram~ in 1950, initiated isotopic dilution 

techniques to ~sure the amount of radiogenic argon 

evolved [M.G.:i:~ram, II . Brown, C.Patterson, D.C.Hess, 

The branching ratio of 'M K40 radioactive decay", Phys 

Rev 80, 916-917 {1950)]. He used argon-38 as the tracer 

and employed extensive chemical clean-up of the contam-

inating gases . A flux of sodium, sodium carbonate, or 

sodium hyroxide ha~~~used' in order to melt 

samples at normal furnace operating temperatures; how-

ever, in the mid-1950's, several investieators found 

incomnlete argon re~ease under~the conditions of sample 
... ~ " 

meltine . Carr and Kulp, in 1955, were among the first to 

~ 
e~··· inate the flu~ by utilizing induction heating [D.R. 

ca r, J.L. Kulp,"Use af Ar37 to determine aggon behavior 

in vacuum systems", Rev, Sci.. Instr. 26, 379-381 ( 1955) ~ • 

c) Apparatus 

37P 
The ultra-high vacuum techniques developed by Alpert 
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allowed pressures as low as lo-8 mm Hg to be routinely 
• ... '• .. 1.· 

achieved in the extraction and purificatipn systems )ti,) . 
[:u.A'iP'ert, "New developments in the production o:f high 

vacuum", J Appl Phys 24, 860-876 (1953)]. This and im-

provemants in the design of a mass spectrometer by~H. 
l {;~ 

Heynolds greatly increased sensitivity and accu(W' in 

the quantitative analysis of argon isotopes [J.B. 

Reynolds,"High sensitivity mass spectrometer for noble 

gas analysis", Rev Sci Instr 27, 928-934 (1956)] • 

More efficient methods of gas ~lean-up evolved 

from much study in this :field. (See, for example, ref

erence~)[S.Du~an, Scientific Foundations of Vacuum 

Technique, John Wiley and sons, New York)\19~2J~ pp 629-

624]. Some samples of rock can give off up to 200 std cc 

of gas per gram, most of which is water. Other gases 

commonly evolved from unaltered ro(l.ks and minerals in-

elude carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen, nit

rogen, chlorine, and fluorinf'[n.®vhite, G.A.Waring, 
•I 
Volcanic Eman•tipns", USGS Professional Paper 440-K, 

ppKl0-11 (1963)0/' rietters most commonly employed at 
• ·~ : . I 

thd present time:.i,are titanium, c Opper-copper oxide, 
. ~ ... ·~~ 

calcium 6 ~l\mol~f~tar sieves~~ ~ . 

cl) Techniques 

A more thordt'.lgh study of the techniques of gas 
. .. . 

·.: .. ·.: 

21 

extraction and saili~le preparation has illuminated cer- m 
CllM& S(,·:d I; beu 

tain scources of error in argon analysis. StevensAhad 

noted some argon loss after crushing samples of feldspar 

bl 
for extraction preparation, yet Goldich et al found 

no detectable loss from crushed feldspars even after 
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• 

• 

• 

I 

• 

• 

• 

one year of storage [J.n.s~ens, H.A.Shillibeer, 

"Loss of argon from minerals and roc~s due to crush-
. !{}\ 

i ng " , Pro c Ge o 1 Soc Can Q. , 71- 7 6 ( 19 5 6 ) J [ S • S • G\;:li i ch , 

H. Daadse;aa rd., A. 0. Nier, " Investigations in A 40 /ie.40 dating", 

'fX<l:MS fJn er Geophys Un Trans 38, 547 (1957)]. A rather 
{;;V 

thorough study by Gerling et al indicated that the mech-

anical grinding o:yih1icas damages their crystal struct-

ure 1 thereby causing loss of radiogenic argon. [E.K.~ina • 
J. M.Morozova, V.V.Kurbatov, "The retentivity of ra<li~genic 

argon ini4-ground micas", Ann NY Acad Sci 21..• 227-234 (1961)]. 
'flu- o\ 

'.llihey suggested cutting large flakes to alleviate this ,. /.. 

hazard. 
G.> 

Carr and Kulp early investigated possible hol~~ 

of argon in extraction and purification systems [D.~rr, 

J.L.Kulp,"Potassium-argon method of geochronometry", &d:l 
Buft · 

Geol, soc Amer 68, 763-78~ (1957)]. They found that 
I 1t-

quanttties of gas as small as l0-9 std cc could be 

circulated without loss in a system containing a rock 

melt, a radio-frequency glow discharge, a mercury diff-

usion pump, hot calcium, charcoal trpps, and even stop
£4 

cocks. Recent work by Schaeffer and ,Heymann confirms 

that nohare gases are 

during glow discharge 

driven into the walls of a reactor 

[O.A.sc®ffer, D.Heymann, "Comp-

arison of c136_Ar36 and Ar36-Ar38 Cosmic .f{ay exposure 

ages of dated fall iron meteorites~. J.Cepnhys, Re~ 70, 
,{' . -

215-2~~ (1965)]. Polkanov and Gerling have noted argon 

hold-up in cold~. s when melting fluorine-containine 
b> 

mine rals [ A. A.Po "anov , E.K.Gerling,"K-A and Rb-Sr 

~thods and age of Precambrian of USSR", Amer,Geophys, 
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Un.Trans . 39, 713-715 (1958)]. They postmlated the form-

ation of Sill4•6H20 which . crystallizes isomorphiually 

with Ar•6H20 at liquid air temperatmres. Oxidation of 

the silane with a copper oxide getter eliminated any 

such trapping . 

e) sample Selection 

As the potassium-argon method of geochronometry 

gained in sophistication, more thought was given to 

the selection of rock and mineral samples for~nalysis • 

The effect of weathering on rotassium-argon ages of 

granite was studied by Krylo.f~ho found that the Ar40 /K 

ratio was generally reduced 10-30% in the initial stages 
;1- { 

of weathering, but the finer derivdl.tives ~river and 
rri:'i 

lake pebbles, sand) maintained the original ratio[A.~· 

Krylov,"The possibility of util~zing the absolute age 

of metamor~hic and fragmental rocks in paleogeography 

and paleotectonics", Ann,N, Y. Acad,Sci,2.l, 324-340 (1961)]. 

He postulated that a natural selection seemed to occur 

whereby soft and unstable material, a product of init -

ial weathering , was eliminated b~ the time the remains 
6) 

were deposited as alluvium. Baadsgaard et al found that 

biotites lost proportional amownts of argon-40 and pot-

assium such that the age was little effected except in 
fr:;) 

strongly weathered specimens [H.Ba~aard, G.L.Cumming, 

R.E.Folinsbee, J.D.Godfrey,"Limitations of Radiometric 

Dating'', in Geochronology bfi r canada, Univ of Toronto 

Press, Toronto
1
tl9641. pp20-J8] . This work tends to 

corroborate earlier inves~gations by Kulp and Engelsb~ 
that up to 50% of the potassium in biotite could be 
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removed without significantl y affecting the age, and 

even after 801~ad been removed, the «g« a&e was lowered 
b~ . 

only 10% [J. I-.: p, J. Engels, "Discordances in K-Ar and 

nb,+.~r Isotopic aees!, nadioactive Dating, IAEA, Vienna) 

11963). p2Jl]. 
j 

Other workers have pointed out types .of' mineral 

alteration that may lead to selective argon loss; eg. 
b? @ 

argillic alteration of glass [w.~ssett, P.F.Kerr, o. 

A.Schaeffer, R.W.Stoenner,"Potassiurn-argon datine of 

the late Tertiary volcanic rocks and mineralization of 

Marysville, Utah", sc-ol,- soq Amer.~ 714, 21J-220 ( 1963) J, 
>? 

devitrification of glass c~-v.e..r.nde-~ 
- -i- / "'' ( CJ.;t--(! .... -r > ~.-ei1 

G-.H.-e-urt-i-s-,- O-."'f-. J-am es , "P-O;ta ei ei i Mffl-a·Pg'OTl"""ga"b-e"S"""and-t he 

8~ O-~amma-1--i<l'Tl"'-C hrOn"O'l"O'gy-·o"f'-Tl."'t:Yrt-~U.,..--":.l\J~-:-:-

]') 
J_- ~~.-... 145-... -1984"19-64 )..j-,· kaoliniza ti on of feldspars 

"3'} 
l:4bid(p chlori tiza ti on of pyroxenes fa:iM(r• Deut eric 

alteration of olivine to iddingsite does not appear 
{D r::;;;J 

to affect aee [c.B.~rymple,"Potassium-argon dates of 

some Cenozoic volcanic rocks of the Sierra Nevada, 

California", Geol soc Amer Bull 74, 379-390 (1963)] . 

such investigations have brought about more stringent 

criteria for the ~jection of samples for potassium-
.-,< 71 

argon work [J.F.E ernden, G.T.James,"Potassium-argon 

dates and the Tertiary floras of North America", An1 

J Sci 262' , 945-974 (1964)]. In fact, specific chemical 

teeatment foo removing altered or secondary material 
77- § 

is sometimes employed in sample preparation [J.F.~vern-
J:Cr:!.ona..( e_.o"Mr11un;c.-a..t-iol'1 -lo ~ T, f\/o..uq~.\~] 

den, G.H.Curtis,"rl1 -rota:3:3iuttt ar~on dat--'.i·ttg of late ' 
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The particle size of naturally-occu~ing mineral 

grains was found to have little effect on potassium-

argon ages until the grain size became unmanageably 

i:1o '!/"'· 
small. Krylov [ op=c-i--t-[ found approximately a 7'1b lower 

age' in pegmatitic feldspar crystals less than 1 f in 
73 

size while Wasserburg and Hayden showed a -80 f 180 mesh 

sieve fraction (88-177 f9 of a K-feld~r to have lost 

about 9~ of its radiogenic argon[G.J.~erburg, R.J. 

Hayden,"A40 _rc40 Datine-", Geochim Cosmochim Acta z, 51-

(1955)]. In both cases, the potassium content of the 

finer mesh sizes also decreased, but not sufficiently 

to maintain the age of the larger fractions. The same 

phenomenon appears to occur with other minerals such 
7'(,3<} r;-v 

as sanidine [H. Ba~aard, J.Lipson, R.E.Folinsbee, 

"The leal~age of radiogenic argon from sanidine", '1bid 

2 5 , 14 7-15 7 ( 19 61 ) J ~~d-e-R-r--:s.-E--.-5a-vgg-e,-~- -. 
7'{" /~ 

?u-P-t-i-s--r-G-...q'~o~ and muscovite [s.R. n rt, 

(/ 
Mineral ages and metamorphism", Ann~N Y. Acad. Sci. 91, 

"3'( ..l.N-A -
r ·T'"l"'-

192-197 (1961)]; however, Evernden et al [op cit] ob-

tained the same aee on all fractions of a erabitic 
( 

biotite down to -100 f 150 mesh (105-149 f) 
c,7 J 

gaard et al found no~oss of apparent age in 

and Baads-

fractions as 

small as 270-325 mesh (44-53 µ) for a bentonite biotite. 

[H-;i3aa-U-sg<iar"tt-;--G-;-.f::;';-e-wnm-:i-n-g-;-Re-E-;-F-o-l-±n-s-be-e-;--J-.-n .G-odf-rey, 

IJ ·" .... ~ o-p----e-4.-t-J_-, 

The significance, of metamorphism and thermal con-

tact on argon loss has been assessed by a number of 
7~'-rl . ~- hf;) 

workers [~rL.'v-1-oP-c-i~l[G.n~V,ton, S.R~rt, "Geo-

chronology", sc:i)f"'~, 357-356 ( 1963) ][G.N .~son, "The 

effect of thermal metamorphism on the K-Ar and Rb-Sr 

"" 
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I 

a g es of various minerals in the Sno~nk stock", Amer, 

Geophys, Un , Trams, 45 , 115 {1961~)][J.I.:.Kulp,"Potassium-

argon dating of volcanic rocks", Bull,Volcanologique 26, 

247-258 (1963)]. Mineral sample~ were dated at fixed 

intervals from the contact of an intrusive. As expected, 

I the apparent age of the country rock minerals increased 

as a function of distance from the intrusive. Two 

ppints are worth mentioning, howeveroo ene, hornblende 

showed far less argon loss than did biotite an~ feldspar; 

two, there was significant radiogenic argon loss from 

minerals in rocks presumably too fitr removed from the 

thermal zone of contact to experience diffusional loss • 

These samples exhibited no evidence of disturbance even 
?9 

in thin section examination. Hurley and coworkers at 

MIT found almost~ complete loss of radiogenic argon 

from biotite that had experienced temperatures of laes 

than an estimated l00°c. No petrological e~·dence im3 
79 

plying possible argon loss was noted [P.M. rley,H • 

Hughes, W.H.Pinson,Jr ., H. W.Fairbairn,"Radiogenic argon 

and strontium diffusion parameters in biotite at low 

temperatures obtained from Alpine Fault uplift in New 

Zealand", Geochim,Cosmochim,.Acta 26, 67-80 (1962)]. 

Variat~~s in the diffusional loss of argon in min-

erals and rocks has plagued workers in the field of 
&O 

geochronology . Wetherill et al, for example, showed 

that K-feldspars and micas from the same r~s had 
. 80 

different argon to potassium rafios [G.W.W J.erill, LtT. 

Aldrich, G.L .Davis,"A40/K40 ratios of feldspars and 

micas from the same rock", ,1 bid 8, 171-172 ( 19 55) J. 
This contributed most to the early confusion of the 
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branching ratio in potassium-40 decay, and brought about 

' 
the concept of argon retentivity. Some K-feldspars, in 

old yet fresh samples, were found to retain only 50% 

rad~o ry enic areon compared to coaenetic micas. irom the 

a g e data accumulated in the last decade, certain min-

era~s are regarded as sufficiently retentive for sel-

ection for potassium-argon datine. Due t~ the anal-

ytical limitations of early methods, only relatively 

old, high-potasiium specimens were sampled. Of these, 

biotite and muscovite were found to be the most retentive. 

With the increased sensitivity of modern -day analyses, 

the utilization of low-potassiwn minerals has been 

re'll.9.ized . Hornblemde an~yroxenes were found suitable 
't;f X-1 

for datine by Hart [s.R. art , "The use of hornblendes ·--

and pyroxe~es for K- Ar dating", J. G~eys Hes 66, 
~'V' ~z.. 

2995-3001 (1961)] and McDougall [I.Mc ougall,"Deter
a 

mination of the age ofAbasic igneous intrusion by the 

potassium-argon method", Nature 190, 1184-1186 (1961)], 

whereas only certain volcanic feldspars appeared to be ., ( 

retentive enough f'it9 reliable age work
0
f.;;:J;F-;Ev-eT'n7I'en, 

/. 
G.T .James --Op-G--i-t -:-} It must be reali:x:ed, however. that 

retentivity is timeMdependent in that very young samples 

(on the order of 10 my) do not, as a rule, lose suffic-

ient argon to affect their age • 

The use of whole rock samples in age dating also 

has been subject to certain criteria. So long as the 

specimen selected for analysis has remaindd a closed 

sysyem, ie 1 there has been no net loss or g~in of potassium 

and ar~on, then a valid age should be obtained. The 
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question of how to select such a sample still remains 

unanswered to a large degree. Judiciously-selected 

whole-rock basalts were found to yield reliable ages 
~j ~3'1 . 

by Erickson [G.P.~kson, J.L.Kulp,"Potassium-argon 

dat~s on basaltic rocks!, Ann N Y Acad Sci 91, J21-J2J 
~· ~q -

(1961)~ and Schaeffer in 1961, and have been much used 

since [ G .A. Sc~ff er' n. \·l . st Denner, w . A. Bassett. "Da tin& 

of Tertiarx volcanic rocks by the potassium-argon meth~ , . l~ 
\J~~ 4lM1 kw~ w~!J ~ ~ Wrflk, W ~ ~ ~ c;Lw.._ .f-u ~4. ~({- .... ~~, 
od", ibid, J17-J20].~Authigenic sedimentary rocks have 

~ been dated byfhe potassium-argon . metgod,, al though 

not always reliably (see, for example, references&~and~~) 

[J.F.E~den, G.H.Curtis, J.Obradovich, R.Kistl~r,"On 
the evaluation o~ glauuonite and illite for dating sed-

imentary rocks by the potassium-argon @thod", Geochim· ~ . 

Cosmochim,Acta 2J, 78-99 (196l)][P.M.IIurley,"Glaucon-

ite as a possible means of measuring the ac-e of sediments", 

Ann. N .Y ,Acad Sci.91, 294-297 (1961)1. Sandstonei't clay? Q 
, - (£, S'i-....& ov-.cP -tku. tv-Lk \<M.."rt.=c.. 

and silts have been dated by Krylov G<¥'~ rt:r:[~.l( slates~ ~~> 
\,-.,OJ.>-(.(,;.,...., C.,_u,v, ,,.,.,.,4-ro~ ~ . I\. 

...h~r [c.T. Ha'¥-f>er, "Potassium-argon ages of slates 
,A 

~ and their ge ol oeical s_ignif icar:c e •:, Na tu re 203, 468 ( 19 64) J. 
~f .:\, l+ou-<'4, (J, (1,1. ~' w. 14. ?Jv..v.1~) ~- ~~~I •• YL- cl;..~ I!( K-1'J-r ~"- (>... +fu ~ 

fl Argon Diffusion o(')l"ttM.<><..<-1 ~ 7 ~~-....... s(;..d.i..'~ ~Jl..:.... . ~~-~ 
~--- ~ ) 4D5"-'l lc(f(j°6 

Extensive studies on the diffusion of argon in 

mineral grains have added surprisingly little tofhe 

practical aspects of potassium-argon geochronometry. 

The difficulty of reproducinG natural conditions in 

the laboratory, the different methods of investigation 

and presentation of data, and the complexity of natural 

diffusion processes have all contributed to the con-

fusing present state of knowledge. Several qualitative 

generalizations derived from the work of many invest-
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ieators may be summarized: 

1. In many minerals _, argon may be ijelcl in more 

than one position, each with a characteristic activ-

ati?n ennrgy. For example; aq;on held by w~k adsorp-

tion would have low activat~on energies, argon-40 loc-

ated iri lattice defects and microcracks would contribute 

to a medium activation energy, while argon-40 l~~«t~~ 

lo~ked ir(pot~ssium-40 sites in the crstal lattice tends 

to high enereies off activation • 

2. Semi-quantitative results indicate the general 

order of argon retentivity as that found from·potassium-

argon _studies applied to geochronology; ie,hornblende 

and pyroxene have relatively small diffusion constants, 

biotite and muscovite also ae~ retentive at surface temp-

eratures while K-feldspars and volcanic glasses exhibit 

relatively larEe diffusion rates . 

3. Micas lose radiogenic argon rapidly at those 
o..{ wl\;c.v, 

temperatures whe.n. structural water is liberated, eg
1 

400 -500°c for biotite, 600-?oooc for muscovite. 

g) Excess nadiogenic Argon 

e Earlier, it was mentioned that the validity of 

• 

• 

• 

the potassium-argon geochronometer depended upon the 
• 

assumpti9n that no radiogenic argon was initially 

present in the sample. Little cognizance of this crit-

erion has been manifested until quite recently) al

though excess argon had been noted in certain minerals 
'(o q, tC\ 

unimportant in potassium-argon geochronology tw. W~er, 
(o 

!Uber die in Kristallen eingeschlossenen Fl~ssigkeiten 

und Gase", Geochim cosmochim Acta9, 105-135 (1956)] 
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[P.E.~on, J.L.Kulp,"Excess h e lium and nreon in b e ryl 

and other minerals", J\.mer Min 4J, 4JJ-459 (1958)]. Most 

of the discordantly high potassium-argon ages obtained 
a.~ 

in the early investigation3 were dismissed. ~ exper-

imental error, chemical effects pertaining to weather-
I 

ing, or faulty field relationships. However, as the 

sensitivity of the potassium-argon method has increased 

and younger, low-potassium rocks are analyzed, the 

problem of excess argon has had to be recognized • 

Anomalously high potassium-argon ages which are 

attributed to excess argon-40 have been rpported for 
Q z, 46, e 7 fff ?i 

a number of mineral fractions: pyroxenes [s.R.IWt, 

R.T.Dodd,Jr.,"Excess Radiogenic argon in ~oxenes", 
- ~ 

J,Geophys .. Res, 67. 2998-2999 (1962)][J.F.Lovering, J.R •. ,_ 

Richards,"Potassium-argon age study of possible lower-

crust and upper-mantle inclusions in deep-seated in-
rQ;;) 

tr us iv es" , ibid §2, 48 9 5- L~9O1 ( 19 6 4 ) J [ c • n ~ans , J • 

Tarney, '!Isotopic age~f Assynt dykes", Nature 204, 
9~ 

638-641 (1964)][H.L. - sopp,"Rb-Sr and K-Ar age measur-

ments on the great dike of southern Rhodesia'', ' J Geophys ® I 

Res 70, 977-984 (1965)][I.Mcnougall, D.H.Green,"Excess 

radiogenic argon in pyroxenes and isotopic ages on 

minerals from Norweg ian eclogites'', Norsk Geol Tidsskr 44, 

Pidgeon,"Some ace measurements on micas from Broken Hill, 

.Australia", J Geol sou Australia 10, 243-259 (1963)], 
l/31"10 -ql 

biotite ~O· phlogopi te [ J, ~ ,LoueFiR6 , J .R"":Richaz tts 
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Y ~ 1r 
~i t; M- J • Na ug l x L or!"";""('.>. A-;-S-eha-&f'...:.f:ei:-...,...- o.p.-c..i..t.Q , ar 1 bi t e 

[D. E.L~gs ton,P.E.Damo.n, . R.L.Mauger, R.Bennett, A .W. 

Lauehlin,"Areon retentivity in cogenetic plagioclase, 

p otash feld spar , and mica from p lutonic and metamorph-

i c rocks", ~a{ter pres cb t ed at Fifth Nationalf- Am c~ r. Geophys, 
l~>/ 46 ),!> I lC!bS)'] <('/ 

Unt- Ballfllit , Texae- (1~65)]-;- plagioclase [~.and 
gq 

fluorite ,8f.J.Lippott-; W.GentA-&-i: " -ome 

31 

I 
,..li'!l-e-stonesand flHer.i.tes", Ra<:li-oa-0:t:ri--v-e-fta't-i-ng..,_.IA..l&.A, l!i enna., 

( ~~o?~-;})~i"--25~4-]l It was generally believed that 

excess argon had been injected into the pyroxene and 

mi ca samples during metamorphism. No explanation was 

given in the case of albite and plagioclase, while 

<61 
Lippolt and Gentner f·idem] sugg ested that the excess 

argon in fluorite was held in fluid inclusions. In fact, 

a review of the literature reveals the presence of ab-

normal quantities of argon in fluid and gaseous in
Cfl-10"/ 

clmsions of hydrothermal and pneumatolytic minerals 

[M . M .Eli~n, V.S.Polykovskii,"Some characteristics 

of the process of forma tion of ~Nxt quartz crystal peg-

matites as revealed by an investigation of gas in-

clusions in minerals ~rocks", Geochemistry, No. 10, 
(VO 

977-987 (196l)][M.M. E son, V.S.Polykovskii, 'l.The , 

coroposi tion of gases in pneuma tolytic-hydroth~al 
/0 

solut:i,.ons", ibid, No. 8, 799-807 (196'.3)][s.N •• Rama, 

s.R.Hart, E.Roedder,"Excess radiogenia arg on in fluid 

inclusions~. J G~oph s Res 70, 509-511 (1965)] and in 
ro-z..10) ID"' 

evaporites [z.N. Rs fi!Xl!it Nesmelova,"Gases in potassium 

salts of the Bereznikov.sk mine", Tr. Vs es. Nauchn. -Is- ..Jl 

sled. Inst. Galurgii, No. 35, 206-243 (1959fj"[R.~y, 
Rr.i.M . Foose' B. J. 0 I Mi ell, Jr. 'II structure ibf \Vinf ield Salt 
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Dome", 
//~----·--·-- . ~ 
e-..:.;-'\m 1 Assoc 1 Petrol ,Geo1., 46, ll.i44-1459 ( 19 62) J. 

h) Air Argon contamination 

Despite the improved sensitivity of argon and 

pot~ssium analysis, the resolutio~n of the potassium

argon method is limit~ed in young rocks by air~argon 
I 

contamination. Air contains 0.9'.34~· volume percent 

argon, of which 99.600 mole percent is argon-40 , 0.06J 
ll> '< rm4' -

% arg on-'.38, o.~'.37% argon-'.36 [Areon~elium and the nare 

Ga s es, vol l, ed G.S.Cook, John Wiley and sons, New 

York>f196lj. pp 42-4J]. There is no direct method by 

which ra~iogenically~derived argon-40 can be defferent-

iated from air argon-46. In order to correct fDr con-

tamination by air ab"~on-40, the quantity of argon-'.36 

is measured, multiplied by the natural ratmo of argon-40 

to argon-'.36 ~n air (295.6), and this amount of argon-40 

is subtracted fromfhe total a&ron-40 measured in the 

sample. Thus any error in the areon-'.36 reading is 

magniEied 296 times in the measurement o!- ra~· .~enic 

fo> ID> 
argon. By use of the following equation [J.Li: n,"Pot-

assium-argon datibng of sedimentary rocks", ~ Geol. 
't)JJ. 

sou,Amer, 69, 137-150 (1958)], one can see that a '.3% ,.-
error in the measured Ar'.36/Ar40 ra~io with 50% air 

argon contamination could cause a '.3% uncertainty in 

low-potassiwn rock with very little radiogenic argon-40, 

the amount of contaminating air argon were 95%. then a 

57% error could result in the determination of radio-

genie argon. 
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E -
e·c;:-

100-f 

----- ----

where E = percentaee error in the radiogenic argon due 

to error in Ar36/Ar40, e = percentage error in Ar36/Ar40, 

f = percentage atmospheric areon in the sample. 

some potassium-argon aG"es of less than 100,000 yr 

have been rep orted in the literature; however, the 

air argon contamination has been greater than 99% . 

Even with exception~l accuracy in measuring Ar36/Ar40, 
uncertainty 

theExx»~ is so large that only an unper limit to the 
1o0 ~ 

age of the sample can be set [G.B.'Jj;;{rymp~e. "Potassium-

ar~on dates of three Pleistocene interglacial basalt 

flows from the Sierra Nevada, California", ~l Geol. 
g,.JJ· 

soc ,Amer 75. 753-758 (1964)] . ,. -
Much effort~has been expended in order to decrease 

atmospheric argon contamination without loss of radio-

genie argon. Diffusion studies such as those performed 
lo7 

by Amirkhanov et al have indicated that much of the 

air argon can be des orbed without loss of radioge(!Pi 
/ 07 

argon by simply preheating the sample in vacuum[K •• 

Arn irkhanov, S.B.Brandt, E . N.Bartnitsky,"Radiogenic 

argon in minerals and its migratiori", Ann N Y Acad Sci 

91, 235-275 (1961)]. This procedure is commonly employ-

ed • 

Other methodys of decreasinG atmospheric contaminat 

ion have included~'£,~ 1 a traceable argon isotope con-

tained in a solid which is mixed in a known proportion 

with •he sample. A rigorous preheating can then be 

accomplished even to the extent of losing some radio-
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gebic argon-40 since the amount of radiogenic argon lost 

can be determined by a s .tandard isotopi c dilution cal-

culation. These methods, of course, presume that the 

diffusion rates for araon in the spike and sample are 
{D~ 

similar . Nauehton has empl oyed a silicate glass that 

had been irradiated toft._.:>roduce argon-39, while l\.rtemov 
jD~ (' 

e t al have suggested tl~1 use of aluminum chloride con-
/D 

taininc; argon-36 [J .J. · ughton, "Possible use of argon-39 

in the potassium-argon method og ag~etermtnation", 

Nature 197. 661-663 (1963)][Y.M. Ar'fifii'ov, K.G.Knorre, 

V.PJ Strizhov,"Isotopic dilution technique with a tracer 

intvoduced in th~ solid phase! , Geochemistry, No. 12, 

1213-1214 (1963)]. 

Naughton has also tried.with varying degrees of 

success, vacuwn crushing to release arr argon prefer -
(Df{ ~ 

entially [op eitj, t:eeatmcnt of the sample in a high 
Cf<) 

frequency discharge of mercury [J, J a?laur:,lxt: on, (}~ . 
<'• \1\1). 

~~er,~~ij;~, ultrasonic pretreatment of the 
/tO ~,). N1W-1Hrvv@ 

sample [,rersonal c ommunica ti on J, . and crushing and 

screening the sample under water with subsequent storage 
'40 

under vacuum until ready for use [-±ttemj. Evernden and 
72 ~ . . 

Curtis~~] found that pretreatment of feldspar 

phenocrysts with dilute hydrofluoric acid reduced air 

contamination significa~tly • 

Ceriain minerals have been found to contribute 

inherently less atmospheric argon during vacuum fusion, 

eg less air argon from biotite than plagioclase; thus an 
I 

indirect means of reducine errors would be to utilize the 

less gassy portions of the specimen whenever possible • 
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i) Potassium Determination 

Fortunately, improvements in potassium analysis 

have kept pace with those in argon analysis, yet there 

still remains 1nuch work to be done, especaally in the 

a nalysis of low potassium rocks and minerals. Generally, 

the prbblem of potassium analysis of silica~es has 

been one of either removing or accounting for the 

effects of interfering clements. To this end, a wide 

variety Of /analytical techniques and methods have been 

employed, eg
1
gravimetric (Chlorplatinate, perchlorate, 

tetraphenylboron, dipicrylamine), x-ray fluorescence, 

emission spectroscopy, flame photometry, atomic ab

sorption spectrophotometry, isotopic dilution by mass 

spectrometry, neutron activation analysis, different 

radiometric determinations, and utilization of cation

sensitive electrodes. The most common methods of pot

assium determination as applied to geochronology are 

flame photometry and isotopic dilution • 
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II EXPERDIE'.'JTAL 

A . Construction and Description of the Mass Spectrometer 

The mass spectrometer used in this research was 

a glass , 4.5 inch, 60° sector, single -focu ssing in-

. ~7 ~~T'lo st:ri.1ment orifinally clesigned by J.H. Reynolds [ ,_ - ." t]. 

The t~be itself was pu5chased from Nuclide KXXMKXKXKX 

Cor porat ion, State College, Pennsylvania. Vacuum pumps, 

0 
get ters, glaes apparatus, and the electronic compnents 

• 
were either constructed or purchased • 

Figure 2 shows a block dcllj.gram of the mass spect-

rrnneter. The system can be divided into two sections: 

(1) the mass spectrometer and (2) the sampling end • 

The sampling end served as a place to keep the samples 

and as a reservoir from which aliquots of any sample 

could be introduced into the mass s pect rometer. Tt also 
Sj w.QCWA o·~ ~ t\JJ\M.~~ ~ ~~ r~ ~ ~ 

contained a getter ~ which sarr\ples were cleaned up 
I\ 

prior to analysis . The single function of the mass 

sp~ctrometer section was th~~sis of gas samples. 
A. 

Figure J is a photograph of the sampling end of 

, the mass spectrometer~as constructed from Pyrex 

· tubing. Up to 2~break-offs containing gas samples 

could be placed onto the manifold . A Bayard- Alpert 

gafyge served as an approximate pressure indicatop. 

The g etter originally used (see photograph) was pur -

chased from Amperex Corporationx and consisted essent-

ially of a titanium wire wrapped around a tungsten 

filament. A cu rrent of 4-5 amperes was sufficient to 

evapotate enough titanium to getter the chemically-

active gases . After several months of operat~on, the 
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Amperex getter was replaced with one constructed in the 

laboratory¥ using titanium and tantalum entwined wires 

wrapped about a tungsten filament and enclosed in a 

Pyrex tube. The "home-made" getter required 12-18 amp
rapid 

eres fpr effi~±eNt clean-up, but was more efficentx and 

lasted longe r than the Amperex tube. 

There were two ou.t_~ets from the manif~)...d: one 
~~J •: (~ t~"i~} 

through tb.e vertiualA'i-1aranite~insulation wall to a 

bakeable, all metal valve (Granville-Phillips co., Type 

C~ leading into the mass spectrometer; the other through 

another high vacuum valve and theough the Maranite -
+t{Dv\A~ ~-~ 

aluminum support and the table to a v~eI"O"n pump (Varian 
- ,, 

v v tvf:_ ""'£ ~ 
Associates, 81/s capacity). 

The mass spectrometer tube was constructed of 

Pyres and was mounted in a horizontal posit~on (see 

Figure 4). The tubing leading from the sampling end 

into the electron bombardment ion scource of the mass 

sp~ctro:neter can be seen in the left of the photo -
~ 

graph.,,.A 'Vacion pump was attached through a high-

vacuum valve to the mass sp~ctrome~er tube. The ion 

collector was coated with a graphite paint and enclosed 

in a grounded steel box in order to prevent stray 

capacitive currents from contributing to the beck-

goound noise in the electrometer. The tube was sup-

ported on three Mar~nite b~ocks with spring clamps. 

The filament emission regulator was originally 

constructed for another type of mass sp@ctrometer 

and so had to be modified to accomodate the increased 

load of a larger filament. Accelerating an~ focussing 
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potentials were maintained by a voltage divider fed 

from a 2 KV DC power supply (John Fluke a~d co.). 

scanning the mass range was accomplished by varying 

the current in the electromagnet . A magnet current 

of 250 ma provided a maximum field flux of 7000 gauss . 

Provisions for either a manual or auto~atic sweep 

were built in the magnet regulator. Both the regulator, 

power supply and magnet were bought from Nuclide corp -

oration. Field flux was monitored more accurately 
~U·-~-~~ 

with a n.FL Gaussmeter utilizing a .tfall"'probe taped to 

the lower plate of the magnet. 

The ion current was collected bym a Faraday cu p 

and amplified with a Cary vibrating reed electrometer. 

As mentioned previously, fhe entire collector essembl~-

was shielded and grounded to diminish spurious back-

g~und. The pre-amplifier-collectar contact was found 

to be quite sensitive to vibrations in the table, 

thus the shielding box had to be securely bolted 

down. Read -out was acc omplished by a Leeds and Northrup, 

1-100 mv, recorder on 7-inch chart paper . The filament 

emission reeulator, DC power supply, magnet power s~pply, 

and electrometer were all ~ba constant 

voJtace transformer in order to minimize signal var-

iation caused by line voltaGe fluctuations • 

B . Operating Parameters of the Mass Spectrometer 

The equation given below describes t~e movemebt 

of ions in a sector-type mass spectrometer. It is 

e:~:;;:=.~l-ry derived from the electrical and magnetic forues 

acting upon a positive charge • 
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e H'-

whwre r = radius of curviture of path of ion, cm 

V ~ accelerating potential, abvolts 

I 
m = mass of ion, g 

e = charge of ion, abcoulombs 

H = magnetic fi~!d strength, gauss 

Qy focussing the mass spectrometer on mass 28 (co+) 

and measurinc; the ma~netic fi~d flux, an empirical 

radius of curviture. of 4.14 inches was obtained. Dev-

iations from the nominal 4 . 5 inch radius of curv&ture 

result from fringing field effects offhe mac-net and mis

alignment of the s~ur'&f_,.....and collector slits due to 

s~ight glass-blowing errors during construction of the 

tube and in the actual positioning of the tube with 

respect to the magnet . 

substituting the appropriate conversion factors 

for abvolts to volts and . abcoulombs to coulombs, the 

followine equ~tion is then obtained for singly-charged 

ions deflected in a mass spectrometer of 4.14 inch 

radius: 

whwre M = mass of ion, amu 

H = magnetic field strength, kilogauss 

V = accelarating potential, volts 

Normally , the mass spectrometer was operated at an 

acceleratin~ voltage of 2 KVX . By lowering the accel-

eratinG voljage, however , heavy isotopes such as kryp-

ton and xenon could be scanned within the range of the 
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maximum ma~netic field flux. 

The operating parameters of the mass spectrometer 

for maximum sensitivity and resolution in the mass 

ranee 35-40 are civen below: 

trap current 25 ua 

filament current J.9 a 

case voltage '.36 v 

case current 0.99 ma 

trap voltage 147 v 

There were two potentiometers which could be used to 

alter elctron emission characteristics: one directly 

controlled filament current; the other, case voltage. 

A comple~ interre~lationship existed between the above 

variables and other measurable electronic parameters 

of the s1ource housine. In addition, filament current 

and case voltage controlled the signal strength o-g 

40 

the collected ions. The optimum settings were empirically 
... 

determined for each mass range of interett. To compound 
L 

the problem , magnet current also affected the scource 

characteristics thereby introducing a small mass dis
' 

crimination in the instrwnent. The isotopic ratioN . of 

air argon was used to check mass discrimination during 

operation • 

Electrometer adjustments for read-out of ion cur
~r._ 

rent were set in order t~compromise between signal res-

ponse and noise level. The backgound noise could hEE be 
.... 

reduced by damping the signal; however, the time cons-

tant was thereby · increased such that the mass range of 

interest had to be scanned extremely slowly. During 
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general operation, the n~ise level was approximately 

2 mv corresponding to a current of 2 x io-15 amperes. 

With a signal to noise ratioN of 1:1, this limitted 

the sensitivtiy of the mass spectrometer to about 
. 10 s;-t-J2 

7 x 10- .s-t-a-~ cc of art;on . Sensitivity was deter-

mined from the peak height of a known quantity of argon 

isotope. 

Residual gases in the mass spectrometer varied 

depending upon whether the tube was being pumped or 

was isolated. When the valve was opeb to the ion pump 

and pressure maintained below 10 - 8 torr, the largest 

peaks represented mass 28 and J5 . The fi\9mer corres
-+ 

ponds to co~ , the latter is probably c1J5 since the 

1uass J7 peak was about one - third its height. Other 

ionic species noted in the backcound included H+-, H2+• 

T '+ + 'I- 'I- ·1- r ·1- t- + /.i,o+- it he , C ,CH . CH2 ,CHJ , Ch4 ,OH .H20 ,Ar ,and C02 • 

If the ion pump was turned off, many gases it had form -

erly pumped were desorbed to add to the residual back-

ground in the tube . Even when the tube was isolated 

from the pump, the backgoournfi changed remarkably. some 

of the residual gases were'p~~ped' into glass and 
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~ 1iV, ~ ~ ·{tL-.. ·t;_.~ 
metal surfaces by high voltage acceleration while other / · . I\ . 

species were relea.sed f6[m such surfaces .. ,.-\~~jd: 
~~._, ~~ 
~ other~· were 'cracked' by the hot filament. The 

·" \I\. 

rel~se of gases by ionic impact is termed a ' memory 

effect' since it is largely governed by what elementd 

were analyzed in previous vuns . This subject will be 

treated in greater detail in section I.4 . 

c. Description of Gas Extraction System 

1~ General Design and Construction 
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The purpose of the gas extraction system was not 

only to collect the ga ses evolved from the mineral or 

rock 

from 

s amples, but a'S:J:o to remove contaminat :i. ng:~ e;ases ___ _ 
~i(.N /~cJJ.~~, f-b'v· - ~~~-~ . . ().°'<.{Y;.._ , '.e_, 1 • -,, ~ ,P.~ 

aq:;on •. ~:Mt-e-e the extraction system was situated 

in another pa rt of the building. :C--~e:ss --s-pect-
1 -f7C..~~ 

r~~ gas samp les had to be con~ined for storage and 

transport. 

Fig ure 5 is a schematic representation of the gas 

extraction system. All componebts were sonstructed of 

~yrex tubing unless otherwise noted . The system was 

mounted on a table ap proximately J x 21/2 feet and 

supported within a framework of one-half inch stain-

less steel rod by stainless steel clampa specificalty 

desiDned for~this purpose. Brass clamps of the same 

design were originally used, but these warped upon 

repeated baking at 4oo 0 c. The table was built of Equipto 

steel angles. The top was one-half inch transite over 

which was bolted three-quarter in~h n aranwte on the 

front portion of the system. 

A Welsh Duoseal mechanical pump was plaeed be-

neath the table and attached to a three - stag e mer-

cary diffusion pump by a rubber hose. The diffusion 

pump, in turn, was connected by Pyrex tubing to the 

cold trap which was maintained at -77°c by dry ice/ 

a cetone. After about one year of operation, a U-trap 

was added above the table ne: order to provide a _bake-

able trap for liquid nitrogen coolant . The ualves were 

all me tal, bakeable, ultra-high _vacuum valves, the same 

type used in the mass spectrometer system. Glass bellows 
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ii" - - .f' ' ,,. ___ , 1..L(; """"' -,).._,___ "l ,.~" ·) ·1-~i" \ ~ ....... 
were ~tsed. to dissipate thermal stressesAduring bake -out. 

The manifold was constructed of 17 mm OD Pyrex 
+v~ec; 

tubint'.3" . Up to eight break-off'~ and an equal number of -~~ 
}... 

wJ)< ' 
~areon-J8 spikes could be attached to the manifold. A 

Bayard- Alpert gauge was utilized to check tk~ system 
I 

p ressure. A quartz fincer containing 0.1-0.2~ of act -

ivated charcoal was used to m~ve the eases about in 

the system . This was accomplished merely by adsorbing 

the gases ont o the charcoal at liq,uid nit.roe;en temp
~ ~~~~~-{~~ o.&so~l..-cJ . 

eratures . Ala o leadiling from the manifold were two react-,, 

ore and the getters . 

2 . Description of the Gettering System 

The function of the getters in the ~as extraction 

system \vas to remove the chemically-active gase s that 

were RY~ive~ extracted, along with aggon, from the 

mineral and rock samples. Three units essentially com-

?Osed the gettering system: a titanium getter , a copper -

copper oxide getter, and a mole cular sieve trap. A 

titanium evap oration getter, similar to the one prev-

iously described in section II.A, was used o~casionally. 

The titanium getter was constructed foom quartz 

tubinb, J.?cm in diameter, and about 10 cm long, closed 

on one end and connected through a quartz-to-Pyrex 

graded seal to the manifold. ihe tube contained appr ox

ima tcly 10 g of -10 f 34 mesh titanium sponge (obtained 

from U. S. Bureau of Mines, Boulder City, Nevada) en-

closed in a quartx cup. Another getter, seldom used due 

to leakage, was fabricated from stainless steel pipe , 

21/2 inch NNOD, and 4 inches long. Top and bottom were 

heliacc welded . A piece of stainless steel tubing, l/2 
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·inch OD. curved out of the top anc;Jva s welded to a KovarO 

to-glass seal. Vacuum-tight weldine of staimless steel 

to Kovar was extremely difficult to 

ste~l getter contained approximately 

attain. The stainless 

10 /.T' 1ti tanium ..., I\ 

sponge and two J x 24 inch strip~ . of 8-mil titanium 

metal pleated to prevent ouerlap. A wire-round resisb-

ance furnace was fitted around the getter to provide 

eperating temperatures up to lOOo 0c. A chromel-alum-

el thermocouple was used to measure temperature • 

The copper-copper oxide getter was made of stain-

less steel similar to the titaniu~ getter described 

above. It contained 50-100 g of 20 mesh copper oxide 

rolled up in a copper screen. About 1-2 g of silver 

moss were added to a second copper-copper oxide eetter\· 

As with the titanium getter, a wire-wound resistance 

furnace maintained an operating temperature of 350-

J.i-oo 0 c • 

The molecular sieve trap contained 10-15 g of 

one-sixteenth inch pellets of Linde molecular sieve 

lJX in a Pyrex bulb • 

J. Description of Fusion Apparatus 

Samples were contained •* a molybdenum crucible 

suspended in a Pyrex reactor and melted by means of 

a 4 KW Lepel spark gap converter induction heater. A ~i 

diagram of the f~sion apparatus is shown in Figure 6. 

The reactor was made from 6.0 cm OD Pyrex tubing 

with a J.7 cm OD neck. Total length was about 24 cm • 

The crucible was suspended in a molybdenum wire frame 

from a hook in the top of the reactor. The ct~cible 
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was removed by breakine the neclc of the reactor just 

below the hook • 

The crucibles were fabricated from molybdenum 

she~ t and were disaarded after each run. The bottom 
q .._,~ v-d"_;J 

was for~ed in a steel die from a circle, 4cm in diameter, 
'\. 

cut from 5-mil ~sheet. The cup so produced 

---was 2 cm run ddimeter with 0.5 cm lips . the collar was 

made frora a 27/a inch wide by 2 inch long piece of 

5-mil sheet which was creased on each end and bent 

around a suitable mandrel. The ends were then fitbed 
0 

together to for:n a joint and squeezed tight with pli;I'rs . 

The top was formed in the same manner as the bottom, 

but with J-mil molybdenum sheet. Holes wdre punched 

in the top after it was formed. The three pieces 

were then degreased in acetone and fitted together . 

Temperatures as hieh as 1550°c could be attained 

with the induction heater operating at ~aximum power . 

The induction coil was made from 11 turns of 1 / 4 inch 

copper tubing thht had been flattened prior to coiling~ • 
.,,,...... 
J,n order to prevent the Pyrex reactor from softening 

due to radiative heating by the hot crucible, com] -

pressed air was blown around and through the induction 

coil. Figure 7 shows the reactor being cooled by air 
~ °""' t>.-A... blown :from a A.buns en burner and ~t gun • 

4. Description of the Bake-out Ovens 

Ordmnarily, to attain a vacuum greater than 1 0- 6 

torr, it is necessary to bake the system to desorb 

gases fro.11 the walls of the apparatus. The higher 

the bake-out temperattre, the less time to achieve l ow 

opera ting pressures . 1}1.e bake - out ovens used for the 
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extra ction system and the mass spectrometer vacuum sys)em 

J/4 we re constructed from inch thick ~Iaranite. The 

walls were cut such that they could be fitted together 

wmth bolts to form boxes of varyine dimensions. The inside 

of the walls and covers were coated with aluminum foil. 

Heating was accomplished with a 9 inch, 500 watt quartz 

infra - red lampl mounted on firebrick near the middle 

of eacg wall and top. The top of the oven was fitted 

with a female plug. This led to a terminal box which 

fed a number of wires that connected to the IR lamps 

with bulldog clips. Up to four lamps were connected in 

parallel and regulated frofa 20 ampere potentiometer • 

Bake-out temperatures of 4oo 0 c were easliy and quickly 

attained despite a rather loose-fitting oven caused 

by warpage of the Maranite • 

The raactors were baked separately utilizing ovens 

constructed from ~/4 inch ID asbestos pipe insulation 

and wired with Nichrome resistance coils • 

5. Description of Crushine Apparatus 

In a number of experiments, argon was released 

from the sample by mechanical cr~shing rather than 

fusion. Two types of crushers were utilized: a vib-

rating 'wieele-bug' (Figure 8), and a hammer crusher 

(Figure 9) . 

The wiggle-bug was the least efficient and the 

most troublesome of the two crushers. It was made o~ 

a stainless steel cylinder with screw caps on each 

end to which were attached brass rods with a cylindrical 

piece of soft iron soldered on the end. A concave 

silicon carbide disc was fitted inside each cap and 
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a B mm silicon carbide ball was placed in the cyl~nder. 

A Pyrex containerj was c-0nstructed to fit the wiggle-

bug with springd holding against each armature. By 

pla~ing ordinary washing machine solenoids outside 

the protruding glass shafts next to the armatures and 

setting a motor-driven rotating disc to actuate a 

microswitch, alternating power to the solenoids drove 

the cylinder back and forth against the springs. The f~ 

force of the ball hitting each carbide disc was suffic-

ient to pulverize a pertion of most samples. 

The hammert crusher CONsisted essentially of 

a mortar and pestle encased in glass . The mortar was 

constructed from staiililess steel pipe and attached 

to the extraction sys~em through a metal-to-Pyrex seal·. -

The pestle was a stai~less steel piston attached by a 

brass rodfo a soft iron armature. A solenoid was used 

with the same motor-driven microswitch described above 

to lift the pestle which then fell by ·its own weight 

before being raised once again . 

The maximum sample load for each crusher was one 

gram . The initaial partiule size of the sample de-

pended upon its friability; for exa~ple, rathett flexible 

micas necessitated shll:"lll (<1 mm ) mesh samples, whereas 
\ 

brittle olivines were easily pulverized from grains 

up to 4 mm in dimensions. 

D. Preparation of Argon-38 and Air Argon Spikes 

1. scource and purity of Argon -38 

Argon-38 • 1 spi.<:es for isotopic dilution analysis 
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• 
were prepared from a O.l std cc sample of argon-JS 

purchased from the Institute of Physiaal Chemistry, 

• University of Zurich, Switzerland. The isotopic comp-

osition was given as: 

0.015 1o ArL~o 

• 99 . 98 2 ;'a Ar38 

o ooJ . 1o Ar36 

Si~ aliquots were prepared from the original arg on -

• 38 sample, each contained in a sealed glass tube and 

holding approximately 7 x 10 - 4 std cc argon- JB . 

2 . Ar~on- JB Spike Preparation 

• The spike system was set up to prepare a large 

number of spikes at one time as simpl~ and accurately 

as possible . Three separate sets of argon - 38 spfukes 

• were prepared for a total of BJ spikes . With each 

pr~paration, smallxmi improvements were made iN both 

in the apparatus and the method. 

• A Pyrex break-off tube, 1 cm OD, with a 4 cm 

• 

• 

• 

•• 

length of 1 mm ID capillary neck served as a spike 

container. The neck was connected about G cm up from 

the break- seal, and two marks, exactly one centimeter 

apart, were scratched in the neck. Attached to the 

other end of the capillary was a J cm length of glass 

tubinG·· The volume of each container, approximately 

J cc, was determined to tne nearest 0 . 01 g~ from the 

weight of carbon tetrachloride required to fill the 

tube up to the top scrathh. The density of the carbon 

tetrachloride at the fillinb temperature was taken 

from a handbook and corroborated with a Westphal bal 

ance. The tubes were filled us4ng ~hyp~dermic syringe • 
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The calibrated spike tubes were blown onto a 

manifold which was se parated from the pumpinc- system 

by a stopcock. See Figure 10. Lead~nG off the manifold, 

thcout;h a U-trap and stopcock, was a 2.14--liter cap-

aci~y McLeod gauge. A Bayard-Alpert gauge, a titanium 

evaporhtion getter, a break-off for collecting unused 

argon-JS, and the argon-JS reservoir were ~""11. attached 
/~ 

to the other end of the maniffild . 

J. Argon-JS Spike Preparation 

An operating pressure of less than 10-6 torr could 

only be achieved after prolonged pumping, flaming the 

apparatus with a hand torch, degassing the filaments 

of the pressure gauge an~ getter, and repeatedly turn-

ing the stopcocks . With liquid nitrogen in both the 

U-trap and cold trap, pressures in the i o-S torr region 

could be attained . If the McLeod gauge was not isol-

ated from the manifold by a liquid nitrogen trap, the 

pressure rose 2 -4 to about x 10 torr due to the vapor 

pressure of mercury. 

When it was ascertained that a pressure of less 

than 10-6 torr could be maintained in the closed mani -

fold with the McLeod gauge valve open, the necks of 

all the spike tubes were preheated just below their soft-

ening p~Nx pgint in order to desorb gases which would 

ordinarily contribute to total system pressure when 

the glass was sealed. This simple operation was found 

to be quite necessary in all cases when glass was 

later to be sealed. An indication of the degassing ef-

ficiency of this step ¢an be seen i n the following 

example: In a closed volume of about one liter, the 
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pressure rose from 2 x 10-7 to 2 x 10-6 torr when the 

neck of one spike tube was heated . After pumpine; one

half hour, the same capillary was reheated in the cloded 

system with a resultant pressure rise from 1.5 x 10-7 

to J.O x 10-7 torr. 

The argon-38 reservoir was broken in the closed 

manifold and titanium evapoeated from the getter for about 

10 seconds. Pressure was estimated by the Bayard-Al pert 

gauge which was kept on for anly a few seconds in order 

to minimize ion pumpinc-. The stopcock to the McLeod 

gauge was then opened and the gas allowed to equilibrate 

for at least ten minutes before the first pressure 

measurement was taken. A number of spikes were removed 

by sealing at the top scratch with a small, hoy flame. -~. 

After several sec onds of titanium evaporation, pres 

sure wasx ag~n determitied with the McLeod gauge . This 

procedure was followed until all the spikes WRXR had 

been removed. The remaining argon-J8m was adsorbed onto 

the charcoal of the break-off, and this was sealed off 

and used as the argon-JS reservoir for the nexy batch 

of spikes. A slight readjustment of spike volume was 

made when sealing did not take place at the desig-

nated scrat~h mark . 

With the first batch of spikes, the capillaries 

were not previously degassed, thus the pressure rose 

from J.65 x 10-4 to 5.40 x 10-4 torr during removal 

of the spikes. In the second preparation, the pressure 

remained constant at 2.2 x 10-4 mm Hg while JJ spikes 

were removed. During the third operation, the pressure 
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_ h 

e ll from 1 . ·) to 1. 3 x 10 · mm Hg during the remova l 

of t he JO s p ike s . Each spike cont a ined 5 to 14 x 10-7 

std cc arg on-38 dep ending up on its volume and fillinc 

p r ess ure. 

It wa s orig inally believed that the only error 

in 
I 

de termining the quantity of a rgon-38 in each s p ike 

r e s u lted "1::"' uncertainties in volume calibration (0.1 %). 

filling pressure (3%), and gas expansion during sealing 

o p erations (estimated 0.5~). However, subsequent invett-

i g ation with the mass spectrometer indicated that (1) 

t h e spikes were not consistant from batch to batch, (2) 

within at least one batch, sienificant variations in 

the par~ial pressure of argon-38 occurred, (3) al-

though the relative amount of argon-38 in all the spikes 
"3. C./o -

could be estimated within at least ~. the absolute 

amount of argon-38 could only be determined by comp-

arisen to a standard spike or rock sample. 

4. Air Argon Spike Preparation 

Air argon spikes wtire prec>ared in order to determine 

if any mass discrimination occurred in the mass spec-

toometer by comparing the measured isotopic ratios 

with t h ose ~Rtexoo±N~~ reported by other inve'lsigators. 

Initially, ~ set of air argon spikes was made up 

in t h e same manner and on the same sy~tem as that used 

for t h e p rep aration of arg on-38 spikes. The air argon 

wa s obtained frorrf bulB of reagent-grade argon supplied 

by Air Reduction co. In order to adjust the pressure 

of the exKa~x argon in the manifold, the pump valve 

was cracked several times. Spikes from this batch sub-
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s e quently yielded Ar40/ArJ6 ratios unusually high. 

These results were attributed to isotopic fractionation 

which occurred when a portion of the aggon was pumped 

away. AssuminG molecular flow, the Ar4°/Ar36 ratio in 

t h e manifold was dstimated to be 312 instead of the 

normal'29G • 

~nother batch of air areon spikes were prep ared 

on the ~as extraction system. A break-off tube was 

sealed at atmospheric pressure and attached to the 

extraction system. By trapping portmons of the sample, 

then expandinG and equilibrating, retrapping an~ pumping, 

the a mount of air ~rgon was reduced to a workable level 

while the oxygen and nitrogen were gettered. The spike 

tubes were then removed. 

E. Sample Preparation 

1. Samp le collectmpn 

The specimens analyzed in this work were, for 

the most part, collected by the wx±Rt writer during 

field trips. The remainmng &m~~ls sa~ples were gener -

ouly donated by n. number of people at the IIawaii Instit-

ute of Geophysics. A liit of all samples collected with 

a petrographi~ description and sampling site ~XNX is 

c i ven in Appendix 2. R Vv\~r a( ncrrl-~VJe.-i-tc.YV\ Oo..~ ~i:C.t
1

c..d~ 9. so..w-plo... 
\ o t_ CL~ 1\/\ 1 ') I> ll-t ~u Ct Pl~ w cJ.r c\ • 

The sui tabiltty of each sample foo potassiu:-11-

argon analysis was adjudeed frorry~ petrographic examin-

ation of a thin section. Samples exhibiting extensive 

secondary alteration were clsis dis carded • 

2. Sreparation of Whole Rock Samples 

Samples selected for whole - rock analysis were 

slabbed to r emove weatl1ered and contaminated portions • 
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After enough rock for a thib section had been cut, 

the remainder ·was bro~en up into chunks small enough 

to fit into an iron mortar and pestle . Appropriate s 

sieve fractions were saved for analysis. The sieve frac

tion ult~nately used for analysis depended~ for ~he 

most ,91:-1-e-_. U?On j;he size of' the phenocryats in the 

rock. Non-representative samples are sometimes rather 

easily obtained from certain size fractions due tb 

the different friabilitypf the mfunerals and ground-

mass of a rock. Generally, the -10 f 16 mesh fraction was 

used. Ko other pretreatment of whole-rock samples 

was judged necessary in m~tt cases • 

3. Mineral Separation 

Mineral separates were analyzed whenever pos-

sible. Feldspar phenocrysts were hand-picked as were 

pyroxene and ~livine crystals . For the more fine-grain

ed rocks, magnetic and heavy-liquid separations were 

resorted to. The purity of each mineral fraction was det

ermined from grain counts. 

The Mauna Kuwale rhyodacite posed a special prob

lem in separation since it was desired to resolve ap 

pareat age anomalies by analyzing each mineral constit

uent of this rock. Different size fractions from 100 

to JOO mesh were selected for separation. Ma~netite 

was removed with a hand · magnet. The heavy minerals, 

biotite and hornblende, were concentrated with a Franz 

Isodynamic Separator, and then separated from the light

er material in tetrabromoethane . Hornblende was sep

arated from the mica by shaking on an inclined paper . 
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The 
e 1, ,.1,1..~1.-l; 

flat, -t:>-1-a-t-cy" biotite crysta ls did not roll off 

the paper as eas ily as the more cylindri~cal horn-

blende grains . The finer sieve sizes also tended to 

be ~reatly e nriched in the more friable hornblende. 

Plagioclase phenocrysts were separated from the intermed-
' 

iate fraction of a carefully-adjuttbd acetone-tetra-

broilloethane mixture: while the grounclmass, consisting 

predominantly of fine-g rained plagioclase, alkali feld-

spar and ela ss, was skimmed off the top. All mineral 

fractions were copiously washed with anhydrous rneth-

anol immediately after immersion in the tetrabromo-

ethane . 

4 . Chemical Pretreatment 

Certain whole-rbck samples were found to contain 

minor quantities of secondary alteration products. 

Iu 011e c a se, no Bool-i-t-e w<is il f>pa~~JJ the thL1 sec-t-w 

F. Potassium Analysis 

As stated in the introduction, there are many 

methods of determining potassium in silicates; how-

ever, the primary problem is one of either removing 

interfering elernaats or predicting their effects. 

Analysis by flame photometry was chosen for this work 

for two reasons: (1) instrumentation was simple, al-

ready asse~bled and readily accessible; (2) the instr

ume ntal procedure was capable of being routinely 

handled by inexp erienced undergraduate assistants. 
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The problem of interferine elements, ie, cations 

affectinG the de~ree of potassium emission, was another 

matter, and a number of techniques were tried before 

a "s. tandard" procedure was evolved. The analytical 

results are tabulated in section -rJf- . 
1. Flame Photometry 

Despite the different methods of working up the 

sample, the basic analysis by flame photometry was the 

sar.1e. A Beckman DU Spectrophotometer, Model 2400, with 

a flame photometer attachment, was used for all anal-

yses. Rather than use the null meter, a Leeds and North-

rup Speedomax rec6rder (Type GO, with a 20 mv scale 

deflection, was connected to the output of the spectra-

photometer. Spectral energy was recorded as peaks on 

10-inch wide chart paper . Operatine conditions wwre 

as follows: Oxygen pressure, 14 psi; hydroeen pres 

sure, 4 .5 psi; red phototube; ©"resist or~ sensitivity, 

0.1; wavelength for potas$ium analysis, 767 mu; slit 

width, 0.04 mm eix:cept for solutions less than 1 ppm K. 

Alls standards were ~~ frorrf 4489 ppm K 
)':lver,o.I' ... } 

stock solution which hafeen ~e from ~terck reagent -

grade KzS04 (dried obernight at 515oc) and deionized 

distilled water . This solution was stored in a capped 

and taped polyethylene bottle. standard solutions 

were made up from about 0.2 to 8 ppm K. Emissi on energy, 

~6)eak heieht) versus concentration, was linear up to 

around 8 ppm where the slope started to decrease due 

to self-absorption effects. 

The analytical procedure was as follows: Five ml 
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~olyethylcne CU?S were filled with the aample s~lution 

and several s**ntlards, and an estimated potassium con-

tent in the unl<:nown obtained by comparing peak heiehts • 

Two standard ~otassium so~utions were then selected 

to bracket the sample solution . With the more cone-

%trated ::iotassium :s:~l: standard in the flame, the wave-

length selector was adjusted to maximum emissivity 

and the peak adjusted to 90% of full scale deflection 

with the spectro.photometer potentiometer and recorder 

sensitivity control. The thJge soltitinss were then 
~ 0:-... ~ 

consecutively aspirated~as quic~ly as possible, but 

long enough to draw a line through the noise at the top 

of each peak. Seven sets of three peaks each were re-

corded, going from low-potassium itandard to unknown 

to high- potassium standard, theyhigh-potassium stand

ard to unknown to low-potassiwn standard. Gas pres-

sures were carefully maintained and anyN base line 

drift was duly noted. 

The difference in peak heights in each set of 

peaks corresponded to differences in potassium cone-

entration of the solutions, so: 

( 2) 

where K51 = ppm K in low-potassium standard, Ksh = ppm 

K in high-potassium standard, 6k = difference in not -

assiu~ content of the two standards, 6u-sl = diff-

erence in peak height between unkno~n and low-potassium 

stabda rd, 6 = difference in peak height between the s 

two standards, When 6u-sl ~ 6u-sh• then equation 1 

was used . The ENSwitiN3 seven results were averaged 
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sample was calculated 

• KV 
~X = lOW 

where JC = ppm I\ in sample, V = total volume of sample 

• solution1 in cc, V = weight sample in me . 

2. Separation by Io~Ex cha!lllge 
j(( (t ( 

Darnes [I. L . L nes,"An invettigation of a new 

• method for potassium-argon age determination'', PhD 

Thes is, University of Hawaii, 196J. pp21-JO] used a 

zirconium phos phate ion exchanfe c~lumn to separate 

• potassium from interfering elements prior to flame phot o-

me tric analysis . He obtained good precision and ace-

u~acy on the few rock and mineral samples analyzed¥; 

• therefore, this method, with minor rncl&~ modifications, 

was utilized in the initial analyses . 

The sample was croun~ to a fine powder with an 

• aGate nor**r and pestle, and weiehed into a platinum 

evaporating dish. One ml H2S04 (1:5) and 5 ml cone-

entrated UF were added. ~he dish was heated overnight 

• on low heat . The residue was dissolved in 25 m~ HN 03 

(1:5) which was evaporated to S03 fumes . The r esidue 

was taken up with not more than 25 ml 0.05 N 5Cl and 

• placed on the column. 

The column was prepared in the same manner as de-

scribed by Barnes -from 50 to 100 mesh of zirconium 

• phosphate manufactured by Bio-natl Laboratories. El -

ution was started with 50 ml 0.1 N TICl, then 100 ml 

~" of O.J N HCl ~s added and finally 400 ml 1.0 N IICl • 
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The first 150 ml e luant contained sodium and was di s -

carded, t he nex t 400 ml was diluted to 500 ml and anal~ 

yzcd for p otassium. Other cationic constituents were 

clu~ e tl <lurinc column rejencration. Tot a l elution time 
I""> 

l l as abou t 2 - 2~/2 hours . consistantly low results were 

obtained which l e d to an investigation of the sep-

arat inc ef:ficiency of the column and the effect of 

IlC 1 strength on potassium emission intensity. 

It was found that passing the initial sample sol-

ution t h rouGh filter paper at the top of the column or 

caused tailinG §l~:f of t!-ie potass.ium peak before any 

sepaaation occurred. By removing the filterine step¥ 

and increasinc acid strength of the 1.0 N eluant to 

1 .5 .T HCl, fairly efficient separation was acco1:1plish- · 

ed for relatively high-potassium samples ('> 1% K) • 

Figure 11 indicates the separation of sodium and p ot-

assium versus Rieb± elution volume for the rhyodacite 

sample t:XX:dx~¥: , HK-121 ( '.3. 2% K) • There was st ill 

some tailing and also slight sodium contamination 

in the potasiium fraction; however, results consistant 

with prev~ous analyses were obtained with good pre -

cision . 

i·: ith rocks of' lower p otassium content, results 

were again low and exhibited poor precision in many 

cases. It lva s noted that the potassium fraction of 

t he eluant was color ed yellow fDr several s amples 

indicatinc the presebce of Fe~ • Apparently, samples 

with large iron, magnesium, or aluminum to potassium 

ratios caused overlappi;~ elution peaks such a '.ft--:;)s 

re;::iroted by sweet et al for Dowex columns [n .c~et, 
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1.V. Bicrr.n.n III, J. 3cukcnkam1J, " Dctcrmina tlon of alkali 

me tal s in insoluble silicates by ion-exchange c h rom-
' 

ato,::-ra~lhy" , Ana l Chem 21+, 952-955 (1952) . 

. Tltc effect of' hy1l;l ochloric acid concentration on 

1)ota.ss,ium e!n i ss ion can be seen :from Fi£·ur e 12. The 

su~ipression of alkali :neta l em i ssi on by HCl is we ll-

and is attributed to the form;:i.tion of stable 
il7 -10\ 

chlorides [J .A.~, Flame Photome try, ~-1 cG-raw-mc tul 

Hill, 19 60. p 470. The degree of suppression is de-

pendent upon potassium concentration and flame temp-
113 

erature~f.J.:bi.-4..,::-p-j_<if-".t;-;l..:r- Such data accentuates the nee-

essity of close control on acid strencth both in stabd-

ard solutions and unk nowns. 

J. R203 Precipitation 

Iron, aluminum, some r.1ae;nesium and calcium were 

l)recipitated as hydroxmdes and carbonate~by a method 
{ll( /l'f 

similar to that described by cooper[J. A .~ o~er,"The 

flame photometric determination of potassium in r;eo -

logical materials use d for potassium argon datinz'', Geo-

chim cosmochim Acta 27, 525-546 (19GJ)]j The procedure 

was the same as described in the previous section, ex-

ce p t the residue was takcb up with water rather t'Z\9n 

0.05 N HCl. Four drops of boomcres ol green were then 

added and the soiliution neutralized to a blue color 

~ 
wl,lth ar.imonia. Five ml of 10'% (r-H:I4)2C03 we-s added, 

the soiliution was warmed, cooled, and allowed~ to stanfi 

one hour before filtering through ~ pre -washed WhatQan 

ir ~n filter paper. The filtrate was made up to volume 
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an d run on the fl a me photom e ter with an appropriate set 

of s tan dar cls. Several samt)le5 were buffered \vi th 500 ~:Jpm 

X::i. and. c O:l!i)a red. vi th ~ similarly-buffered standards • 

Several problems arose with th.lbs method of separa -

tion. The precipitate was , with most samples, vol-

w1inou s and gelatinous and, therefore, extremely diff-

icult to filter and wash . A centrifuge large enoueh to 

accomodate the entire sample and precipitate in one tube 

\\ras not available a-t(the time. The r ,eaGii.,ets needed in 

this ln'ocedure contributed«'. to a high potassium blank~~2'x 

- the Na2S04 for the buffer was especially high in pot -

assium. Despite t hese difficulties, this method ap-

peardd to Give precise and dccurate results for the 

few basalts analyzed. There was no apparent difference 

in re~uts beb\·een buffered and unbuffered sample sol -

utions. 

" 4. No Sep aration ' 1 Standard Proc edure1-

Ultimately , a p roc edure was derived for p otass~um 

analysis that involved no separation of interfering 

c ations at all. This method wa s simplest, quickest and 

most accurate f or rocks and mine r a ls containing more 

than 0. 1% K, and it was also used for low-potassium 

ultra-basic specimens. 

The :Jrocedure was ag~n the same as described in 

section F .2, except the residue was taken up in 0.65 N 

llCl . The s~lutio:n was then transferred directly to a 

volumetric flask and made up to volu.'11e with 0. 65 N HCl • 

In most cases, small amounts of a fine white (Jrec).p -

itate remained undissfulved, probably either DaS 04 or 
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1.s' . c;J) 
SrSOJ.!, [G.II.l1oops,"The nature of the insoluble resid-

ues rcmaininG i'tfter ::IF-II2SOI.i- acid dee omposi ti on (Sol-
··i':J/J! 

ution B) of rocks", ~e.f<J.·i~OO&itt1 .:t-e-t-e:-:?8, 405-1.i-06 

(19G4)]. The solutions were run off in the normal man

ner'on~the flame photrnneter using standards careffilly 

ac1.just 1ed to 0.65 N HCl . If the flame photometer anal-

ysis was n~t performed within several hours after 

sample preparation, then the solutions were trandfer-

red to polyethylene bottles. Init%1 sample wei,zht and. 

dilution volume were adjusted between 0.03 - 0.20 g 

and 50-250 ml respectively such that the final pot-

assium concentration :fell between L!,-7 ppm. For low-

potassium ul trabas ic specimens ( < 0 .1:1- K) , sample 

weiehts as hieh as 0.5 g were used neccssitatin~ re-

peated IIF-H2S04 dissolution steps. The flame phpto-

meter procedure was also modified slightly 1whereby 

the average backfroun~ radiation at 760 and. 777 mu 

·was subtracted from the potassium peak at 767 mu. 

General ly, four analyses were performed at one time. 

Theses were scheduled such that ~ blank was usually 

included, a primary potassium standard occas:sionally 

included, and nqfuore than two samples of the same spec-

imen were dissolved on the sa~e day. 

It 1..ras somewhat surprli>sinc; that reliable results 

were obtained from minerals and rocks of so widely 

varyinc composition without prior separation of inter-

fcrinc elements , although a search of the literature 

reveal~at least one invctfrie;ator who also had no trouble 

from interferences in the ')Otassium 

a.ncl 3lasses 1'tr.B~"Tl s, "Ra~id flame 

analysis of silicates 

photometric <let-
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er~ination of alkalis in elasscs and silicates'', Anal 

Sh em JJ, 1602-1605 (1961)]. It is \vell -:nown that cer-

t a in cations can alter the intensity; however, the 

dcc;rcc of su1YJresion or enhancement is dependent upon 

a numb e r of experimental, instrumontal, and sometimes, 
' 

seec inGlY occult var~ables. With this in mind, the effect 

of s~Jecific catfuons on the spectral emission of pot -

assiurn \vas briefly investigated in the :following- man -

ner: The appropriate amount of aation chloride was diss 

solved in a sample solution of the rhyodacite ( IIK-121) 

containing 5.22 ppm K. The resultinc s~itwi solution 

was then diluted with more sample to make varyinu weight 

ratios of cation to potassium . Small corrections were 

made to account for potassium contamination from the 
% 

salts. The chemical analysis of rm: -121 ~1e.edo.1ald and 
I... 

~ 
:t-a~, op cit~ indicated that th:c residual cation 

con6tituents would contribute only a small amount to 

the ca ti on ~:)otassium ratio as prepared. TheN salt 

f sample solutions were braclceted between the sample 

solutions in the flame photometcic analysis. The degree 

of ~sr'{;-ppression ~CJ1anc~ was expressedgas a pos

itive or negative deviation from the rhyodacite peak 

height. Results are listed in Table J • 

Emission enhancement is the dominant result ~f 

i~terelement interference and the effect is relatively 

small except for sodiwn. It is interestine to compare 

these results with those reported in the literature 

in \vhich a Beckman JU Spectrophotometer with an 02-II2 
lfL/. p~ 

f 1 a m e was u ti 1 i zed. Cooper [ o ~? c U J reported no en-
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hanc-c:;10nt of _potasslium cmissi o1 due to t he .i.)resence 
I 

o f s o <l i um in a J, .~j_..vm K - Th SO l • s o 1 u t ion , 
! ~ ~ ~ 

11/ 
yet Grave ~ aJ. 

:fou:1d 

er in 

over 20;:, enl1a.nccmcnt for ratios W.0:1 a n d great 

an aqueous 15 ppm K solution~ILL.urovc, C. ~·1 + 

Scott, 7.Joncs,"~utual r ad i a tion intereferonces effects 

of the al l_.;:a l i elements and hyd. ro.:;en upon the resonance 

li ie intensities of the al~rnl
0

i elements in fl ame spectrof 

:)hotoi.etry", Talanta g, 327-Jl..i.2 (1965)]J coo~)er also 

noted rclativ).'hy s :nall de ~J ressanl; e:ffects resulting 

f'o oc1 calciu:1 , ma~ne sium and aluminum, while Easton and 
/1~ 

Loverinc found up to 

solution with a MG / K 

11~ de~ressio.n in ar.:-. /l~~~ ppm 

ratio of 100,l~A.J.~ton, J.F . 

Loverine, "D etermination of s mall quantities of pot-

assiuu and sodiun in stony meteoritii:e material, rocks, 

and minerals!, Anal Chim Acta JO, 543-548 (196 4 )]. Iron 

was reported by coope r to enhance potassium emrilssion 

up to 50~ at a ratio of 100:1 in a sulfuric acid s ol-

utlon . This effect was noted a lso by Easton and Lover-

inc \-rho attributed it to an increase in backzround rad:i: 

iation. Apparently, the man y variables still involved 

in analys is p reclude cnen qualitative comparisons, yet 

all da ta indicate that intereferericc effects are not 

addi tive in mixtures. This may explain \vhy no gross 

e. 
errors r,..sult from the varied constituents of the anal-

ytical sampl esJ 
£19 

nami tton and ~ountjoy reported a flame phot~~etric 

procedure for potassiura analysis of ultrabasic rocks 

\-llJ.ich was based upon the addition of a dilute "spike" 

( solution of known concentration of potassium ) to an 
fiiQ:) ' 

[V.IIami~n. W Nountjoy,"Alkali co n tent of alp ine ultra -
mafic rocks", Geochim CosmochimActa 29, 661 -671 (1965)] 
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;:i.liquot of the unknown solution. The concf0tratdmq of 

t~1~ sample \\Tas calcula tcd from the emission intcnsi ty 

of the sam ~)le and sa ; n~.)le f spike, correct inc :for the 

rc a~ cnt blank. ncsults for samples~f pyroxene and ol-

ivin e were less precise, but generally agreed with data 

obtai n ed oy the method described earlier in this sect -

ion. 

5. Separation by Distillation 
jZ.0 

Edwards and Urey have described a procedure for 

scparatinGa'O atile chlorides from silicates by clistil
j-z.O 

lation[G . E , rds, II.C.Urcy,"Determinatlon of alkali 

met a 1 s in met c or i ' t e s by a di s t i 11 at i on pro c e s s ' ~ C-&-0-0-l-=l-im 
~~: J 

Co..s:n.o.c..11..im--Ac-ta 1• 154- 168 (1955)] . The powdered sample 

is mixed with ~raphite and Ca8L2. transferred to a 

craJhitc cr6c ibl~ in a water-jacketed quartz reactor , 

and heated to 1350°c in a nitrogen atmosphere with an 

induction furnace. The al~ali chlorides condense in 

the upper portion of the reactor and can sutisequently be 

quantitatively recovered and analyzed with a flame 

photo~eter usine sod~um-buffere<l solutions. 

This method was attempted for both hieh and low-

.[)Otassium specimens, but with little success . to<\_tl 

condensation of the volatile chlorides could not be 
Q c,C. l~ v-.J) 

aeco-i:)J isfl.e<l even by passing the vapors through five 

inches of wet glass wool. Electrostatic precipitation 

of the clilori<lcs also failed to effect quantitative 

recovery. Another problem dealt with high reabent 

blanks resulting from potassium contamination in the 

cacl 2 , and to a lessor extent, in the sodium buffer 

and ~raphite crmcible . 
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6. Isotopic Dilution 

SoDe of the rock sp~c~nens studied in this work 

were analyzed for potassium by mass spcctrQ1etry util
an 

izin~~isoto~ic dilution technique. Experimental details ,,,, r,;~ 
and analytical data are reported by Yamashiro [c. Y~-

shire, "Potassiur.t analysis of selected roc)(S by solid 

scourC\...c mass s;Jectrometry", MS Thesis, University of 

Hawaii, 1965]. It was ho~ed that this method of analysis 

could be utilized for low-potassium ultrabasic roc~s; 

however, insufficient time pre cluded working out exper-

imental d.eatils • 

As mentione d earlier, the analytical results are 
____... 

given in section JJ.!__. A comparison of the potassiur;i 

contenet of selected rock samples obtained by several 

different investigators is also tabulated in the same 

section, wllile the accuracy of the results is assess-

• etl in section fil. '!). \, 

G . Ar~on Analysis 

1. Procedure for Argon Extraction 

• The amount of sample fused. for ari::;on rejllease 

was aoverned by an estimate of its aGe and potassium 

content. Siotite from a young rock was sufficiently 

• hi.:;·h in ~)otassiu.11 to allow a charge o:f less than one 

gram, whereas 8 -10 g of young basalt weee genarally 

used. The sam~le was transferred to a previously de-

• gassed molybdenum crucible and. the caber was replaced • 

The Pyrex reactor with the suspended crucible was seal-

I" 

~~ O-i ~ 
ed at the i:leck and then &lovn t;to the ~as extraction 

•- system (reactor #1 in Figure 5). An empty crucible 
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with cover was always held in reactor J2 :for sub~eq-

ucnt cle.:;as s inc. D11rinc- s ;;1.mple loaclinz operations, valve 

• 1/ 1 1vas '.<.:ept closed so the pumpinc; system co u l d be left 

on c:o 1ti n uou s ly. In order not to contumino.te the :) umps 

an d cold tra~, the system was rouch pum p ed to about 

• 0.01 mm 'it; with a portable mechanical pump attached 

to the blow tube. After checking for leaks with a Tesla 

coil, the mechanical pump was iso~ated by sealing the 

• blow tube, and valve # 1 was opened • 

The bake-out ~vens were placed over the table 

and each reactor. The large Haranite oven was heated 

• by four rn lamps regulated by a 20 - ampere potentiometer 

while the temperature of each reactor oven was mafufu -

tained separately by an 8- a;n~)ere potentiometer . The 

• main portion o:f/the extraction s,¥9te";U and reactor ~~2, 

with the empty crucible, were baked at about 4oo 0 c , 

while the sample was baked at temperatures of 150-250°c 

• deperiding upon the nature o:f the s !?ec imen; ec-, whole -

rock basalts and other retentive minerals were de~assed 

at 200-250°c 1while elass was <lecassed around 150°c. Bakke -

• out time arbitrarily varied from 12 - 24 hours. The get -

ters were turned on about half way . througtrnthe bake; 

titanium at 800-850°c, , copper-copper oxide at 340-360°c. 

e After the system had cooled, getter temperatures 

• 

•-

were a dju s ted to 780-790°c for the titanium, J40-JG0°c 

for t h e copper-copper oxide. Liquid nitr~zen was placed 

on the U-trnp, the Bayard- Alpert eauge was deGassed, the 

charcoal finger and both the charcoal and neck of a 

\.J.ilt-5 
brea~c-off were flamed. The induction coiltt \~ fitted 
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around renttor ff l and the blower s were ern?laccd. If the 

c. 
pr essu re was below 2 x 10- 0 torr, both valves were 

close d and the liquid nitrogen taken off the U-trap . 

F u cion of the sample was accomplisl'led by inter-

~ itt an ~ h c ati~c and cool~nG cycles in order to maintain 
I 

the re a ctor below tho softenin~ point of Pyrex . Gen -

era lly, the induction coil was activated for 3-4 mni -

ute s a nd t he n turned off until the glass was cool to 

the touck . This schedule was repeated for a total fudion 

time of 9-15 minutes. The argon-38 spi!ce was broken 

i mm ediately after heatini:; was initiated. Liquid nit-

rogcn was placed on the quartz charcoal finger after 

~e .rirst heating-cooling step. \Vith¢samples of mica 
•. 

and ~n~ll ~artGcl c size rocks and minerals, the temp-

erature o~ t~h crucible was intermittantly raised slowly 

over 10-15 minutes in orderxto prevent decrepitation 

f'ro~ blowing the sam~le out of t~e container • 

After f'usion, the liquid nitro.;en was re.moved from 

the charcoal finger and the cases were ~ettered for 

20-JO minutes before the titanium eetter was turned 

of'f. Th e titanium was cooled with' an air blower in 

J / 4-1 : J/1 hours. ( '.: Iy!Lrlogen is gettered by titanium only 

at t em9e r a ture s below 480°c) . The arg~n was collected 

in t he br e ak-oBf by placinc liquid nitro~en aroun~ the 

c h arcoal fine e r for 20-30 minutes and then sealinc 

the Glass . The p ressure of the system wa s measured 

in order to estimate the efficiency of g e tterine . 

Us ually, it wa~ 10-5 torr or less. 

Pr e~:iarat.ion for the next run commenced by open-
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lr:c; hoth valves ancl c~assi11..; the em~Jty crucible in 

r cq;:i. tor ,;' 2 in tl1e same manne r as sample fu sion . As soon 

as the class wn s cool, valve J l was closed and the sys

tem vented to t he ;:i.tmosphcre. Heactor /f 2 111as removed 

at t!w side ar:n , opei'lcd at its nee!;:, and a nel?I sarrple 

~d.dcd. A.ftcr e ca linc; , it was rcattochc c to the mani!'old 

in p o si tion #1. A clean reactor with an undeca ssed 

c rucibl e wa s p lace<l in position #2 and the procedure 

:for rou.:;h pumprilng and bake-out was carried out ag;a.in • 

2. CrushinL Procedure 

TJe sam e type of or e ration was pe rforme d in a 

crus:-i.ing e.· re rir.aent except, of course, there was no 

fusion . T!1e rna j or oxc ept ion to the procedure was the 

elimination of any .rior dee;assin[, step to the empty 

crushin~ container. As men tioned earlier, the sample 

char~e was limited to one ~ram . Crushing was accomplish

e d in 1-J hours with varyin5 decrees of efficiency. 

Cencrally, all o:f the orieinal sample was reduced in 

size ) and .;renter than JO-l!-0~ was crushed finer thhn 

JOO mesh (ca 50 p)~ 

'.3. ::ass Spectrometric Analysis 

The s;as samples from the extraction system were 

set aside until 10-20 had accumulated at which tira e 

they we re at tached to the samplinc end of the mass 

s~e ctrof11 ct er s stem. The sampling end was ba~ced at 

L:.oo 0 c while beinc pur.1ped wit:-i a me cl:.anical pur:1p . A 

dry ice/ a cetone and liquid nitrogen trap in series 

were oacd to prevent migration and contamination by 

pum:.) oll. Sake - out continued fro!11 24-JG hours before 

t he _s ystem \·rns sealed off and the ion pump started. 
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:'he :'w.ss s~'cctron:cter tube wa:; bake d t wice our i nc· it.::> 

two years o:f inl;enr.itto.nt o_;::icration; tl e first time 

\·.rl1en it was newly ass emble cl, the se c on ct a fter it had 

be en ac c iclon tally broken orie n to the atmosphere. Oven 

tem~)crature \vas 1r.ainta i ned below 225°c for the second 

bakc - o'ut. A pres s ure of le ss than 1 o- 8 torr c oulrt be 

attained i n the sa~?linz end only after ion pump ing 

2-5 clays . The mas s spectro1~eter p ortion of t he system 

\vas ma~tained a t < 10-8 torr conti n uously since it 

was neve r vented. 

The pr ocedure of the ma ss spectrometer analysis ofi 

a gas sample follows in the order of actual operation • 

The filame n ts of the Eo..yard.-Alpert &a uge and. titanium RX 

evaporation getter in the samplinG end were degassed 

u n til very little p ressure ri se was noted . During this 

tioe , the aaus smeter was usually set to read J.25 kG 

at the m;:-,ss 28 peak and 3.65 kG at the mass 35 p eak. 

A backgound spectrlilm in the region of mass 35-L!,O ,,·as 

run in the tube with the valve to t he ion ~ump ~pen. 

The sample end-::_") u:n;i valve \\/"as closed, :)ressure check-

c d, sa~~le broken, equilibrated for several minu tes, and 

lJressurc checked a.:;ain . The Bayard-Alper t g auge was 

o~erated a t 0.1 ma emission current for a few seconds 

OGly wheneve r a sample wa s in t he syste~. Lon~er ap er-

. d / . bl • . ff ~ h. h \A.,,,,,.. at:i.on caus_e apprec:i.a e ion i1 urr:p1ne;, .... ')~· W:.. ic ~vtv•......, 

wi ll be said later L1 tl~e-€-t-i--0-11-. If the pres sure 

vas crea t er th~n 1 -4 x 10 torr, the sample was g ettered 

by eva_pora tin~ ti taniu:11 for J0-60 sec oncls. This was 

re~ea ted intermi ttantly until sample p ressure stabil-

ized or was reduced bel w 5 x 10-5 torr • 
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The mass spectrometer-pump valve was closed and 

the middle valve opened for two minutes, the t~ne of 

openinc bein~ noted. The peaks at mass 36, JS, and 40 

we r~ s canne~ raanually at least twice, eoinc from lower 

to hicher mass each time. Scbsitivity of the electrH-

meter and recorder was adjusted to create maximum de-

flbction for each peak . The sample was then pumped out 

of the mass spectrometer tube and another aliquot anal-

yzed, if ne~essary; otherwise, the sampling end was 

also opened to the ion pump. Recovery of operati1~1g 

background pressure de;:>ended upon the quantity o:f gas 

in the sa:nple, but cenorally it took abpmt 1/2-1 hour 

for the mass spectrometer portion and 1/2-6 hours for 

tA:l1 sampling end. 

"Time zcr8", the time at '·1hich the gas sample con-

tacted the filament of the mass spectrometer, was marked 

on the recorder chart and the peaks of each mass number 

were extrapolat~d to this point. Peak heights were sel-
' 

dom constant; either increas~ing due to memory effect 

or decreasing fro:u ion pumping . The zero-time peak 

heiehts wcce converted to millivolts deflection and re

c orcled as suchJt a..+-kir s:-.\...~-l-l\e1.c..+.:.1 bc:Lc...C<«r~"'J/ ~-e-i-~ · 

The equation relatine the age of a system to the 

radfuoactivc de~cy of potassi~~-40 has been ~iven in 

section D.1 of' the introduction an<l is repeatec~ere 

after substitut~on of the appropriate numerica~ con-

stants • 
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T-i.c volume of the radiocenic ar(;On extracted from 

the specimen is ~iven by the ceneral equation: 

w~Are V refers to volume, T refcres to tracer or spike, 

~\ refers to air, S refers to asr.1_;_)1e. and the nur.1b0r 

r~tio$. i mply ar.;on isoto,?es of that mass number . sub-

stitutine the appropraite values cai!ulated from the 

a.ruL the arc;on-38 spike (section 

The calcmla tibns/invol ved ,in determinine; an a~e of' 

a roclc or ~ineral are best exemplified with actual data: 

%K = ·o.885 

wt. sample = 9.0J26g 
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~ 38 . ,,..., ,, 
~~r spike 11" ,..1 '-i' = " 04J f . 11 1 t 2 A? 1 o - ~· .. ..1 • cc i ea. a • "I- x mm Hg 

Peak heizhts: 

( 1) Potassium-~·O 

(1.?. l- x 10- ~') ( o .i\ s-"' 10- '~ ::: 

40 

19S55mv 
321 6 

51~. 4 

L•,o 
where~· / K = 0.000122 by weight 



I 

( 2 ) 
q,<oqu 

Toluume argon -JR sp i~.-: e 

(:,.o.:n )(-L .$.:r '>< 10·-1) 
=: • ~. \,O'i 

(3).Volume of radio~enic araon 

c¥.'{U . 1. I 

~q)l 
-=q. ~ )< (0 . s{cP. cc .. 

( !.;, ) 

q,~z.1 

.~ )<_ ( 0- I 1.. VIA.ol<A / 1 

(6) Air ar~on contamination 

><... 100 ::: 

II. summary of Potassium- argon Ac-e Determination 

The complete procedure from sam p le to age is out-

lined beloi·r . The tir.'le needed to accomplish each stc:) 

of the procedure is als o given. It must be noted that 

the time is n ot actual workine time but elapsed time 

and a~1::_:>lies to one sample only. \•/he n a.deli tional sarn~)lcs 

were run in an assembly - line basis, so to speak, the 

elapsed time per sample was reduced to one-third or less . 

1. Petr6graphic exanination 1-2 hr 

2 . Physical preparation of sample 1-4 
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3. Potassium analysis 

4. Ar~ on extraction. 

5. Transfer to mass spectrome ter 
anu its preparat ion 

6 . Mass spectrometric analysis 

? • C om ~> u tat i on 

Total 

7J 

18-22 

2 0-JO 

50-72 

1 

1 

92-132 hrs 

I. ~ iscellaneous Effects Ass ociated with Expe rim ental Procedure 

1. Getterine condition<l 

The titanium e;etter on the gas extraction system 
IZ '2-

was operated at 780-790°c. Previous studies by Patzlaff 

indicated that arg on was irreversibly desorbed from a 

quartz -con)ained titan ium cctber above aoo 0 c, but no 

a~preciable i ncrea se in arg on pa rtial pressure was 
rT-i.1>. .. 

this tempera tur e [G.P~aff,"The .:;ettering 

properties of titanium and zirconium at elevated temp -

era t ures ", ~!,S Thesis , Universit r o:f IIawaii , 1966]. In 

order to ensure mfufuimum desorption of all gases from 

the titanium a nd quartz durin3 an extraction, the tit-

anium was degassed at temperatures above s50°c during 

bake -out. The rate of cooline did not influense the 

e;etter i ng of hydrogen which forms titanium hydri<le a t 

temperatures beJow 4oo 0 c. 

The copiJe r-co~Jper oxide zetter was mainj;tained around 

J50°c durinc an extraction. The rate of oxidation of 

h y d rogen and carbon monoxide by copper oxide is depend-

ent upon temperature; however, above 4oo 0 c, th0 dis -
si 

sociliation pressu r~ of cupr ic oxide becomes anDreciable . 
4 4 > 

rr.'H-, 

[~·:..t-s±H t taU;, ::cp1=eJ. t, ~~ thus the optimum 

conditions are attained in the recion of 350-4oo 0 c. In 
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order to rc~lenish the copper oxide 1which i ~ retlu c ed 

to the me tal after continual use, the cetter was ope r-

ated at J50 - 4oo 0 c at atmospheric p ressure for severa l 

h oi.n· s a week . 

2 • .i1c - c '.;:-iisslol1 of gases :fron1 Tltaniun Io:i Pumps 

7 hn lacion }>Lirn_;_Js on the :11ass s::>ectrometer s ystem 

ilere the so le means of aw.intaining a lo\v back~round 

pressure . They remove aases by ioniza tion, s pu ttering, 

and chemical c~nbination. The ~as molecules and atoms 

are ionized. by collisions with elctrons and bo:abard 
/\ 

the t itan ium c a thode plates which a re ma~~tained at 

J-1!, KV above u;round . This process knocks OU t titan ium 

atoms which are deposited o n the anode and c a thode. 

The sputtered titanium reacts with the chem ically-

a ctive .;'.;as es and ilso physically buries the inert ga ses. 

Three phenomena have been report ed with titanium 

ion pumi_Js : (1) ar.:;on instability (2) hydrocarbon 

for::mtion, (3) :nemory effec t. Ar g on instabiltj_y refers 

to the sudden release of a rgon from the cathode, and 

is caused by re-evolvement of p reviously p umped argon 

rcuulting from the continua l ac tion of ion bombardment . 

Only ~on one occasion was any a rgon instability noted . 

This occurred with the Vacion ~ump on the samp ling end 

of the mass spectro~eter system and was manifested by 

sudden ra~dom pressure jumps observed on the p ressure 

~auze of the ion pu~? ? Ower supply • 

The formation of hydrocarbons, such as me t hane, 

ethane and ~ropane , by titanfuum ion pumps has been 

reported by a n umber of inves tigators {see, for ex-

a;;::J le, Lichtmad~3 R eicl~7..{'', and' is attributed to the reaction 
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o:f ti taniu;;i carbi d e wi ti1 water and / or hydrogen J ~~:l:::0p~e-r, 

~- alti10ut;h it ap~.)ear::; that the relatively un-

stable titcrniu1:1 hydride ':rnuld be~ active sc ourc e of' 

hy<lroccn :for the renc l; ion. [ :J. Li~an, "l·Iethane evol -

ution in io i pumi? syster.1s", Paper present eel at the 

.\J~•e::.~ I'hys f~ Annua l ~ieetin.:; , Jo.n 2 7, 1960, )Jew York 

City][G . ne~ :ric- . ::Joller, "Ionen -Gette r~Jumpe fu r 

XieclriG"c ".;rue~.;:" , Adv<J.nccs in 'Jacuu:n Science and Tech-

nolo._,~·y -.- , ~)ercamon P re ss , London ( 19GO) . pp L:.l.i-J - 41.J.5] 
\ "L-'.> 

[ A . T'~l J: er' \'! . Ermr icll, II Erfahr~r 0-en mi t Ti tan-Ionen-
1-i.b 

:;_::)lm·:.)cn", ibid , L~27 - 4-29] [L. IIol , J.Laurenson, P.G.'d. 

Allen , "E.volution of hydv:ocarbons in an ion ~» ump system", 

;,rature 192, 71-1-9-750 ( 1961 )]. 

1i..7 
~lam ilton reported :for a titaniu:n triode G"etter ion · 

pu~~ that p reviously pumped gases we re some times ev-

olved. when another gas was bcj.nc ~.)ur;-iped - essential ly 

a replace~ent mechani sm . ~e al so noted l arge quantities 

of Gas ){-~c Given of'f' after the pump was turned off • 

[ A . R.:IUJ...fJton, "Some ex~)erimental data on parameter 

variations wit~ the triode-getter ion pump ", Na tional 

Sym~.) Vac T e ch Trans 2, 383-391.i- ( 1961) J . 
The data shown as a b a r ~raph in Figure lJ cor-

roborate s these earlier st~dies . The gases in the ion 

?U~p chamber had ac cumua l ated for 18 days wi th the 

~ump off before being introduced to the mass spactro -

me t er for analysis . The large increase in mass peaks 

12 throuGh 16 indicate the evolution of me t hane. The 

extremely large increase in the arg on isotope peaks, 

•:hich do not conform to tl1eN isoto pi c ratios of air 
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arcon, do in<loed ioply a memory effect, yet little to 

no back..:;oound a-:_:>~:>ears at. the appropra(j.te mass numbers 

when the ion _.)un9 is opcratlng . Fi[;ure 14 indicates that 

si:.?1ifiliro.nt o.r~on re-emission occurs imnediately after 

t h e ~)um:) is turned off despite the hiG"h pumpi~G rate 

~o · the i crt uas. It ~s interest~nc to note that water, 

carbon dioxide , and the mass 35 and 37 peaks are the 

only species not evolved Crom the ion pum~ or its 

strrounding surfaces • 

The reliase of large quantities of arGOn and 

other ~ases underscores the necessity of isolatine any 

ion piump fro:n the analytical system when it is not in 

operation. Similar effects result from the operation 

of ti taniuu evaporation ion purn_r)S and )probably, to a 

E1Uch lesser degree, titanium evaporation getters of 

the type used on the samplina end of the mass spectra-

me;ter syste:n • 

The Bay•rd-Al pert gauge was theN only pressure 
~ t I f' , 
~! b tO. ~c:(' . 

measurine device used on the mass spectrometer and gas ,. 
extraction systems. It served only to give an es~imate 

od pressure since an accurate pressure determination 

woul~ have involved the control of too many variables 

in gauge operation -and conditions. The Bayard-Alpert 

cau~e operates like * triode in whi ch electrons, boil-

ed off the filamfi@_t, are accelerated by a helical tirid 

and ionize gas molecules and atoms whicqhre subsequently 

collected to ~)roduce arvion current. The ion current 

is directly proportional to pressure . 

It has been known for over 100 years that gas is 
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"c 1 c ned u~)" when subjected to bo;nbardmen t by en er -

getic electrons. Investigations of pumpine and re - emis -

sion of noble gases in the Bo.yard- Alpert gauc-e are 

numerous. It is cenerally agreed that clean- up results 

rrom the interaction of ions with the class envelope; 

ho\ ever, the 1acchani sm5 invol vecl and the q uant i ta.ti ve 

as~ects of gas removal are still disputed . A brief 

study was undertaken in connection with this research 

i~ order to determine how a pressure measuremen t would 

affect the quantity and is o topi c c omposition of an 

argon Gas sample . The 3ayard- Alpert ~auee on the sampling 

end of the mass spectrometer system was operated while 

monitoring the peak height of the argon isotopes . some 

of the data is graphically presented in Figure 15. 

The pumping curves generally conform to those pre -

viously reported and quantitatively described by eq -
§?,rz.¥- 1>0 '"' ~ 

uations of varyini:; co;nplexity s~rpert ~..g[J .h . 

Youne-, "Electrical cleanup o:f cases in an ion~· z tion 
j-Z...C( 

gaug-e", J. A~::>pl Phys 27, 926 - 928 ( 19 5 G) ] [R.N' .B oomer, 

:-1. E • . i:-Iaine, "The electronic clean- up of gases in sgcl

off vacuum systems " , Vauuum .2_ . 128 - 135 (195J)] [K~ 

Glodcett , T . A. Vanderslice,"Electrical cleanup in ion-

ization gau~es'', National Symp Vac Tech Trans 2, 400 - 405 

(1961)] . AssuminG all ions are irreversibly pumped, 

then 

d.P ( 1 \ 

dt 

--(i1. e '.)rO _::)ort ion al i ty constant, <:i- , con ta ins a st ickinc-

probability coefficient which is partially depebdent 
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upon ion mass so isoto~cs of "reatcr mass should ex-

hi bit a sl.i.gh tly ;_;rea ter. pum~in~ s ~Je ed • 

The assumption of irreversible pumping is not 

val.i<l, 10\,·evcr . Tbrec factors c;ontribul;e to diminish 

the rate of clean- up until a dynamic equilibrium is 

attained with no net pressure change. Pu~ping is de -

pendent upon "active" sites on the i-on ;;auge surfaces 

whi~h bacone depleted as clean-up proeresses . Also 

s ~JO!ltane ous re-cm is sion from these surfaces results 

from diffusion of the atrnns already pumped . ne - emis -

sion can aa10 be caused by ion bombardnebt ~ in some 

case s, replacing one ionic s :J e c i es wit hf not her~-
l"}t ""'?> ( 

gases previously pumped [ TI . Sc . rtz, pending upon the 

"GasaufzehrchnG und G-asaustausch bei der Messung ~iecl -

rigstcr Druck im Ionisationsmanometer", Z Physik 122, 

437 -450 (1944 )]. An equation, then, for describinG 

the overall clean-up of one particular g as in an ion 

a:;au~· e would be composed of a number of terms: 

9w:1ping saturation induced 
rc-e:nis s ion 

s ·Jontancous 
re-emission 

Ci \ · -

\"iherc :.) = partial ~)rcssure at time t, P = total pres 
o-,..._J-

sure.A the subscrfupt refering to the initial pressure . 

T~1e pro_;_""J ortionality constant, (, would a1so be mass dep -

cndent since ions of zret~er mass and equal kinetic 

energy would penetrate more dee?lY into the surface 

layers due to their c;rea t er mome:nnum • 
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as in Jig urc 15 c<:i.n 1:rt'r:.==ien be a~; cri becl to tl1c incrcas -

in~ly ~renter effects of t he la st three terms of eq -

the do. t n 

tends ~o qualitnt l vc ly suv?ort th e ~ro~ osetl me c hanisms , 

t~1 c curve~• should be interprettcd Hith caut.;io n since 

2eak ~eichts (relative partial press ure) were not meas -

u r ed s~nu lt ane ously bu t on separa t e run s for e~ch iso -

to_[)e. T:w s the clcc;rco of saturation of a ctive sites 

and re - emission ~heno~e na differ. ~evettheless, the 

fQct remains t h at even in a "clean" Dayard- Alpert ~au~c 

t h ere is a disturbinz ~ossibility of isotopic fract-

i ona tion durinc ~ressure measureme nts c au sin~ enrich-

m ent of the 1 i <?,·ht e r is ot O[->O s . Also, "irreversible" p urnr»-

in~ of s ifnificant quan tities of ar~on can oscur in 

relatively s~ort pe riods of ti~e . For example, 15- 20% 

o f total arGon was lo st in the first minute of oper -

a tinn at 1 ma em issio n current. This correspo nds to 

~ 

a pu:11pinc speed of a~.)proxima tcly 7 x 10-_, l / s . After 

:>rolO!J{;.ed pumping, , only slicht recovery of areon was 

noted wh en the gauce was terned off . Little are on was 

recovered when the eritl was out~assed at red hea t for 

several minutes , yet a l mo s t tot a l rel eas e occurred 

1.rhoi:1 t he c,lass envelo~)e of the ion cau::.;;c was gently fi:a: 

f la;ilec1 . 

In order to a ll ev i a te pumpinc and possible fract -

io1ation effec t s , ~ressure meas uremen ts were made in 

less t:1an five sec on els and at a reduc cd er-:;i s s ion cur -
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re nt ~"1-.en :)o .. siblc ( ie, 0. l rn<i ra tl1er t:!:1a n l mq...). '.2etwcen 

runs, the bayard-Al ~ert ~auGes were de~assed well by 

4. r:e::1o ry an<l Pu:, pin.:::· in the ~~ass S~1 cctrome ter 

~s s tat ed ~rcviously, raas s spectrometer -i on current 

Fo.s seltlom constant , but either decreased or increased 

vitb time, thus necessitating the extrapolation of peak 

hc i 3,"h t s to ti:-rie zero. The cha ;1r;e of - ~)Ca 1< height with 

ti~~:e was the net result of ion p u:;;:? inc and induced re -

e! issio!1 . The ion pum~Jinz is si:nilar to t::-iat descr1bed 

a re much l a rger and emissi~n current much smaller . 

I nduc ed re - e n!1ssion causes a memory ef:fect in that 

~reviously pu~~ed ato~ s are disl oclcetl by ion bombard-

~an t. The mem ory effect in cass spectro~eter tubes has 

se l d om been mentioned in t h e literature, althou.;-h a 
oz...-n.~ 

num ber o:f investicators have studied induced re - emis-

s ion ~·' · i. on b om bar clr:1 en t for met a 1 an cl g 1 as s surfaces 
{') z.,. 

[ :1.D.'°)·· ... ·t, J.S .C ollizon, J. H.Leck, 11 Sorption and re -

place~ant of ionized 

Br it J A~pl Phys 12 , 

noble ~as es at a tun~0· c;\en surface ", 
/)3 

3 9 6 - L!, 0 0 ( 1 9 G 1 ) J [ L • ::r • u . e s , J • E • 

Lec 1c, G Cart e r," Ion Lo:-nbardr-lent incluc ed emissi on of 

sorbed ~ fror.1 class surfaces", ibid, 15, 681 - 689 ( 1964) J 
[J . :-I .C~hael , E • . A.Trendclburc. "Ion-induced re - emis-

sion of noble ga ses from a nic ke l surface'' , J Appl Phys 

29, 1570-1577 (1955)] . 

:urnpin~ curves of arcon isotopes in the mass spect -

rometcr are si~ilar in a~pearance to those presented in 

Fic;ure 15. T:-ie ini taj.l ~::Hlmpine; rate (exp onential p or-

tion of the curve) for all ~otopes was found to be about 
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8 x 10-5 l/s. The rate of induced re-emission of arG"on 

ato~s depended upon the quantity of gas p reviou s ly pump -

ed into tl1c 0lass and c:ictal surfaces of the mass spec-

tro1:1eter and al:-;o on the total pressu re in the tube . \ 

durfuilic analysis . The data p resented in ~raphical form 
I 

in F~~ure 16 ~ives so~e i ndication of the magnitude 

of the rne::10 ry effect for ar.:;on -1~.Q and carbon monox!bcle. 

~he mass spectrometer tube was isolated from the pump 

at a pressure of about 1 x 10 - 9 torr and the mass 40 

and 28 ~)en.ks vrnre r:1easured versus time. Forxthe carbon 

monoxide cµrve, the ordinate scale skoul<l be multiplied 

by 20 to ~ceep ·the ~)e<3.k hei;;hts of the two cases relat-

ive. The s~ource of the large quantities of carbon 

monoxide in the closed mass spectrometer tN~~x is prob~ 

ably three - fold : induced re-emission by ion bombard-

men t, the f'lt9mation of carbon monoxide on the hot fil-

ament by oxygen-containing contaminating gases, and 

spontaneous desorption from the interior surfaces. 

Too many variables preclude the quantitative e v alH 

u v..tion of1inducedu:: re - cr:-: ission in the mass spectrometer; 

however, nore can be learned about the memory effect 
13'> 

from the interestinL. work of J. II .Leck and cowo r1jers 

at the University of Liverpool .fa" ........ e::,, Leck, t..;.! rf:cr, 
e- io 
~~ Their studies of inert cas re-cmissio;-i :from 

bo:r1bnrded ;;lass sur:fac es indicate that all the pumped 

.::,as is not recoverable by ion bombardment, but can be 

quantitatively dislod~ed by bakin~ at 4oo 0 c. They also 

found that the release efficiency of bombardine ions 

is a function of the adsorbed cas as well as the boo-
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Ion :.)um~)in,:: an·l induced re -emi ssion are evils in-

J1crcn t in ;:w.s s spectrometers utilizinc h ic·h-vol!:ace 

ion.acceleration an<l ope rated in a static mode . The 

abschce or any me~ory effe ct has been specifically re -
' / 

r~> 

.:.1ortcd. by wor 1cers cm_;,Jloyinc un r':s 10 muss spcctro:netcr 

( Ass ociated Slectrical Industries) ~<'l:~o:;:l'>rniliQ .• t uith 
/"3-'> 

low ion a cceleratir:r, volt aees ( 100 V) [ :z . ... , ... rar, H.?T . ~·1ac -

I ~1 tyrc, D.York, ':l .J. :~e nyon, 11 .,\ sim~.)le mass spectro::ieter 

for t11e a na lysis of arcon at ultra-hieh vacuum", Nat -

ure 204 , 531-533 (19 (.4)~ . ether than cllanginc; r:1ach-
\ 

ir:es or moc'ce of o_;_)eration, memory effects can be 
~')'\l-1 

p arcntly removed by rerrular bake -out of the mass 
/' 

tromctcr tube, althouch reduction of araon mem ery 

a')-
1. 

spec-

should occur by intDotlucin~ substantial quantities of c 

othe r ~as es in the ion s cource. 

5. The !3ehavior of' Arcmn in Vacuum Systems 

. .. No tress lodses of argon durinc cas extraction 

pe~~x~e±~hts of argon-JS spilces equilibrated with ex-

• tracted cases and~directly introduced i nt o the mass 

S?ectrrnnetcr; ncbertheless, a r~o n release and hold-up 

w~s i nvcstiGated for . a number of components makinG U? 

• t he cas handlin~ systems . 

As a lready ment i~ned in section II . D.J, h ea tin& 

Glass evolves mu ch cas, most of' '.vhic h is~" ter \·!i t h 
l?h {'. 56 ;.i.1 

les3er am oun ts of carbon dioxide [~u shrna. o p cit?.PP • 
4~9 - 491] . ~ o evidence· of arc on release was found 'ith 

the ~ass spectrometer durinG the heatine or sealing 

• 

e2 
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of P.;: rex ~·lass. 

~o condensation of ar~on was noted when liquid 

nitro~en was placed on a cold fin~cr in the mass 
n7 

s :.>e~trol'.:1etcr system, alt~1ou.:;h l1edhco.d ~e:)orted part-
Ill 

ial adsorption of areon at this temperature, and Sarnes 
I 

f'our~d m0asurable quantities ~I' ~rzon tra~-,ped in u-traps 
(37 

sy sL em [P. A. ,t i.1.ead, E . V. t)ornelsen, in a ~izh-vacuw3 

J.P.Uobson,"Ultrahic;h vacuum in small ::;lass systems", 
_,..,,.;_:_7. ____ 

co.n J Phys 4,ot, 1811.J-18'.36 ( 1962) J~-e-:i?.4 

Titanium evaporated frora a hot tu ngsten wire did 

not affect the qu::i.nti ty of argon in the systeia. nolcl-

up of arcon in molecular sieve and titanium sponcc 
/t I 

was not checked. Barnes · fop---c-:i:t"j reported sienifican t 

adsorption of ar~on by a titanium sponge ~etter; how-

ever, noAarr;e losses of arzon \verc noted in the e;as 

extraction system as ~~Nt±i stated above . 

Activated charcoal was used extensively for the 

adsorption of gases in the hich vacuum s~stems. Des-

pitc prol oneed degassing, large quantities of gas were 

still evolved upon repeated flaminc of charcoal fingers • 

A previously baked and flamed charcoal finger in a 

break-off tube evolved approximately J x 10-J std cc 

of gas -;;:;: fro:n 15-20 r:1G of charcoal! A significant 

amount of arcon-40 was found to be civen off of a 

charcoal finger when it \vas cently fla1:ied. This part-

icular charcoal had been in contact h'ith many gas 

sam~les without any subsequent deeassine; however.it 

had been subjested to pumping of less than 10-8 torr 

for 12 straight days prior to flaming. It is believed 

8J 
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• 
that little aq:;on is lost on activated charcoal by 

no~~al o~era tin~ ?roccdures during ar~on analysis, 

·- but this re:~rn.ins to be verifli:cd • 
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I I I. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Age o~ the Waianae Range 

The results of the potassium-argon age work on 

Hawaiian extrusive rocks are tabulated in Table 4. 

A petrog raphic description and sampling s~te ~or each 

spec imen is given in Appendix 2. Tha uncertainty for 

each age is based on the experimental errors and the 

air arg on correction (see section III.n.2.b and Fig

ure 18). The data obtained ~rom the ;11.auna Kuwale rhyo-

daci~0 are treated in more detail in the next section. 

Tho ages of the di££erent members o~ the waianae 

Range are in general agreement with those of McDougall 

[op cit] and Naughton [op cit]. McDougall reported 

· an age of 8.36 my ~or a biotite fraction eeparated 

from the Mauna Kuwale rhyodacite. This age appears 

to be abnormally high in view of the present work which 

indicates that Mauna Kuwale is contemporaneous with th~ 

upper member of the Waianae Volcanic series. The pos• 

sible causes of the discordauy will be treated in 

tbs next section • 

The ~esults obtained rrorn HK-12) are clearly an• 

omalous. The high debree of air arcon contamination 

Cor this specimen contributes to the large uncertain• 

ty; however,thie does not fully explasn the wide var-

iation in the results. Thin section examination as well 

as microscopic inspection of ~d samples and granular 

£ra ctions indicated no abnormal mineral components or 

alteration products. The basalt contains ,-iarge number 

ofvery small v~sicles which probably contain entrapped 

as 
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air. This is substantiated by the lower air argon cor

rection £or HK-12)-3 whic,~as ground to 100-180 mesh 

while the other two samples were analyzed as 10-16 mesh 

fract~ons. O~ course, this sample could be 7-12 my old, 

but there is no confirmation from geological field 

evidence or other potassium-argon dates • 

The ages obtained for HK-142 also show a range 

greater than that predicted from experimental uncert-

ainties and the atmospheric argon correction. The pot-

assium analysis on each fraction was con£1rmed. The hydro-

fluoric acid treatment may have contaminated HK-142-4 

although this possibility was checked and appears unlikely. 

The basaltic dike (IIIC-119).cutting throueh the 

rhyodacita (HK-121) also yields a high age relat~ve 

to its host formation. The low air argon contamination 

in this specimen precludes any convenient overlap of' .· 

ages within experimental error. No explabation o:f 

this discordancy is o~fered at the present time • 

The variability in the degree o~ air argon con

tamination among the di~ferent samples isforth noting • 

.Bake-out temperatures amd time cannot be correlatod 

uith the quantity o~ air argon in each sample. A rel-

atively large amount of' air argon was present in the 

apparatus during the initial gas extractions, but any 

corrections :for this would lower th&t the atmospheric 

correction of BK-121 (whole rock) to a minimum of 

approximately 80%. As mentioned in section I.D.2.h, 

certain minerals have been f'ound ·to hold inherently 

10ss air than .othees. This phenomenon apparently holds 
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true for different whole~rock samples as well, and is 

probably related to the degree of microvesiculation or 

the basalts. The differences between feldspar separ-

ates and whole rock samples is mostly attributable to 

the resldual air argon .in the extraction system which 

would predominate when smaller total quantities of rad-

iogenic argon are released. 

The two specimens in which feldspar and whole-rock 

ages can be compared indicate a .p ossible loss or rad-

iogenic argon from the plagioclase, yet Evernden and 

James [op cit] and Livingston et al [op cit] have re-
. ' ·, ' 

ported that volcanic feldspars are quite retentive, esp

ecially f~ you~~~~~ks. It i~ most probable that dur

ing the 2:3-28 hours or bake-out at 210-24o0c, some 

of the radiogenic argo~ was lpst _by diffusion, or that 
' 

the lower ages are :coincidenta~ and result from ex• 
; 

perimontal error • . ·, 

Nihoa (Bir~>i ~sle.~d is approximately 150 miles 

west-northwestv.i'of\ Kauai ... The age of' 
•• / '• ! \. 

prising consiJering the }Progression 
It • I' . 

7.5 my iinot sur

'of' the age of' the 

islands indff~te~ b~~he/data ·_ in Table '. 2, p 

the . 8 • .'.36 !\Ji: age ot Mq.uq~ Kuwale). 

(ignoring 

,,;• ": I 
/ ' . I 

Th~1 pauc~.~y o'f' tiata I and ~he _ large uncertainty in 
- / ! · I I , , , . · 

I I .' ,/'I .' . 

the/~~ef1 det.1-rminat+ons . Pii:.~clud~ ~ny g_eneralizations 

r egardine ~e,: du~ation ~f , i~ia~d gr,o~th or volcanism 

t"'cept .· ti~ ;.ih'~te ~h~t . vo~canic/ acti~i_tY, .of' the waianae 
; r.·. I / , 4 , • 

/ I : .. 
Volcanq'l appea.t--.,s to 

/" · .~ / •l' .. 
; \ ... I 

yea.rs. ;\ I 
( \'-. / / 
I I, \ °'t.'t'/ \ 
' if "1, I I 

.f' 

(~ ). 
·, 
\' 
i 

spanned well over two million 
·, . 
I. 

. {' ' ... 
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B., Discordant Ages of H~~raiian Extrusives 

The relationship of' Mauna Kuwale in the waianae 

Volcanic sorics ~s somewhat of an enigma. McDoueall, [op oit] 

at A~tstralia National University, rGported an age of 

8.J6 my ( two determinations,-.±. 3'il> error) on a biotite 

rract~on separated ~rom the rhyodac~te. yet no rocks 

oldel"" than J,46 my were found among seven other Waianae 

sm~leso Mcnoucall felt that . the greater age of the 

rhyodacite corroborated the belie~ o~ Stearns and Vaks-

vik [op cit] that Mauna Kuwale represented the~summit 

or an ancient volcano. Mo ~hole-rock analysis oC the 

rhyodacite was performed by McDougall because of the 

suspect argon retentivity of the glassy microcrystal-

line eroundmass [I. McDouga11~ personal communication 

to J. J. Nauehtmn, 1965] • 

The results 'of' this work indicate that Mauna Kuw

ale is 2.37~ old which 1$0uld place it in the upper 

member o-r the t·raianae series 1nfgreement with Macdon

alds views (op icit]; .however , the . solution is beclouded 

by the appa;ent disco~~ant 8.)6 my age 0£ McDougall's 
I , 

o.nd two a~~ma.lous aeer, obtained frm mineral separates , 
. ' , . I 

:found in ,,this work. :" 

P~~assi~~-arg~n age data Cor the rhyo~acite ~s 

list~d in . Table ~) samples were originally obtained 

from thr~e !iffetent sites in Mauna Kuwale, the mineral 
!' / 

::tz-action,s ·were/not mixed. The number in parentheses 
!' / 

indic~tes r~plicate analyses. Whole-rock analysis yield-
, I /· 

ed an/: ac;e J>f 2 .1 ~y.., The ace of '(;he diff'erent mineral 
. I . 

£ractAons~~eparat~d £rom the rhyodacite fall close 

onou:ih 11/thb va:~ue to subs;! tnntai te an overall aver-

A I i· 
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ago age f'or the Me...una Kuwale :flow oi' 2oJ my; however, 

there are two discordant ages, well outside of exper-

iraantal error, l·1hich appear to occur randomly among 

·l;h0 many mineral :fractions analyzed. Tho concordance 

o:f the majority of the samples uan best be seen in the 
I 

isochron plot of Figure 17. For small Ar40/K40 rat~os, 

as found in young rocks, the age equation beccmes linear 

such that a plot of radiogenic argon versus potassium 

describas a straight line of' slope kt. 

Another example Qf' e clearly discordant age on a 

Ma1~iian extrusive rock should also b0 deal; with here. 

Naughton has reported an age of 2.8 my :for a phlogo-

pite :fraction obtained i"rom a hawa11te o'f' the Laupa-

hoehoe series o:f Mauna Kea (Hawaii), the whole rock 

giving an age of' o.6 my 1 [op cit] • . 

It is believed that thG discordant ages de~ived 

Erom the b1otite and hornblende fractions of' the rhyo

dacite andfrom the phlogopite of' the hawaiite result 

i'ram excess rad.iogenic.argon ·held by these m~inerals. 

(The amount .·of.' · e>:cess -. argon held by these mirn~rals is 
! / 

given !.n Table 8) 0 Tw6 alternative .explanations £or 
., 

these anomalies e~ist. however: one; that the rocks . ! 

are older and have ., l:~.st ·varyine· degrees of' their rad-

ioge!'Jic argon either. ~Y .slow. dif:fusion or in a violent 
, ' 

therJ1al event at s~ne speciric time in the past; or two, 

that part of' the potassium has been lost. 

In . the rhyodac'te. 1t is dif'~icult ~o find just-
,. ~ ' r 

i:ficat!on .~br the .P~cd'erontial loss of radiogenic 

a1"eon : f'rom .so manii and diverse mineral t"ractions oi' 
,, :.' ;'f . 

\ ~ . : i - : 

varying J:''(f.tentiv1ty , especially with the observed con• 
. / \ 

i J • \ 

) 
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cordancy of' these samples and the unW:crlying :flow (Fig-

ure 17). The sli~ht discordancy exhibited by the bas

al-tic dike cH.i-119) re1na.ins to be explained, but ib also 

could conttlin i nl orited a.rg·on. :In the hawaiite, ·the 

ricld relationships are not well dc£1ned; however. an 

aga o:f 298 my tor any part 0£ the islamd of uawaii 

appears excessive in view o:f potassium-argon ages and 

recent paleomagnotic results ( R.n.noell, A.cox, Hpaleo

r.1a~netism o:f Hawaiian lava flows", J Gcophys Res 70, 

3377-~405 (1965)]. 

Loss 0£ potassiwa ~s considered unlikely without 

concomitant loss oT the moro mobile argon atoms, esp-

ecially in light of' research dealing with the weather-

ing and leaching of' potassium and argon from bi~tite 

[ Baadsgaard et al (1964) op cit](Kulp and Engels (1963) 

op cit]. 

lo ~xcess Radiogcnic Argon 

There are several po~sible explanations fro the 

prssonce 0£ excess radiogenic ai .. gon observed in the 

articu~ar mineral f'r~ctions; external or accidental 

contaminat,ion. or internal 01• inherent contamination 

eil;her f'~O!Jl :fluid inclusions or areon dissolution. 
" 

a) Accidental contamination 
"'\ "\ 

The abundant ultra-basic xenoltihs tound trhough-
v '-

out the Ha-waiia~ lsla:ids have been shown to contain 

:t•elativcly lar.ee amounts of' excoss radiogenic argon , .' 

( section II~.c). Tho xenoliths and inclusions a~ 

easily bro_kt+'ln into, .small £ragments and single c.ry-
1 -~ . . 

s ·tals · ~s e.videnced by a close examination ot the host 

rock. xenocrysts. \composed of" pyr xene and olivine. 
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~:Tould tend to sink with the ma.fio minerals during heavy 

liquid soparnt:to11 and thus be concentrated in the anal-

yta~al fraction o Accord1ne to Macdonald [op cit (1959), 

p 1.56.5], tho lavas 0£ thG Laupe.hoehoe Volcanic series 

con tain many £raements 0£ peridmtite. thus n potent~l 

source 0£ contrunination exists for the phlogopite. No 

xenoliths have beon notedw however, in the vicinity of 

Mauna Kuwaleo althouah scattered occurences have been 

reported in the alk~li basalts or the upper member 0£ 

the Waianea series : [Macdonald (1940) op cit]. 

The decree of' .contamination necessary to accoun·c £or · 

t_'lo discordant. age 07'4-:he phlog~pite would amount to 

approximately one xenoeryst p~r seven mi~~ flakes ass

uming eqaal weights ~nd that ·the >tenocryst contained 
• ; • \ ~ J 

about 35 x 10-7 ·std jcc Ar~:O/g (seo Table 8) . Approximate-

ly one xenocrjrst ro~ . evory forty !lornblende crystals would 
j I • 

provide sufficient ... arGon-40 :' to eive the anomalous ae;e 
·'I,: ' , ' 

a~=~~xmt: obtained. -Thts or4er of contamination would 
' \ 

surely have b~6n obsol{~ed . dµrine microscopic examination 
' I 

o.nd grain counts . on e~~h ~amp~e , :,. thus it seer~s unlikely 
I 't • ' 

that accidental· . contaniination o:t ihe mineral f'ractions c . . . ' •, . . 

can be rosponoible ·as: a source of excess radiocenic argon . 
, ' /'. 

b) Fluid Inelmsions '., / ./ . '" 
'.- ', ! 

I 

Fluid inclusian~aro essentially holes in mineral 
l'. 

crystals which contai/n gaseous and one or more liquid 
I , 

I ; 

phases. They are f'Qr.:n.ed . by a erowing crys·t;al envelop-
., .· . ,/ \ .:~i;· . i 

ing pai:-t of i,~s envrrormsnt ( p!'imary inclusions) or by 
. ·' . ,I 

the rchealini; of' c3f~ck1~ ~nd imperfections after the cry-
., • / ,; '.I \ \ J 

stal htis ~~~eloped , ( ~;ec\ndary inclusions) . The size of 

these . 1nc.1us1ons may .. range·. from several centimeters to 
I ' , 

,. )' 
.. f /' 

, . 
j 
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below one micron. They have been s

1
tuctied spor1S1.d.ically 

' 

· over the lo.st 150 years in an · ~f:fort to learn mo·ro about 
l .· 

the conditions ~:f :formation of' 1~oc'~s and m!neralf.:io E.G • 
\ \ 1' 

sm.1th. o'£ tho University of' Toro~t'ol has c. ~i>iled an 
' . i 

e;,d;ensive bibli~graphy of 1nclusio?
1
\studies up through 

' ! 
19.52 [F.G.Smitho Historical nevel~[Jment ot: Im~lus~ 

1'hermometr;[., University of" Toront<f Press, ~or-onto, can-

. ada { 19 53). 149pp J • while Edwin Rf~::dder, of the U. So 
1/\: / . 

Geological survey, hei.s been 1arg~.,1Y' ·instrumental in 

developing the techniques used today 1n the investigation 
i 

of' s%1ll :fluid inclusions [E. Roflder,uTechnique for the 

extraction and partial chemical .~alysis of f'lu;i4l.:fillod 
. J r 

inclusions f'rom minerals''• Econ'~eol 53 •. 2J.5-269 (1958)] 
,· 

O - "studies of f'luid inclusion~: Ia Low temperatu1·e ap-· 

lication 0£ a du~-purpose f'1·eezing and heating s·tage", 

ibid 57, 1045-1061 ( 1962) ][ - ••studies 0£ fluid inclus

ions II: Freezing dat~nd their interpretatinn". ibid 
. I 

,58. 167-211 (1963)]( Roedder; B • .Ingram, W.E.Hall,"studies 

o fluid inclusions XII: Ex~raction and quantitative 

analysis of inclusions in the milligram range', ibid 58, 

353-374 (1963)] • 

several generalizations concerning the appearance 

and conditions of formation of fluid inclusbons are worth 

noting: (1) crystals t~cmied slowly at high temperauures 

contain Cew or no mnclusions; (2) the more rapid the 

rate .of growth, the greater number mf inclusions foumed; 

(J) low-tempe~ature crystals, especially those f'ormed 
I 

rapidly, may cont.ain dendritic pat;te~ns of" inclusions 
. ' . 

that have not reverted to a lower 'energy state by i'orm-
; I 

' 

- ' !\ 
\I' .. 
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ing either spo1"os or neea.tive cryttal.s; (Lt-) the number 
fl 

of' inclusions in a crystal var.y in(VeJtsely as the:2.r .sizeo 

Excess radioeenic areon has bee~ releasod fr~m fluid 

inclus1on5 by decrepitation and crushine. A~ · ear1y as 

19 56, Wt\hler found evidence o'f' argo.n in f'luid inclusio!ls 

in qunrtz cryttals [op cit]. Lippolt and G-entner re-

p~rtcd t hat the potaasiwn-argon ag:e or a f'luorite sample 

dec~eascd signif'icantly when the sp.ecimen was reduced 

to a powder (op cit]. Two Russian:. investigators used a 

vacuwn ball mill to crush large quantities o~ pneumat

olytic and hydrothe1-,nal minerals ,[Elin son and Polykovskii • 

(1961.196)) op cit]o They postul~~ed that the mineral-form-

ine solutions contained co2 • Hz. / Ar and He which were 

occluded in fluid inclusions dur·!ng crystal growtho The 

.authors leave unoxplained. however, the i'aot that large 

quantities of the zame gasos •...-ere f'ound in the unalt-

ered granite country rock some distance a.way :from the 

quartz-fold~par vein. Rar.za et al have released Argon-40 

:from quartz and :fluorite crystals by decrepitation [op 

cit]. The amount o~ potassium in the :fluid inclusions 

i;1 soma o'f' the apeci.-nens studied had been previously 

investie~tcdo Althouflh the potassium concentration in 

a few· inclusion fluids was relatively high. radioactive 

d0ca.y comld still not account for the large quantities 

of' argon-1~0 released .. The authors estimated that a. partial 

presr.mre of tho order of a few atmospheres would have 
\ 

' 

been necos:;a.1"'y to dissolve~ the me.~~ured amount of' areon-
1: 

Lz,o in the pore :fluids 0£ one part~4ular quartz specimen. 
<' \ 

Nesmelova [op cit] found excessive ~mounts o~ argon in 
I \ 
l ; .\ 

gas inclusions in syl vi te, · while , ROY: \ and cot·rorl{ers [ 09 
;. \ 

/;' ,, 
' • ! 
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cit] rep orted ·the presence of' o.4:,'b . a.r·eon in the eases 

f'r o!il incluni.ons in a salt .dome in Louisiana. They est-

i1no.ted the e;a.ses were held at 500~101)0 atmos.:}her<:ts at 

o 0c w~1ich would imply a partial preosure. o:t~ argo·n of' 

2-1} atmoppheros. 

It .is postulated that the excess J:"C..diogenic argof..r1 

:found in the fe1~romagnesian mineral :fractions of: i;he 

r hyodac:i.te is contained in :fluid i.nclusions in the min-

eral grains. This pr?posal is based upon the £ollowine 

observations: ( i~ abundant visual e,vidence of' f'luid in
/ 

clusions; (ii) the random occurance of.' inclusions and 

discordant ages; (iii) «2Msht~Bxexp~rtmBnt~ the release 

of' cadioeenic argon by crush1ne; . (iv) synthesis of a mica 

containing ~nclusions. 

(i) Visual Evidence o:f Inclusions in the Mauna Kuwale 

Rhyodaci.te 

Fieures 18 to 25 show a variety o:r inclusions in 

the minerals of the Mo.untt ICuwale rhyodacite (Hr-121) • 

several distinct phases can be seen in a number of' in-

clusions which range in size f'rom less than S u to over 

200 u. Not all erysta· ~ were found bo contain Cluid 

inclusions however; for exainple, only approximately one 

in :fi:fty of' 'the biotite grains contai.nedany inclusions 

at all as observed :from a limited grain count, and those 

that did eenerally hold more than two. In ~act, some 

0£ the biotite was extremely variegated .as may be seen 

in FiL;ure 23. In this photograph. the :inclusions f'lo

low definite crystalline planes of: gr~wth and are prim- . 
\ 

a.ry. ?t.any or the inclusions observed. lin the bioti te flakes 
I , i 

appeBred tp be crystals of' apatite, /~pile others contain• 
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ed ~lass. The hornblende also exhibited the rand.om aiac.iu3!!:'!! 

occurrence of' :fllaid inclusions; ho't·1ev,,,r, obs1~r·~ation 

was more difficult due to focust·d.ng p:&."'oblem'/3 with the 

thick and. unev·en crystals. !>!any of' ·che .feldr;par phen6-

crysts were deeply embayed add contained nbundant d~~x 
: 

dendritic inclusions of a pale brown elt,.t.ss, wt•,3.le very 

faw o·t;hcrs held what Zirkel has descrj.bed as "glassy in

clusio1'ls w~th .fixed. bubbles" [smith op cit, p 15]. 

(ii) Random accurrence o;f Inclusions ~nd Discordant Age3 

As stQ.ted above. omly an occasional; mineral grain 

contained any ;fluid inclusions, thus if' excesfadio

gebic ~rgon is held in such sites. the quantity released 

duri11g fusion or crushinz depends upon the number of' 

he·terogeneous crystals in th.a.:i: partirJular sample. Each 

biotite sample contained on the . order of io6 individual 

grains, thus it was impossible to estimate the total 

number of inclusions per sample; however . the random 

occurrence of the crytta!s cont~ininrr inclusions suggests 

the haphazard ap1:>earanc~ of measurable excess argon. It 

is not surprising, then~ to find an abnormally high age 

~rom only one of two hornblende f'ra~tions and ono of' four 

biotite srunples. 

(iii) Release 0£ Areon-40 by Crushing 
' ' 

. I 

A number or biotiteo hornblende. and mixed biotite-; . 
i . \ . 

hornbl~ntle samples wer~ cru~hed in the: ~wiggle-bug" and 
' 

hammer crusher previoU'sly described: ( ~ection II.G.2)" 
; \ f \ 

mt was f'elt that rad1ogeni6 argon held in lattice sites 
) . \ I . 

in crystals would not _be rp,~eased ~Y c:ush1ng whereas 
I\• I 

argon-40 contained in :flu11 inclus1~ns w~uld. In :fact, 

I\auzhton, using a hem."ner c·fushGro had fotlnd selective 
. ~ \ 

! ''. ! 
' 
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rolaase of adsorbed air argon-40 versus the radiogenic 

isotop e frori a volcanic glass and a mica sampleQNaughton 

o, cit]. The eff~cicncy of crushing left much to be des~red, 

b u t g·ene rally over 40% of the sample was pul va:rizecl emf-

ficie n tly to pass through a .300 mesh (50µ) screen a:fter 

3 hours of' crushing • 

The crushing data is listed in Table 6. The observed 

Ar40/Ar36 ratios have been corrected for a mass discrim-

ination or 306. Here again , excess ' radiogsnic argon ap

pears to occur randomly. The main point. however. is that 

radiogenic argon was ·released from only one sample which 

would tend to~ndicate that tho argon-40 component de

rived from potassium decay is located in a different site 

from t_1e non-air argon-40 liberated . 

(iv) synthesis of a Riiluntrmi:tu: Mica with Inclusions 

A fluoromica was prepared in th~ laboratory accord-
I . 

ing t~the procedure o~ Kohn and Hatch [J.A.Kohn, R.A.Hatch, 

"Synthetic r.ica Investigations~VI: x-ray and optical 

data on synthetic fluor•phlogopite 0 , Amer Mineralogist 

40, 10-21 (1955)]. Ths ingredients eonsi1stod of' 1.60g 

MgO, 2.34z SiOzr 0.44 g Al20Jr a.nd 1.08g: K3AlF6• The 

charge was placed in a platinurii crdicibl\e, ·blanketed 

continuously w:tth aium, and heatedl.lx ~o' about 14oo0 c 

~or one day. The temperature was lowered at a rate of' 

20/hr to 12000 whereupon faster cooling was initiated. 

The synthesis o~ a miea was · conCirmed by x•ray di~-

Traction and optical analysis . 

A photograph of one crystal is sJ,10\i:~·· in Figure 26 • 

There is unmistakai>le evidence of' abund.antti inclusions 

in this grain, yet many of the £luoromica '£lakes were 
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clear, while others contained only several rows of prim-

ary inclusions. 

Althoueh this point is rather indirect arid even 

circmnnto.ntial evidence for the presence of' argon-40 in 

fluid inclusions, its importance lies in the fact that 

inclusions were ea.sily , yet randoml.y, produced 1.n a min-

eral under anhydrous and geologically low•pre.ssure cond-

it~ons not intui~ively conducive· to their ~ormation • 

careful examination of the phlogopita from the haw-

aiite (lTI(-107) revealed no evidence o~ either .solid or 

:fluid lnclusions • .Al though the possih
0

ility remains that 
... 

submicroscopic (< lu) bubbles m~y be present . it is be-

lieved that the inherited argon is . dissolved in the crystal 

lattice o~ the phlogopite. This will be discussed later. 
1 . ' . . . 

water appears t~be the primary· component of the Clu~d 

inclusions observed in the rhyodacite· mi.nerals. Crush-
I ' 

. I . 

ine a. biotite sample and sweeping the eases released into 

a gas chromatoeraph evinced only the presence o'f water . 

neatine; and cooline several inclusi.ons while under micro-

scopic observation aeain implied that th,e observed bub-
. ' i. 

blos 't\.'°ere ab aqueous phase. No polyphas·e;:: inclusions were 
. \ /· . 

studied. Breaking inclusions irrunersed :in ·' oil by squeezing 

' 
between two glass plates indicated little ~ressure dift-

1 
erence beh..recn the inclusions and the atmosphere . 

nacclonald and I{atsura have rpported that the ~Iauna 

' I 

Kuwale rhyodacite is the end-steee di:f\ferentiate 0£ the 

tholeiitic suite of Hawaiian lavas [op·i. ~'. i .t]. Th~ post-
. / ~ ' 

ula.te that the high-silica rhyodacite' niay have been en ... 
' \ ' > 

riched in oxygen by the upward migration \pf' water f'rom 
!\ 
i ~·-: 

' / I, '· , 
' . \• 

l' 
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the deeper levels of the main magma chamber. It is not 
/.;., 

ul-ikely that areon-40, g0nerated by the degassing o-£ 

the primai~y ma~ma and. wall rocks. would rise with the 

~ater and other volat:i.les to the relatively shallow chamb

e~ o~ the derivative maema. (The presence od radiogenic 
I 

areon in m~gma chamber{and volcanic vents is substant~ated 

by argon-40 enrichment in volcanic gases anl emanations • 

see, ~or example , re~erences and • ) [G.Boato, G. car-

eri, G. Nencinir M.santangelo,"Isotopic composition o~ 

argon in natural gases", Annali Geofisioa (Rome) 2_, 111-112 

( 1951) ][G .J. wasserburg, . E.Mazor.n.E. Zartman, "Iso·topic and 

chemical cpmposition o'f: some terrestrial natural gases 111 , 

in Earth scienco and Mateoritics . North Holland. Amster

dam (1963)]. The ma&'file, enrichGd in silica and alkalies~ 

would be very visCO¥S~ Possibly through local pockets 

of supersaturation , '. some of tha :ferromagnesian minerals 

would crystalliz,~t such a rate as to incorporate a rel

atively large amount 0,~ their bubbling envirorunent in 

many primary · inclusions. During eruption, the temperature 

of the lava '· ~ust have been suf:ficiently low and/ or the . ' . 

water pressure great enough to prevent decrepitation 

of the inclusions, loss of structural water t'rom the 
1/ 

biotite, and peripheal · magmatic resorption of the mineral 
/I 

graii1s. 

Ac~~rd1ng to Bowen's reaction series, the oligo
y· 

c~as~ . feldspar phcnocrysts o:f the rhyodacite should have 
I 

cry'stallizee at the same time as ·the biotite. Why there 
I . I . 

weae ~o few inclu~ions evident in this mineral may be a 
I I 

result o~ it possessing a less hydrophillic surface ~or 
'_,. /.,· . 

tne 1 pola;:-. volatiles. whereas the structural hydroxyl groups 
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of the biotite and hornblende presented a. more receptive 

surface to water vapor. 

The tot-al pressure of' the volatiles in the magma 

chamber may be crudely estimated from the stability curves 

of biotite and hornblende assuming a temperature around 

uoo 0 c and a maemo chamber o'f: only a few kilometers in 

depth , A ~~ter pressure of approximately 400 bars (395 

ataospheres) would s~em reasonable, corresponding to a 

depth of 1-2 kilometers • . Assuming a water:argon-40 rat&o 

in the chamber of 103 to 104 (basad on the total weight 

of water i 9 the hydrosphere to to%l. weight of' argon-40 

in the atmosphere ana{the ration .of water to argon in com

posite samples of' volcanic gases) , an average partial 

pressure of' argon-40 ;of JO-JOO mm Hg \vOuld exist in the 

pres0nce of the crystallizmng magma . , 

c ) Argon Dissolution 

In the laboratory , argon has successfully been dis-

solved or injected in several mineral species under high 

pressure. Karpinskaya and his coworkers in~oduced argon 

into muscovite at pressures of 3000-5000 atmospheres and 

temperatures of 750.a50°c. They conclude.d from the thermal 

diffusion characteristics that the argon' 'was entrapped 

in the crystal lattiue of the mica. [T.£.~arpisskaya. 
'1 

I.A.ostrovskii,L.L.shanin."ArtiSicial introduction of 
I 
I 

argon into mica at high pressures and temp~r~tures", 

I zv . Akad , Nauk sss~ . Ser. Geol •• no. ~. 99~100 (1961)]. 

Roy et al dissolved approximately o.1s ·wt% a~gon in 
' 

glass at an argon pressure of 2 kb at 750°c. Refractive . . 
indices of the glass at varying argon ,cor1,centrations sug

;\_ 

gested ·that the gas \·1a s held in structurai holes rather 
' '\ 

t i \. 
' \ ·, 
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t han in replaced ion positions. The elasses wore micro-

s c orjically homogeneous with no indiuation of bubbles 

by electron microscope replica examination. [D.M.noy, 

SoP.Faile~ o.F.Tuttle,"Effect of large concentrations 

of' dissolved ga3 on propertles of' glass", Phys and Chem 

or Glasses 5, 176-177 (1964)]. Schreyer and Yoder pro-

duced synthetic cordiei-ites which incorporated as muOh 

as 2 wt % argon at 900°c and 10 kb argon pressu1·e; how

ever, the argon was probably located in the open struct

ural channels common to minerals of this type [w Schreyer , 

n .s.Yocler.Jr,"synthetic ' hydrous and argon-bearine cord-

·ierites11 , Bull Geol soc Amer 71, 1968- 1969 (1961)) • 

It is postulated that the excess radioeenic areon 

:found b~fuaughton in the phlogopite of' the h%aiite sampl~ 
has been dissolved in the crystal lattice of the mineral • 

The release of' the inherited argon is not random since 

two separate determinations were jiarformad by Naughton 

[personal communication]. The 1ack of any visual evid

ence of' inclusions ami the fact that no argon ... 40 enrich-

men t was observed upon vacuum crush:flng seems to indicate 

t'tht the a1:gon is homoeeneously distributed in s1naf.l 

r.'t-ounts throughout the crystals. 
i 

·close examination o'f' individual phlogopite cryi:r~als 
\,' 

shows c\ertain are«s :k~ that appear to be composed of \ 
} 

many sf p.11 bubbl1~s and dendritic patterns. such pat- ·\ 

torn~ -~ave . been reproduced by heating mica abo~e the l· 
I · I l 

: .. temp,·l/e1:~.uure, <?.t which it loses structural water;' The . '\ \ 
·i' \ 

abst';ir-a.cted water apparently coelesces to f"rem minute :!' ,i·'-
1;\ . } I ' ' \\ 

aqu~~~\.1s bubbles 0 lt is entirely possible that 1 .arg~~! i~1 .. \.~ 
I\ . , I ,., . . 

alc;«i) ". o>.~t:~.r.cted from 'the lattice in thia manner an11 is )\1 
\ /,. \ ' . 

7
''1l ~ . ·f.\ ' \i\., 

f J\ , , I\ I , I \ \ I ,\ ' I I I• \ 
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cont~ined in such bubbles; nev0rtheless , these dis-

b ..:rbed arcaz wore found in most all the phlo~opi.te crystals 

scrut~inizcd. thus the soul'ee 0£ the arc;on is essentially 

The phio5opito- 00arine lava probably oricinated at 
' 

a Gre~~if depth and temperaturo t~~n d~d the rhyodacite 
( 

spnce the stability field of phlogopite is generally 

c1·eatcr than that Of biotite,iet it is ~table at hif;her 

temperatures ar-:d lower watez· pressures, and the mica 

flakes apparently' suffered some degree 0 thermal 

structural damage. It is possible, the~. that areon-40 

u~s dissolved in the crystals in the magma chamber much 

ir. tho same ~ay as in the laboratory except over longer 
/ . 

~eriocls of time a'lo,tcter pressures. Extraordinary argon-40 

enrichment in the maE;ma. 'chamber could occur by the assim-

ilation of argon-ri9h peridotite and dunite fraements as

~ociatei with the . Laupahoehoe voloanio series. 

z. conclusions 

It is postulated that ·the ra,;ndomt¥ discordant ages 

of the rhyod.acite m'114nerals result from inherited rad-

0ogen1c ar~on contained in fluid inclusions. The abnorm-

ally high age forxthe phloeopite fpom Hawaii is attrib

uted to exe~ss argon-40 that has been dissolved ~n the 

mineral lattice • 

The major stgnifj.cance of these results is the im• 

plication that wico , a stardard potassium-argon dating 

minera.1, can contain excess argon-40 which wot1ld yield 

unusually high age;~ in youne rocks •. 

c. E~ces~• Argon in/iav..·raiian xenoliths 

1. Introclu9tion 

·' 
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A natural extension to any age work i17~h0 Hai,raiian 

Isl~nds ~~ the st~dy of the abundant xenoliths and in• 

clu.eions :found in o.lkali and nefiheline basalts tlu·oughou;j 

tho ~ta t.e. The xonoltihs ~re predaninantly dunite and pG~r-

.S.dotitc, althou&h sor.'!e crade :tnto eabbro; also so-called 

neclpr; iten° are found in one location on oalm. Hawaii 

is not un:tque in i·ts possession of ultraba.sic xenol~hs, 

app roximately ~e·vcnty localities throuehoHt the world 

are known fo1~ their .dunite and peridotite inclusions in 

basaltic rock!:. The chemical and 1!1ineral composition 

of the:Je pervnsive fragments is remarkably uniform (c.s • 

Ross, M.n.Fos~er, A~T.Miers,"Oricin of dunites and oliv-

ine-rich inclusions in . basaltic rocks, Amer Mineral-

ocist 22• 693-73 7 { 1,~ .54-)]., · 

There are two major schools of thouzht concerning 

the origin ox dunit9 and peridotite xenoliths: one, that 

they are unmeltedParto of t1i'peridot1te layer from which 

the primo.ry magma i!:) tl'lought to originate• ia, upper 

mantle mate1"ial [I0Kushiro11 H.Kuno, 10ric:in of prima.ry 

basalt magmas and clasaification 0£ basaltic rocks"o J 

Petrol !:J;., 75-89 (196J)][F.,J.Turner, J.Verhoogen, Ieneous 

an<l ?·:otamor;phic Potrolot.~l• Mcoraw- Hill, Now Yorlc ( 1960) 

pp201-202]; the ether belief is that these fragnents 

repre~ent heavie1 .. dif:L"erentiates of primary magma that 

I 
have accuraula ted. by;t;ravi.ty in shallow intrusive bodies 

Qa.A.Macdonald, "Tl:.~ .Litholoeical constitution of the 

cl.~ust anC. mantle in the nawaiian a.rear:, Pac sci 12.• 28.S-

286 {1965)] or at "raat depth QTUrner and Verhoocen, op 

cit, lnt ed, p 140 (1951)]. 

• · Tho 1~ologite racies is based upon the association 
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of i~al·not and or.1phaci te. a pyroxene era dine between di-

opsi<le Qntl ja~0iteo There is c~neral aeroement that 

these vory dense rocks crystalli~e at araat depth and at 

hlch teffiparature~. und thus must originate in either the 

lo\-r~r cr;ust o:r· uppe l." mantle [Turner nnd. Vorhoogen, op 

c1t. (1960) ~P 557-560]. 

It ~us thought that a brief investieation on the 

_pota5sium-arcor.i ages of some Hawaiian xenoliths mi({ht 

il C:icate tho p1·cse:-ce of excess a.rcon and perhaps a~ 

in <l.oterndnin~ its :30urce. As early as 19:36, Holmos andm 

Paneth calculated savera.l uranilm1- helitun aees on ocloei·tic 

a.n<l ultrru!tai':l.c xenoliths :from the south Afl"ican kimber

lite pipes [A.~Iolruos. F.A.Pa.noth~ "Heliw:u-rv.tios of rocks 

an<l. minerals fro1;.i tht) diamond. pipes of south Africau • 

?roe Roy soc London, A, 15th JOS-413 (1936)]. ThGy f'ound 

ecloGite ages up to · 39a my in a host rook of 60 .. 70 my. 

The xenolith ages were .considered minioal due to loss 0£ 

helium; thus, it was £elt that the eclogit(}s, at least, 

were not see1·agations of the ori~inal magma, but part of' 

the lo1er crust or upper mantle. Recently , however, 

Lovering and Horgan have felt that the uranium conc

entratio~s found by a olmes and Paneth were too high in 

view of more sensitive determinations on other eclogitos 

[J.:f .. Lovering, J.w.r•!orean,"Uranium am! thorium abundances 

in possible upper mar.tle mater~ials", Nature 1.21t lJB-

140 (:L96J)]. J.n 196!~, Lo re:."'ine and Richards reported 

potas.!.lium-argct! egcs on minerals f:rom eclogites collected 

at s~:tt Lake era tor, Oahu~ frOI'.:t a kimberlite pipo in south 

AfriC'-'· ~ awl from a . breccia. pipe in New south wales, Aust

ralia [J ,,F.Lovering. J.R,,.Hichards,hop cit]. An apparent 
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a~ ~·o of' 11~07 my was ohtv.incd from the cl.i.nopyroj:ene of an 

a'lc;l;i.vine eclocitc" fl"o:u snlt Lake. The other two samples 

also yielded aces older than those of tho host r~ckzx 

.intr~wion. Tho amount o'f areon-40 over an l al?ove ·chat 

roquire<l to .:;:i vs an ae-e of the host rock was calct1la ted 
I 

by Loverin~ and Richards and theJ.1; resulta are tabulated 

in Table 9 along with those 0£ other. investieators. From 

their resuH:s , they concluded 1 t was not possible to 

decide '!.1.1ether the e:::.:cess argon was included in the min-

era.ls during crystal growth, was accumulated radiogen-

ically, or was forced in at somo sub$E~muw~x subsequent 

timo by a hii:;h partia1 . pressur·e of a:t·eon-40 • 

~ cnoueall antl G.:1~een. reported a number of potassium-
. I 

ar~on aces of perietitites and eclogites from the Nordf1ord 

roeion of Nori·ray[op bit]. Aeain, most all the minerals 

analyzed ha<l ano:nnlgusly high nges; one, a dior)side from 
,\ 

a earnet pcrfJ>clotite".\ gavo an ago of 8100 my! There ·!!'as 

no age correlat.ion betvoon rook types or localities or 

even minerals fro:n one sample. :rri contrast, it is worth 

mentionine that . Mi!lo1~ et al dated a clinopyro:cone from 

an ecloc,i.te f'rc:n Scotland and. obtaS.nod an aco of' 1515 my 

which they considered reasonable for that area of the 

country [J. S A. Miller, A .. J.Barber, N.TI.Kernr)ton,1'A pot

a::;sium-argon aae Q..ei;;err.iGination f'rom a Lewisian ±ix inl1er6 

Na·tur, 1.2.Z• 1095-1-96 ( 196J) ] • 

Tho ultrabasic xenoliths studied in this wor·, were 

obtainod :from tt\'O t'iru:1pline sites: Hualalo.i Volcano. Ha.w-

aii and snlt Lake cru-.ter. Oahu • 

Not~.u .~~()!?, consist in~ predou"'linantly or duni te and per-
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i:iotito, lmt in01ud1nt; Jabbro, \vere erupted in the 1800-Ql 

in size ~rem less than an inch 

Xcnol tih no<.:ules 1n thd 1300-01 Kaur1uleha :flovr of' Hua-, 

l~lai volca~o and theit ; potrolo6ic i~pli~ation°, Proc 

Il' !.<Ja iian Acad Sci, :35th t!.nnual :vteeti.ng, 1960]. 

At sal·t Lake crater, noda:les of perido·tite appear 

to ~rade continuou~ly · into "eclogite" or carnet peri&-

otitc. Altlwu~h there is no doubt that imrny o? these 

inclusions con ta in c~·rnet, ~ome petrologists have not 

fot nd or.iphaclte present '!:ihile others apparently have, or 

1. 0 .5 

at leust continually rc:fer ·to the inclusions as "eclogites" . 

Tlc salt Lo.ke nodu,les Vf;lry in s:2.ze f'rom a fraction of' 

an inch to over : 8 . inches ir1 diameter, and are imbedded 

ir .. a tirelded tuff :l>elongir~ to the Honolulu series of' 

lu.te :Pl istocne and Hecent times [!!.Winch.ell. "Hc>nolulu 

Serie~p Oahuo Hawaii",°, Dull Gaol S~c Arnei."~, 1-lJS (1947)]. 

3. Discussion of nesul~; ~ 

Pot"ssium-agcon ages on a number of Hualalni and 

8 al t .Lake s~mples are · given in Table 7. It is readily 

"-1.;parent tal\t th'" derived ages are abnormally hieh• and 

similar to l·ICDr.>ugall and C-1·een' s results on Nortiiegian 

':enoliths, thora is. no a~·e correlation between nodules 

or even among th~ ir.:diy-.:.dual mine1 ... als in the nodules • 
.. 

11;; is believe::l · i,;hat tho excess radior;enic argon 

·f/',t. 
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in these samp~es is also held in fluid inclusions . ~8~tn 

based on visual evid nee and crushing and docrepitation 

c .:rperiments .. 

a) Visunl Evidence of Fluid Inclusions 

Figures 27-29 show several typos o~ inclusions in 

the minerals o~ the Hualala1 samples . No gas or liquid 

bubbles ass apparent in the inclusions in the olivine or 
~iguro 27 , but this is a ~ood example o~ the dendritic 

sta.Ge 0£ growth of' inclusions bef'ore they "squeeze of'f'" 

to form spherical cavities. In most all the minerals 

observed Trom both sampling localities , small (<Su) 

inclusions were extreme y abundant. Many contained liq

uid c~~bon dioxide bubbles that continually bounced about 

due t Brownian mov01.Dent. Roedder has noted some min~ral· 

grains _rom the Hualalai nodules with up to J; vol % 
inclusionst [!S.Roedder,uLiquid carbon dbox1de in ultra

mafic xonoltihs in Hawaiian basalts0 (abstract) , pre

sented at ~eochemistry session , International Union or 
Geodesy and Geophysics, Berko ey, calit. , August 196) ] . 

b) crushine and necrepitat1on Experiments 

selected samples of minerals were subjected to 

crushing and decrep1tat1on. The excess argon- 40 ex-

tracted in this manner is given in Table s . The olivines 

could not be melted at the maximum po~er output or the 

induction f'urnn.ce; however, suf:ficien·t; decrepitation ot 

th0 fluid inclusions occurred at 1SS0°c to release con
microscopie 

tained argon, although eubsequentAexrunination revealed 

that not all the inclusions were broken. This corro-

borates Roedder•s observation that inclusions 0.8 mm 

fro~ tho basalt contact o~ the nodu e were still intact 
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[Roedder, op=:c-~t]. and explains the apparent lack of out-

eassing of tho xenol'ths by the magma on their way up to 

the surface. 

4., conclusions 

The minerals from many of the ultrabasic xenoliths 
I 

£ound in the Ha~aiian Islands contain excess radiogenic 

argon. Tha location of argon-40 in fluid incluoions in-

dicates that these ages are apparent only and are not 

derived from potassium decay .in situ. The radiogenic argon 

~as incorporated either during primary crystal growth 

or during secondary crystallization. Roedder has estim

ated a carbon di.oxide pressure of 2 • .s-s.o kb during trap

ping of secondary inclusions which would correspond to 

a depth of 8-16 kilometers of basaltic magma [Roedder, 

ibid]. This is very close to the mantle; however, the 

results still do not indicate whether this material is 

ot: direct mantle origin or if 1.t is a heavy di:f'ferentiate 

o:f' the primary magma that has settled within a magma 

chamber. 

The fact that excess argon was found in fluid in

clusions suggests that such sites may as~o furnish the 

inherited argon reported by other investigators (Table 

9 >x not only f~o peridot1tes and ficirJi:tr:s eclogitas, but 

also for miner~ls that have undergone high-grade meta-

morphism. 

As mentioned earlier , contamination of lava flows 

by u trabasic xana~tt~ xenocrytts an~ fragments can be 

a very real problem in potassium-argon geochronology of 

young basalts. Fortunately, these nodules only occur 

in alkali basalts .,~he much greater proportion o~ thol-

'' 
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I 
eiitio material should.not havo to be closely scrutinized 

I 

~or possible contamination • 

Do Precision and Accuracy of Potassium-Argon A;fes 

.All too o~ten. radiometric ages are assigned to 
/ 

goolog i,c :formationswith no mention of theestimated ac
; 

curacy or possible deviation. The geologist many times 

~ill accept the data at face value for his interpret-

ations and conclusions, yet sometimes the uncertainty 

may span an entire epoch. n. a. Mcintyre, a geologist, 

h~s written a chapter in The Fabric of Geologx in 

which he has used lead•alpha and potassium-argon dates 

taken from the literature to emphasize the need of a 

quantitative evaluation 0£ reported radiometric ages. 

He states the problem most succinctlyz"A date quotod for 

a rock is no better than its precision; hence readers 

are entitled to expect every a"thor to pass on, in 

unambiguous terms, his best quantitative evaluation of 

this date" [DoB.Mcintyre,"Precision and esolution in 

geochronometry°' c.c.Albritton, ed., The Fabric of Geo-

logy, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass. (1963) p 113]0 

1. Potassium Analysis 

It is surprising that potassium, ranked seventh 

in the el emental abundance o~ crustal rocks, is so di~-

ficult tow analyze precisely and accurately. The uncert-

a~nty in potassium analysis has caused potassium-argon 

geochronologists much concern (see, for example, the 

article by Pinson, ref . ) [w.H.Pinson,"'l'he potassium

arg on method: The problem of potassium analysis", Ann 

N.Y.Acad sci 91, 221-224 .(1961)]. several standard sam

ples have been distributed .to lab~ratories sat engaged 

'"·.' 
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in potassium-argon work; unfortunately. however. these have 

a.11 been micas with hieh potassium content ( '> 6%~. Even 

so. although intralaboratory precision is generally ab-

out 1% or less (st~ndard deviation) and interlaboratory 

precision is approximately 1.5%. the range in values ex-

ceeds $% (P.M.Hurley, ed., XX variations in Isotopic 

Abundance of strontium, calcium, and Argon and Related 

Togics, Mass Instit Technol Dept Geology and Geophysics, 

Tenth Ann Progr Rept (1962) p 151][M.A.Lanphere. G.B • 

nalrymple ,np-207!f An interlaboratory scandard muscovite 

for argon and potassium analysis", J Geophys Res 70, 

3497-3503 (1965)]. No low-potassbum standards have been 

used by geochronology laboratories except u. s. Geolog-

!cal survey rocks G-1 and w-1. Interlaboratory prec

ision on diabase w-l was 2.6% standard deviation as det-

109 

ermined from the data in Fleischer and Stevens [M. Fleischer, 

RoE,steve11s,"Swnm&ry of' new data on rock samples G-1 and 

w-1 n, Geoch!mi~~ cosmochim Acta 26, 525-51.:-3 ( 1962) J • 
selected resu~ts or potassium analyses are given 

in Tabla 10. The number of' replicate analyses is in-

dicated in parentheses. The precision of potassium anal-

ysis which was performed by the procedure described in 

se~tion II.F.4 vari,ed randomly • . Generally, standard dev-

iation was less than 23.% except for the .low-~otassium . 

ultrabasic samples which showed a . standard deviation of 

less t~t-in 10% in most ~ase~. . . 

The accuracy of' the pota\ssium analyses can be ass
'/ 

essed in a gen~ral way b~ coiuparing :Tith other results. 

Yamashiro•s results [op · ~i:tj. ~etermined by isotopic 
; I 

dilution . agreed within ·2% ¢f t\he . flame photometric anal-
' \ 

\ 
" 
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I 
ysos reported here in 7out of 6 samples. The greatest 

<lovintion was 21% (Table 10, HK-123). Of' five potassium 

a alyses determined by Barnes by ion-exchanee-flamc photo3 

mo try (I. L.Barnes, personal communication], ~11 fell 

within 4}t of the reported results. Comparison with stand-
1 

a.rd rock srunples revea1s that the potassium analyses 

from this ~ork are generally lower - 4.7% being the ereat-

est deviation. unaccountably in the highest potassium sam-

pleo 

110 

No standards suitable for very low-potassium (< o.05%) 

analysis \;.rere available• thud the accuracy of' the anal-

ysis of the ultrabasic minerals can only be crudely est-

imated. The greatest source of error . would result from 

cation interference in the emission intensity of potassium 

during flame photometric analysis. In the search i"or a 

rapid and effic~nt method of potassium analysis, pot

ential inter£ering elements were either removed or nul-

11£ied by several different methods • .. The results of these 

analyses indicate only a random deviation not exceedin§ 

30% among the di:if1'eront procedures. It ~en be ~tated, then, 
. ' ~ 

that the analyses of the ultrabasic ·samples are probably 

'°truc ia within ±30%, while for samples with potassium 

above 0.1%, an accura.rcy of 3%·appears valid. 
' 

2. Argon Analysis 

a) Errors in the Physical constants 

Aldrich and WetherilL; [op .cit] liave - reviewed the 

sta~ts 
\... 

of' the deacy con~tajlts and. \believe t h e Villus Of° 
i I 

o. 585 x lo-10 yr-1 for t~re e,1e·~tr1{)n c~ljlture decay con-
, ' 

: ~ ·. ' 

stnnt, ~~, is within 5% o~ the ; tru·e , vllue. The direct 

beta decay of potassium-40 to Qalc t!Jm-40 is more easily 

l 
I 
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measured, thus ~is more accurately known than )\ 0 ; how-

ever, the potassium-areon .ago of a rock is not vef:y dep

endent upon the accuracy of A(> • In fact, for very yom1e 

rockn, the age varies directly with A~, thus a ~'%> ei"'ror 

in this decay constant is transmitted directlj to the re 
I 

$Ulting age. since most all laboratories now involved 

in potassium-argon geochronology use the same constants, 

no discrepcncies in age result from this source or er-

The interesting .possibility that beta decay is de

pendent upon time hss b~en raised by Dicke [R.H.Dicke, . 

0 Principle o~ equivalence and . weal: interactions". Rev 

Mod Phys~· 355-362 (1957)]. Aside ~rom th~ dif?iculty 

in proving such a hypothesis, the change in potassium-

argon or rubidium-str1tmtium ages would amount to no more 

than 6-7% for the oldest known rocks .on the earth [R.H. 

Dicke,"Dirac's cosmology and . the dating of meteorites", 

Nature 183, 170-171 . (1959)] • 

b) Precision and Accuracy 

\ . 

The two standard samples most .widely used by pot-

assium-argon laboratories 1'..ave been. ,prepared by Hurley• s 

erpup at .UT and Lanphere and nalrftnple at u. s. Geolog-, . 
i 

ieal survey, Menlo Park. Nine i~ter~.abo,ratory analyses 

of' the MIT biotite, s-~203, give 3.~.a :2:
1 

lo-4 std cc Ar40cr11 
. .. ' : ! '1: '1,, 

g with a standarid deviation of : O.J6%\~~~ a range of 3.6%. 
/" . 

[op cit]. Data :from ten labotatorie.s • ·o~ . the USGS musc-

ovite, P-207, indicate that ; it con~~i~~ . 2.839 x 10-S std 
. ; '} 1.\/. 

cc Ar40(r)/e with a standar~ i d~v6~tio~ 6f 2.2% and a 
: .: . I \ 

ranee of 3o5% [op cit). oo't~ these·. san}ples are relative-
. i 

ly old, high-potassium minerals for ~~ich air argon con-; I\ . 
' \ . I 
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tamination is 

, iW~~ P' I i2Q 
/~ J, \ \. 

low. ( For young rocks, esp~cially with low 

potassium content, the amount of contamination by atmos

pheric argon-40 is the limiting £actor in the precision, 

and aocuracyp attained. Tho subject of air argon contam-

ination has boen treatsd in section I.D.2.h. The magnit-

ude o""' thG uncer·tainty in the aee o:f a rock as a :function 

of the air argon cor ecti_on can be seen from Figure 18. 
·n 

Five repilcate analyses were performed on the stand
L 

ard muscovite, P-207. The average was then used to stand• 

ardize the argon-38 spikes employed in this work so the 

results cannot be used to compare the accuracy o~ anal-

ysis; however, the data do indicate the precision o~ 

mee.suremnet when air contaminat.ion is l"flinimal. stand

ard deviation was 2.0% with a range of 4.9%. atmospheric 

argon contamination averaged 7.7% which, from the equation 
, I I· , 

on page ~ 3 , would contrib~te only . o.2% uncertainty to the 

result. 
'' 

standard deviation in .the ace of ~our replicate 
' . 

analyses of HK-121 whole r~ck is 11% (88% air argon) . 

112 

Averaging 11 analyses o~ IIK-121 including whole rock 
; . w -.~ c; ...h_ !...,( 5" .,reo."/J. o{ '30/o .. 

and mineral constitue :it~ gives 2.29 ·p .• 25 ( 11%'> my~ Accur-
, ' '. 

acy, of course, is .impost;;.1ble to determine, but the limi~s 
'1· ' ' . 
' dictated by air argon ~ontaminatio~ appear to give a 

reasonable range o~ unc~rtainty in \~iew o~ the precis~on 
'i ' ' 

' •i 

involved. Fieure 18 ca? be us0d to·_,~ssess the tobal un-
i! : ·. . ' ··. 
I . . , 

certainty in the age off ,indi.vidual s~ples of,,;;young rocks. 
,, I ' 

1 1 ' i 

c) Experimental Eroo~' s : ·· 
I ; 

As mentioned ea.rlidrf'. 1the a~gon,4.~8 spikes vere 
. i 

prepared in three ~epar~ts '{batches o l'he last one was 
' ,- 1( • • 

I ('/ a i 

standardized against p.J.207 while th.a '. others were related 
.· i 
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In som~very recent worko Dalrymple and Hirooka have 

analyzed a young basalt (206% K, J my) a number 0£ times. 

The precision of ten replicate potassi~~ analyses by 

:flame phptometry was 0.35% with a total spread of 1.16%. 

I 
ten argon analyses gave a precision of 1.84% witha range 

I 
of' 6.76%. while the aee was determined with a precision 

I 
of' 1.90% anda 

I 
rec ti on 28%

1

) • 

spread of 7.60% (avera&e 

These authors kavetaised 

air argon cor-

the important 
I 

point of eample heterogeneity. The range of potassium 

values in different sections of a hand samplepwas found 
( •;) 

tobe J.11%0 Intra1fow analytical varC:.ations were even 
I \.. 

greater . The same flow was sampled in seven dif~erent 

locations over a distance of nearly 3 km. Althoggh the 

standard deviation and range in the age was similar to 

Jrhat ~rorrlthe hand sample. the spread in potassium and 
I 

argon analyses was about 20-25% with a standard deviation 

of about 7% each. [G.B.Dalrymple, K Hir oka,nvariation 

in potassium, a1~gon and calculated age · in& late ceno- · . . I . 

zoic basalt", J. Geophys. Res• :zE.· · 5291-.52~6 (1965)] 
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to the last bate~ throueh mass spectrometer sensitivity, 

ie, x std cc nr~on-38 produces y mv deflection. The 

standard devia~ion of the analysis 0£ P-207 (2%) prob-

ably.re£lects thG var~ations in thG amount o~ nrzon-J8 

in each spike within the one batch and this is taken ~s 
l 

tha uncertainty in spike prepatation £or batch ft'J . The 

error in the spH:es of the earlier tw;r6repai"ations is 

relatad to that in the spikes of batch frJ and the uncert

ainty in the mass spectrometer sensitivity (2%0 yielding 

a total error 0£ approxLnately J%. 

Throughout the year and a.half of mass spectrometer 

operation, six isotppic ratios were measured on nir 

argon, A ratio of J06 ~8 (2.6%) compared to tha normal 

296 for Ar40/Ar36 indicated that discrimination occurred 

in mass spectrometric analysis. · In the radiogenic argon 

calculations , this discrimination has beon accounted 

f'or (see sample aee calculation, section II.G .. 4). never• 

theless, the uncertainty in the de~ree or discrimination 

creates a possible error ~n · the amount of radiogenid~x 
' 

areon-.t:.o. The magnitude of1
, th.is "~frro:r is dependent upon 

tha dif.ference in the ~atioe .of . A~49/A~:rn and Ar:36/Ar38 e 
' i . 

theref'ore • it is dif:ficui .~ t'c) nsses,,s without applying 
t ·~·~· . 

it to a specific exrunple~ / n:ow~ver , ~or the sake of simp

licity, the uncertainty,·· *n · ~h~. argo~~40 calculation due 
! \ ' l 

to the observed discri.'11!n~tl.'?n is es·t\imated at 2.5%. 
' . ' , · 

:30 Improvements in Preci~:io.~/ and Accuracy 
' / ' . " ' . .' . :. 

Although air are'6n '6tmt,~minat_i,on ~ $.s the greatest 
/ ' : ' · .. ' •' 

cause of the uncer.tf\inty in yhe ' yo.ung -ages reported here, 
." I 
I• 

it is desirable , · >Js :in , ~~rf'ecting any analytical tech-, 
· .. '/ . " 
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nique, to minimize any and all errors in experimental ~~ 

procedure • 

There does not appear to be any way to improve the 

preci s ion of the pota$sium analysis with out destroying 

t h e sim~licity and rapidity of the present procedure. Most 

0£ the observed uncertainty in precision results ~rom 

the flame photometric procedure as indicated by replicate 

run s on the samo aample solution. Thus the sensitivity o~ 

the emission intensity must bo incressed without a con-
' 

c ~nitant rise in noise and instability. One method of 

achieving this result would be the use of a radiation 

buffer or orGanic solvent~ to :enhance the emission 

intensity of potassiu."Il . Analysis of low- po·cassiuro ultra-, . 

' ' basic rainorals · could perhnl.H> be better accomplished by --

a. method 'l:Jhich is less i11fluencod. by the extremely large 

quantiti()s of potential in1;Qrfe:rents . Isotopic dilution 

utilizing mass spect .. ometry 'pr .atom+c . absorption spec -
. . ' . . 

. I 

t!'O;:ientry mi~ht lii'ell be t # e · ae'swer 0 
·. ; . . 

The preparation '·Of atµon-.38, spi~<:es US Gd in this work 
. '· ' ' 

. f : . 
lea ves much to be desiiii'<iH1~ \ Areon- J8 pressure of the f'irst 

I· 
tt-10 batches , as meas~red .1,1~1~ a. Mc.fi.eod gauge • were in 

· er.oor by 28% and lO·f[,.·· The\~ c~:u3es ot such errors are not 

pre~ently knO'l.fflo Varli.ati~r~s -'.in., rilling pressure in each 
/ ~ . ' . ':.·\ 

i n d i vidual spike becauH~· ,hp'parent duting subsequent mass 
)I I .' 

: 1'-;i, . : . \ 
>pectrometer analysi s , ma·s.'t 1probably >resulting from 

'l ( i 

sealine o"£f the spike .tu1>~$ .• · It .is · s4egest()cl that f'utura 
I ! ' / • 

spike preparations ~a pu~te~red afte~ .. · the procedure nnd 

apparatus used at .• the Uni.versi;ty of dalifornia at Berk-

eley by Curtis 
/(' : . 

a~;1Evern~i'en CJ. _\.Richerds. personal com-

I 
1 

/ 
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munico.tion]. The broak-of'f' tubes arc sealed straight; Ul? 

from a horizontal, branched manifold to t1hich is attached 

a mercury reservoir throueh a large-bore valve~ The man-

ifold portion of' the system is baked at 1.J,oooc in order 

to a.chi~ve pressures belou 10-8 torr. The argon-J8 is 

releasecl from the reservoir in the closed syztem, pres-

sure moaspred with a McLeod gauge, and then the ~ercury 

is introducdd into the manifold to such a level as to 

seal of'f each indivldual tube. Thus all spikes are at 

the sai·11e pressure which remains constant during sealing. 

over 100 spikes are generally prepared at one time. Rab-

tlomly-selected spikes are subsequently ·calibrated against 

either a kno\m volume of' a1 .. gon .01"' a standa1~cl mineral 

sample. It is estimated that argon-:38 spikes prepared 

in this manner are accuraye to 0.5% (J.R.Richards ibid]J 

The discrimination of 2.6·% observed in the mass 

spectrometric~nalysis of air .argon is believed to re-
1 . ' 

sult froa/an increase in th~ filament current as the mag-' . . . 

net current is raised during · scanning of the argon iso-.· ' ' ' 

tope pea~s. The direct rel~tionship betueen these two 

variable~ is somewhat obsq~re. It m~y reeult f~om an in-
i 

ductive affa&t current tr~:nsmitted ".from the magnet coils 

... _ 

b~the 

If so, 

c onductive coating or the tu~e into the ion source. . i 

better isolation, ~~ay be possible. An al terna ti ve 
,, ~. 

remedy might be to use ~ ·collimating ·magnet for t1i'~l

ectron beam - this· would a;i.so serve tp , increase the 

sensitivity of the m~ss spectrometer. , 

The uncert~in~y resulting from air argon contamin
/ 

I / 
ation ca1be reduc~d by decre~sing the error 

I . 

in the deter-

mination of the ~sotopip 
I 

I 

ra,ios~ Increasing the sensit-

/ 
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ivity of the mass spect1"ometer liOuld not necessarily 

effect this result. A good part of the 2~6% standard dev 

iation obsorved in me~suring air Ar40/Ar36 probably is 

caused by non-linear peak hoi~ht fluctuation brought 

about ~Y the memory e:ff'oct of' the ma~s spoctrometer tube. 
,<)-C A.)-€'A ( >. (! 

Baking out the tube n£ter ~.omemy ~nalysea would tend to 

reduce the memory effect. 

A portion of the atmospheric argon-40 contamination 

~s contributed by the residual gases in the extraction 

system. In the early days of operation, the air argon 

blanlc was 1.22 x 10-.5 std oc • A:fter a year and a hal:f 

0£ operation and improvements, the blank was reduced to 
7 < 40 I • ~\Vt !4'1 LV(> 

1.86 x 10- std cc Ar , yet even this value c~i.-bliVes 

a large portion.:~ the a±r correction. for very young 

rocks of low potassium content. F rther reduction o:f 

residual air argon could probably .be accomplishGd by 

replacing the quartz titanium getter .with ·one of stain• 

less ste l. 

Ee s ummary of conclusions 
:, 
I ' 

" 
j·, 

1. The potassium-argon ages determined'\on the Waianae 
\ 

Volcano confirm those reported 'by otherr investigators 

with one notable exception. \'•' . 
' ·: 
h ; I · · 

2. ?-launa Kuwale is contemporaneous lwrth · the upper mem-
. . 
I . 

ber of the waianae Volcanic seriesrcontrarY, to prev• . . ; 
.· , 11:, ' 
l ·l / 
J •• ~ ... ' • • • ' iously-reported results. 
/' .: . ; ;\ ' . ' \ . 

Jo The problems of' de.ting youn~/ 'volcanzv:\ r<>cks 1nclut1e 
. ' ' .\ i . : ' !\\ ~ ·, 

high air argon oontemination,'/ secondary« alteration~ · ~:f 
I : . · r. • \ 
~' I \ ' I , . . , , .. 

rocka and minG1"als, excess ~a~i.ogenic 1

·~rg·on, and ace id~. 
. r. I : . . . \ ···· 

'' ; : · ~ / ' \ \-. 
.' ·-1'. . : 1\ ' . ,; '\•. e btal contamination_. 

4J De p-seated ultramafic xe~eliths 

// ~. ~ 
.// I 

~ . '"l • ' 1 t 

:') . •. ll '\ 
! ·. · ,. ;I 

a~e subject to iarge 
' t \. 
. \ 

' ' 

,. 1. 6 
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cxcenses o~ radiogenic areon. 

5. Th& precision of the young potassium-arg on ages r~portt-

ed heroin wns found to be approximately 11% (standard 

doviation). Air ar~on contruninatiosi of over 75% con

tribute~ markedly t~ an o~er~ll uncertainty in the accur-

acy o~ such results . 

/ 
IV. SUMMARY t 

( 

A Reynolds mass spectrom~ter, gas extraction system, 
\ ·. 

spiko preparation system, and,·;iissociuted apparatus has . \ 
. \ 

I ; , . ~ - , 

boen assembled in o.rder to !f~r~\~rm potassium-argon age 
' 

determinations on young, lot:r~p,ot.assium rocks typically . . ' ., . . 

I • . 

f'ound in the Hawaii~Z'l ;ts~p.n~~. Technj..ques have been pe1 .. -
, . . . ' 1: . . . " 

f~c·ted :for the routine an~ly;~is .· of potassium by f'lame 
' . . . '; 

! . 

photometry with a precisi\~n ;;.<ff approximately J·Jt> , and 
. I , \' . 

the analysis o-r radiogeni'.c l\rg0,n, by isotopic dilution 
i·' •/i · ' . . 

with a precision of abou.t l,:,f.'b:.· ,The acc~racy in the ages 
1 i' . ~ ~. ~ ! ; 

. . i' ' 
o:f young basa.l't;ic rocks wa,s :: found · t·o b0, severely limited 

. ' i. 

by the high degree of at~o~p~eric . argon contamination. 
I', 

The Waianae Volcanp Range p:f ' Oahu, ;Hawaii has been 
. , , I . 

systematically aated in order , to apply!, the techniques 
,· ' ' ' i I.\ 

. . ' .. I . 
and inst rumen ta tio11 o~j potassium-p.rgon: a_~alysis to a 

i" ! .. \ 
specific problem. The/.results co?-iroborate\' earlier work 

.' ' • . ' : . 

by other investigator~ . ie. the !'t'f~lan'~e . Range is approx-
_../ I . _i• \I\ 

i mataly 2.3-4- t- my. with one e:teeptions :\Mauna Kuwale was 
. / \ 

ound to be 2.J my , _;:r~~1her than 8.4 mt - ~\~ reported else• 
'/ ' ,.'/ ' \ 

where, and thus i. ~ .. { COJlt ·~mporaneou~ "!~,th the upper mem-
. : /

1 
; f •\. '\ • • •, •' :' I ~ .. ' ( \ ' 

bar of the wai~}~ae; ~~01ca.n1c Serie~;. · · t < · 
Diocordai~ ' a~i> .f cil,i' •certain tf rroma~~esian minerals 

rom young Hatef:ii¥an" e.xtrus1ves r~sult from excess radio-
. ,·' f i .;' . . ( \ ·, ' 

genie argon. It {s'l'ostula. ·~od ~hat , ~\rgo~~40 has been 
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uniformly dissolved in a phlogopite a:fter it has crystal-

lined, tiliereas inherited ~rgon held in fluid inclusions 

causes the rnndonf,iscordant ngos observed for hornblende 

_, and b_iot.ite f'ra.'Ct~.ons :from a rhyoc.taci·to. This belie:f is 

~ubstantiated by . visual evidence, vncuum ch~shine exper-
i 

imcHTts, and the sy:athesis of: a fluoromica that contained 

i nclusions . 

several ages determined on basalts from islands 

northwest of Kauai confirm the already abundant evid-

ence that the aee of tho Hawaiian Island:; chain pro

/ gres3ively increnses from southeast t~northwest. 

Abnormally hieh potassium-argon a{;es ( 160-:3300 my") 

wore i"ound for several samples of' ultrabasic xenoliths 

that a~ scattered throughout tha Hawaiian Is~nds,. No 

correlation is evident between the ages of different nod-

ule~ oz- even among the dif:ferent minerals of the same 

xenol ith .. It 15 believed that these ages are apparent 

only and are caused by exogenous argon-40 contained in 

the abundant fluid inclusions observed in these rocks,. 

Vacuun1 crushing data further substa.ntia'f:;e this bslief. 
' 

The problems encountered in dating young volcanics, 

ic. a high atmospheric areon correction, secondary alter-

ation and amygdalo1dal contamination. e·~cess radio~enic 

argon. and possible contamination ~y ultra."?la.f'ic xeno-. 

crysts • emphasize the need of' mul.tfi.ple yet oelee,tive . 

sa.":lpling of a suite ot rocks. JtJdiciou3ly;-selected, '. 

l,vhole-rock samples and, pref'erably, seve:;r-al !tifferent · 
. ' . . \ 

·, .' . ' . ~ 

mineral separates should th~n be utili~ed for analysi~ : 
!\ 
\ in ardor to obtain geologib~lly sienif~cant ages. 

.:: •,, 

! .• 

i 
I 

' \. \ . I 
\, 

' t\ 
' )':\!.,, '. 
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.APPENDIX 2 

Doscript~on of Rock and Mineral Specimens 

IL'C-119 Two foot diko of' basalt in rhyodacite (HK-121). 

, 
Collect~d from quarry at the southwest end of 
Mauna Kuwale, Uaianae Range. Rare phenocrysts 
0£ plagioclase occur in an intersertal ground
mass of plagioclase, monoclinic pyroxene, mag 
netite, ilmenite, and glass. A few small former 
gr~ins of olivine are wholly altered to goethite 
(?) while some of the glass is altered to fine 
serpentinous material • 

HK-121 Hornblende-biotite rhyodacite from quarry at 
southwest end of Mauna Kuwale, waianaa Range. 
Collected at an altitude of ubout 20 0 feet. Dark 
grey, massive rock with oligoclase phenocrysts, 
euhedral to subhedral crystals of biotite , bas
altic hornblende, and magnetite in a fine-grain
ed ground.mass with fluidal texture . The ground
mass consists of tiny microlites of plagioclase 
in a matrix of alkali feldspar and glass. see 
reference , p 82 , for a more complete petro
graphic description and reference , p 116 
(sample TK-1501) :for a chemical analysis • 

:. :_> ..:..~ 2 . HK-121b was taken :from the same quarry, but in 
a different ar0aE and at a later date. 

HK-121c wa.s collected from the north side of 
Mauna l(uwale at approximately 350 :feet above 
sea level. It is the same as the other two ~ample.s, 
except the bulk specimens exhibit a purple-red t 
tinge due to slight weathering and the matrix 
is a little finer-grained and glass i er . 

HK- 122 Olivine basalt :flow beneath the rhyodawite. Col
lected :from the east end of Mauna Kuwale at an 
elevation of about 20~,feet. Phenocrysts of plag
ioclase and augite lie in an intersertal ground
mass of plagioclase, monoclinic pyroxene, mag
netite, ilmenite , and purplish- brown glass . Form
er microphenocrysts of olivine are completely 
altered to serpent.ine while some of the glass is 
altered to yellow secondary products . some ves
icles are filled with calcite. · 

r HK-103 Hawaiite . Laupahoehoa series of Mauna Kea , Hawaii . 
collected f'rom Paauito Quarry . : Examination of' a 
hand sample indicafes this to 'be a medium- grey , 
dense andesine andl9si te ( hawai.i te) with unusually 
large and abundant i phlogopite prystals. 

I 

'! 

HK-107 

\! J , 
olivine basalt collected from a sill on Necke r 
Isa:Jnd. A fine-gr,a'ined, dense, ': olivine basalt 
trending towards /an alkalic basalt. Hand sample 
examination onlyf , 

! 
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IW-123 Tholeiitic olivine basal~. Lower Waia6ae 0 Col
lecoted at the mouth of Makua cave, Kaena Po~nt, 
a·~ an elevation of' 100 :feet. A vesicular pahoehoe 
with phonocrysts of olivino much altered to id
dine site setin a fine-grained intergranular to 
inte:rsertal 1eroundma.ss consisting of plagioclase, 
mo~oclinic pyroxene, macnetite, ilmenite, and 
elass . 

HK-124 ' Alkalic olivine basalt. Upper Waia.nae. From 

- ".) 

Paci~ic Rock company quarry at south end of waianae 
Raneo. Microph0nocrysts of olivine in an inter
granular ground.mass of' plagioclase, monoclinic 
pyroxene , olivine, and magn6tite 0 Olivine ex
tensively altered to iddingsite. For a chemical 
analysis, seo reference opl16 (C-30) • 

Ill~-126 Alkalic olivine basalt from dike in roadcut in 
Kuaokola Game Management Area, Kaene Pointo Elev
at;ion 1000 f'eet. P01Aphyritic, with rounded and 
cmbayed phenocrysts of calcic plagioclase up 
to one centimeter across in a fluidal intergran
ular groundmass of labradorite, pyroxene, and 
olivineo 

· HK-127 Olivine basalt :from a dike on Nihoa Islando Lab
radorite, pyroxone, olivine largely altered to 
iddin~sitc or goethite, ilmenite , magnetite, and 
interstitial glass some of which is a tered to 
a chloritic material. 

HK-128 xenoli th of ga1"'net · peridotH;e :.from the pala
gonite tuff of salt Lake Crater. Oahu. small 
crystals of clinopyroxene, garnet, olivine, and 
spinel • 

HK-129 Dunite nodule• approxiL"la-i;;ely 3 inches in diameter , 
from the 1800-01 Kaupu eha flow, Hualalai, · naw-
aii. · · 

mr-130 

IIK-132 

HK-1J4 

:ar-lJ.5 

mc-137 

Pyroxenite nOdJ!le · :rrom 1800-0l ' Kaupuleha flow, 
Hualalai,, Hawaii. composed mostly of augite. 

Alka!ic olivine basalt · from Mokuleia tra&l, north
\testern part o'£ the Waianae . Range• Upper Waiana.e • 
Large :feldspar phenocrysts ·up to o~e centi.-neter 
across, very similar in, appearance to HK-126 . Hand 
sample e~amination onl~f 

f 
Pyroxenite nodule f'rom lB00-01 ~! Kaupuleha flow, 
Hual.alai , Hawaii 0 pomposed predominantly o:f clino
pyro:i:one with. lea1than ,0% oliyine • 

' • j \ • ' . • 

Dunito nodule, approxima~e~y 4x8x8 inches, from 
1800-0l Kaupuleha ; :fl~w, ~~~alai o Hawaii. 

. \ :\ r 

Olivine gabbro nodule,') 6x6x12 'inches, :from 1800-01 
Kaupuleha :flow, Hualal~i, ;Hawai'i. composed mostly 

.' ' \ 

t ·. 

\_ \ 
/ \:. 
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• I HK-1J8 

• ·~ ffi{-142 

• 

• HK-1~3 

• HK-144 

• 

• 
HK-145 

• 

• HK-146 

•-

of olivine (65%0~ with large phenocrysts of feld
spar (10-15%) and pyroxene ' (augite?) crystals ·· 
( 20-25%). 

con posi-te sample of 3-4 peridotite inclusions !:t:a: 
ran.c; ing :from 1-3 inches in size ., From the palT.tg
onite tuff' of salt Lake crater, Oahu. composed of 
60-30% olivine, 15-20% enstatite, 5% chromian 
diopside, and< '5;% spinal. 

_,,-

Tholoi.i tic olivino basa1t. Lo ·rer Wa.ianaa. co11oct
ed 14 feet above sea level just south of Kalua
kauila stream, waianae nan.geo An intersertal 
groundmass conposed principally of labradorite 
and monoclinic pyroxene, with lesser amounts of 
magnetite, ilm~nite, and interstitial glass , 
scattered ~rains of olivine and augite grading 
in size t~microphenocrytts . secondary serpent-
ine and iron oxides,and possibly other secondary 
mineralsx are present as cavity fillings and 
stains/ and as alterations of olibine. 

Basalt :from the flow overlying the Mauna Kuwale 
rhyodacite (HK-121) , collected just southwest 
of :Mauna' KU\~·ale along Pahechee RidEtg at an elev
ation of approximately 350 feet. A pDrphyritic 
olivine basalt with abundant phenocrysts of feld
spar anq/some olivine . Very vesicular and somewhat 
altered' Habd eample examination only • 

Tholeiitic basalt. Lower Waianae. c ore sample 
taken from lowe;-Portion of a seven-foot :flow 
of basalt at 1081-foot level of Ewa I drill hole , 
located at the southeast section of USCGS station 
at Barbers Point,oahu. Intergranular rock com
posed o1 labredorite and monoclinic pyroxene with 
lesser amounts of magnetite and ilmenite , and a 
few phenocrysts of olivine , slightly rounded and 
embayed by resorption andAltered around the edge s 
to iddingsite . A little ~econdary iron oxide 
is present in places • 

Thole ii tic basalt. Midd.le Waianae . From ridge 
on north side of Nanakuli Valley, Waianae Range . 
Elevation 1410 feet. A fairly coarse - grained roc k 
composed o:f labradorite, slightly brownish pyr
oxene (augite and pigeonite) , magnetite, ilmenite , 
scattered grains of olivine, and a little inter
stitial glass. some of the olivine grains are p~ 
partly altered to goethite(?) , and a little sec 
ondary iron oxide and seppentine are present . see 
reference , pl26 (c - 48) for a chemical analysis . 

\ 
Hauaiite., Middle Waianae~ Taken fDom ledge at 
1920 .feet on the sP.mo ridge as HK- 145 , Nanakuli 
Valley, Waianae Range . 'Phenocrysts of plagio
clase (labradorite} , aug~te and olivi ne in a 

\ 
\ 
I 

" - 3 
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fine-grained intergranular ground.mass of and~s
i? e p aut;itoo olivine, magnetite and il~oniteo The 
olivine ·phenocryst~ show slight alteration to 
iddingsite or goethiteo 
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EXPLANATION 

IIIIill Lovas of lower and 
middle members 
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Figure 31. SAMPLE COLLECTION SITES IN THE WAIANAE RANGE 
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I SOCHRON PLOT FOR MAUNA KUWALE RHYODACITE 

II I- I . WR = whole-rock rhyodacito 

10 I- b = biotite 

h = hornblende 

9~ or = oroundmoss 

f :: feldspar 

:~ 
DI = dike thru rhyodacito 

UN = basalt un dgr lyi ng rhyodacillll 

ov :: flow over lying r hyodocite 

t = 2·3my 
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• BEGINNING OF 
ERA PERIOD EPOCH INTERVAL 

(MILLION YEARS) 

0 0 QUATEB~~B:t: P!e ililQ!:ifW!l I 
0 £.li a.ce..oe_ - - - - - - - ~ • N Mio..ceoa _______ 25 - 0 Qli.9.QcenL ______ 2§ 
z TERTIARY UPPER 4 5 

50 w _foe~- ~b~# ~§ 
0 Paleoc ene ~----- §3 

.M!!.em~tiQ.tL __ - - - - Z.Z. 

UPPER J&IDRQ[l tgn_ ---- - M 
.S.Qll.l.Ql)i_w _ -'=-=-=---=-- -

100 
~rllil~IL- .Jr----- -• CRETACEOUS ~lll_fl_ _ _/ 

W OJllil !llilrt_ - - - - - _ ilQ 

LOWER Albion 120 
0 

APt lan __________ 

0 
Neocomion 135 

15°f~ 
UPPER 

JURASSIC Bathonion 166 MIDDLE tlclfocTon - - - - - -
1 
;,-

LOWER • ~ UPPER 
2ool TRIASSIC 

200 200 

~ 
MIDDLE 

LOWER (230) 

F UPPER 

250- PERMIAN MIDDLE 260.. 
250 

• t LOWER 
(/) 
:::> 

300r ~ PENNSYLVANIAN 300 w 
u. 

Vi~Q!L _______ .l.2Q ~ ro 
er MISSISSIPPIAN 

350-
0 

<( 
Tournaision 34 5 u • UPPER 350 0 .Q6fil_ N 

0 DEVONIAN MIDDLE w ~ 
400 _J LOWER 4 <{ 

0... SILURIAN 

• UPPER 
illl'\!Qn ______ ~5.. 

450 450 
ORDOVICIAN MIDDLE 

LOWER 
500 

• UPPER 

550 CAMBRIAN MIDDLE 550 

LOWER 

• ---?-?-?-?--?-?--?-?--?--?--?-
Geologic tilne scale. 
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